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MR. NORVIEL: Ladies and gentlemen, you will please be quiet,

now, and we will begin the meeting. Judge Sawtelle has a very

hard and fast rule that there shall be no use of tobacco, either

chewing or smoking,in this room. We are requested to observe

that rule, so kindly bear that in mind.

I have the pleasure of introducing to you, ladies and gentle-

men, Mr. Herbert Hoover, Secretary of Commerce. (Applause)

MR. HOOVER: Governor Campbell, members of the Commission and

ladies and gentlemen: it is the purpose of the Colorado River

Commission to hold hearings hare during this afternoon, tomorrow

and Friday, and to visit the Imperial Valley on Sunday, if Toossi-

ble, and to reopen the hearings again in Los Angeles on Tuesday

morning.

It is the desire of the Commission to give an opportunity to

every interested person who can be of assistance to the Commission

in its work. The Commission has been established primarily to

consider and, if possible, to agree upon a contract between the

seven states in the Colorado River Basin, -providing for an equit-

able division of the water supply of the Colorado River and its

tributaries amongst these seven states. Such a contract is sub-

ject to the ratification byz'Oongress and the legislatures of the
•
' different states.
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It has been hoped that by such an agreement there may be

a prevention of endless litigation ana. long delays in the devel-

opment of the river and the success of the Commission depends in

finding some medium that will commend itself to the people of

each of the seven states, and contribute to the welfare of mil-

lions of people. It is therefore, the desire of the Commission

to have as much assistance as it can secure from all of those

who are interested in the problem. It is not so simple a matter

as may appear on the surface for, while there is possibly ample

river water in the river for all purposes, could storage be under-

taken, there is not a sufficient supply of water to meet all claims

unless there is some definite program of water conservation, and,
the

while the Commission primarily has but76-né - problem to solve, that

is, the proper and equitable division of the water, yet, its vis-

ion must extend to the methods and use of the water in the river,

and the Commission can be, I feel, of assistance to all of the

seven states in the better education of our eastern brothers as

to the imloortEnce of the Colorado River basin as to the nation as

a whole; that herein lies one of the great national assets of

America. In the Colorado River Basin, it is possible that we may

add 4,000,000 acres to our arable land. We may add 4,000,000

horse power to the strength of our people. We may add a population

of from three to ten million of people to Americe4,and, therefore,

we have need to consider this problem broadly and not particularly

to any interest alone, or to any particular immediate and personal
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interest, for the things we may ao to-day will extend net alone

to the second generation but to the tenth generation of Americanb.

It is therefore, a problem of great responsibility, that we

should arrive at such conclusions as in the first instance will be

just as between the different states, in the second instance that

will be the foundation for immediate progress in the utilization

of the river; and, in the third instance, that will bear ctitic-

ism from our children that we have acted rightly.

We have the good fortune to-day to have with us Governor

Campbell. There is no one who has contributed more to enlighten

the country as a whole to the necessity of action in this matter,

and T suggest it would be a great compliment to the Commission

if Governor Campbell could be the first to present the case for

Arizona.	 (A ,plause.)

GOVERNOR CAMPBELL: Mr. Chairman, and members of the Commis-

sion; I first want to greet you and extend to you the hospital-

ity of the State of Arizona and the City of Phoenix during the

deliberations of this, your second meeting. It is quite fitting,

think, that you should have chosen this Particular part of the

great Southwest, almost the heart of the great Colorado River

Basin, for your labors at this time and it is my hope that by

concerted effort of the men and women of this country from the

hearts and homes of the pioneers who have created from the des-

ert here just an example of what we might look forward to when

the great waters of the Colorado River are intelligently placed
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upon desert lands and the mighty power that can be produced there

is applied to its transportation and industries, to the end that

this whole country both in the lower reaches of the Colorado and

in the upper reaches of the River, might have attained a some-

thing that your chairman has spoken of, - a home for from three

to ten million of contented American people. 	 his has been my

dream for years and of others during a more recent .period, and I

think the labor that I have had the pleasure of performing the

last few years as the chief executive of this state has been most

profitable, when it has been towards that 'development for which

this Commission has been created.

I think it is fitting also at this time to say just a word

or two towards the birth of this Commission. It goes back just

a few years, although it has been in the minds of men for a num-

ber of years and, as I look at these men before me here, it takes

me back to Los Angeles and Salt Lake and Denver, Colorado, The

most of them were there than for the purpose of .reaching a com-

mon point where in due time they could sit. at the peace table,

backed Up by the statutory proviSions of their varibus states,

with the cooperation of the Federal Government represented here

to-day at the head of this table in the person of Secretary

Hoover, to the end that the big problems necessary to be deter-

mined on this great river might be accomplished before and not

after court procedures. And so, through the efforts of you men
P.



and. others who are not present here to-day, the proper legislation

was presented to the various legislatures in the Basin last year

and the most wonderful thing in all legislation occurred at that

time. Lvery one of the Basin States passed the necessary legis-

lation to ai)point a Commission, giving it certain rights and cer-

tain duties to -oerform, and then these same men and others went

to Washington and presented it to the Congress there assembled.

They,too, in a very short time, as national legislation is

passed, ratified the actions of these legislators, and a -opointed

a Commissioner, to the end that the development of the Colorado

River Basin, from its source to its mouth might be accomplished

with justice to all of the ta tes in the Basin, and it is my

hope, as it has been my dream for several years -oast, that each

of the States have selected in the Person of these Commissioners

and our Federal Government in the person of oUr Chairman, men of

sufficient breadth to overlook the selfish interests of any of

the States, and yet at the same time Protect the interests of

each of those States, so that they may have a place in the sun

and. enjoy the future developments of this wonderful natural

resource.
P .



I know that you men can do it, and I believe that you wi4L,1

and I would look upon the work of yourself and others who have

been interested in this big problem in past years as a broken

vase, never to be repaired, if before final adjournment of the

deliberations of this Commission either here or in some of our

sister states scmething be not accomplished. Because, you men

sitting here around the table as you are, knowing Paoli other as

you must, hearing in this state and in the various other states

the ambitions and the desires and the hopes of the people therein,

if you cannot come to some reasonable agreement and adjustment of

the interests of the various states, then, what opportunity has

the various legislatures in the various states to come together

in the drawing of a compact. If you seven men with your chairman

cannot do it, meeting as you do, then again I say, What chance

is there to enter into a treaty or compact when nresented to the

legislatures and the Congress, as it must be, before it becomes

law.

It is not my purpose, entlemen, to take up more of your

time. You all know how much this means to me personally, and

to me as the Governor of this State, and you all know what the

development of this river means to this State of Arizona, and it

is my hope and fervent prayer that you will get together upon

this occasion, as we have always gotten together heretofore in

the last two or three years, where men's minds have met for a

common purpose.
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I have been living for the past two or three years for this

moment, when t might addresssor at least be with a Commission of

this kind end let me hope again, I say, that you will be able to

present to the people in due course of time, a compact and a treaty

that can be ratified, with all the rights properly protected,

then unloose the purse-strings necessary for the development Of

this wonderful reource, so that we here in the inter-mountain

and the Southwestern country can really make sovereign States

of these in which we live. lAthout such developments as these,

we have almost reached the limit of our growth, and, with the

proper development of this wonderful resource, there is no limit

to our growth.

I leave you with this words; be as reasonable, be as sincere,

be as yielding now as those of us, who have carried the former

burdens, have been in the 7-)a5t, and I, for one, know that you

will reach the proper conclusion, to the end that the work you
here

do/Tin go down through the halls of time as a monument to you

men, representing your states in one of the greatest works now

before the Ameridan people. (Applause.)

M. IIORVIEI: Mr. Secrtary, upon receiving from you the re-

quest by wire of your desire 0 in the matter of this meeting that

• everyone who desired to be heard be given the opportunity and

, srigesting that time should be somewhat limited to those who might
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address us, and that the burden of the discussion should becentere

upon the partition of water Or the division of the water of the

Colorado stream system, looking to the proper adjudication or

allocation of the rights of the several states, we have noticed

that request in the Papers, and have sent out a few invitations •

to others whom we knew desired to address us on this occasion.

The next man who will address us, if he is present, is Mr. A. G.

MbGregor. Lr. A. G. McGregor is an engineer of this State, and

will now address the Commission. Mr. A. G. McGregor. (Applause)

MR. McGREGOR: Mr. Chairman, members of the Colorado Commis-

sion end ladies and gentlemen: the title of my paper, if it is

one, is "An Arizona view of the -facts and psychology surrounding

the Colorado River Problem, • end a plan for its solution." Brief-

ly from an Arizona standpoint, I will try to frankly lay bare a

few of t -Je salient facts and some of the phsydology surrounding

the problem of the Colorado River Development, in the hope that

SOMO of the haze at present surrounding Arizona' S position may

be cleared, and I will venture to propose a plan for the solution

of the problem.

At the outset, I wish it clearly understood that I am not

accusing the citizens collectively of any of the other states.

of doing something thLt our Arizona citizens, under Similar

circumstances, would not do, nor am I accusing any individual of

pursuing a policy that I, as an individual, would not pursue.
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We are all human and are naturally alert to our own best inter-

es t s.

(Mr. McGregor then read the following paper)

"I wish first to consider briefly the individual interests

'of the seven states of the Colorado basin in the proposed river

development.

"As we all know, California has very great need for protec-

tion from the floods of the Colorado. California has half a

million acres of rich land that can be brought under cultivetion

from the direct use of the water of the River as soon as its floods

can be brought under control and conserved. California has need

for more hydro-electric power. It happens that'all of these needs

can be fully realized by building a high dam in the canyon of the

Colorado at a site affording ample storage back of it.

"Arizona also desires to be protected from the floods of

the Colorado; her need for this Protection is entirely secondary

to that of California, however. Arizona has about the same

amount of land that can be reclaimed by irrigation directly with

the waters of the Colorado as California has, and Arizona is very

much interested in this dev(qopment. Arizona has need for hydro-

electric power; she cannot use as much as California eventually,

but for the amount that can be used, her needs are more pressing

than California's.
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"Ele0fric smelting of copper ores was practised in llorway

diring the 1P4ar. with their crude beginnings and with power at
A960 per k.w• year, electric smelting successfully competed with

furnace smelting and coke at20 per ton. It may be possible

that power can be developed at a low enough cost to make it

attractive for smelting Arizona copper ore. If this happens

Arizona can be counted upon to use ay)roximately half a million

horserower.

"So far, California has been much more aggressive in seeking

the development of the river than Arizona has, due mainly of course

to California's much greater danFfer from floods. California

has raised more than 3100,000 for the use of the Reclamation

Service Sngineers for investigating the feasibility of . construct-

ing a dam and placing the river under eonstru-Tting,14,

placing tharivend-ox-control, in the hope that there might

be enough new land found available for direct irrigation to

practically justify the cost of the dam as a reclamation project.

"The reclamation engineers have been working diligently in

their investigations, and they now report that the project is

entirely feasible from an engineering standpoint and from a fin-

ancial standpoint, but that as far as the land that can be re-

claimed is concerned, as important as it is, this land will justify

only a very small 72art of the cost of the necessary dam.
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"Not long ago the reclamation engineers estimated the new

land would stand 5 per cent of the cost, and flood control 10 per

cent, the balance of 85 per cent, or the cost of the dam, would

be borne by power. Now, I understand the Reclamation Service

would assess an even greater/portion of the cost of the dam to

power.

"In other words, it turns out that the Colorado River pro-

ject becomes primarily a power project and not a reclamation pro-

ject. The problem is not reclamation, but is a power prOblem,

and must be so recognized. The solution of the Imperial Valley's

flood problem and the solution of the reclamation problem of the

lower Colorado, both depend upon the solution of the real problem,

the economic problem, which is the power problem. Flood control

and equalization of the River flow are paramount to the Imperial

Valley. These same considerations are paramount in the compre-

hensive development of the river for power. The best interest of

power in the use of water will quite closely coincide with the

best interest of reclamation, however, the power problem must be

hampered by reclamation considerations only in so far as they

are economical to the best interests of both.

"It is fully realized that the Colorado River Canyon, from

the standpoint of power that can be developed, probably constit-

utes one of the most valuable untouched resources in the world

today ; tnd the time has already passed for a beginning in its

development.	 P.



"It seems as if Lature intended the canyon of the Colorado

as a great super-power projeCt. She has been unrsually kind

indeed, and has placed by far the best storage site at the head

of the canyon, the ideal location for it, where it will'be of

tremendous advantage for power development. With a dar 500 feet

high, the reservoir site at the head of the Canyon. has a capacity

for storing the total flow of the river for three yearu, which

is all that could possibly be desired. Eventually, there will

probably be about seven other dams below, none of which, by com-

pariuon with the upper development, have much storage capacity.

Fortunately als0 97 . per dent of all the water flowing in the

River at the lowest dam site, flows through the upper dam site..

"From this upper reservoir site to the lower Boulder Canyon

dam site the river drops a distance of 3,100 feet in elevation.'

The averae flow of the River, with this drop, when the canyon

is fully developed as it eventually will be, will yield about

6,000,000 h.p. At 420 per h.p. year (the present Arizona cost

of power is about . 30/1i:: year) this amount of pomer will be

worth $120,000,000 annually.

"It happens that 80er cent of the pessible power projects

in the canyon are entirely within the boundaries of Arizona. The

other 20 per cent of the power that can be developed in the canyon

is on the 4irizona-Devada boundary line. Half of this would,
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therefore, be in Arizona and half in Nevada so it may be stated •

that 90 per cent of all the power projects that will eventually

be developed in the canyon are in Arizona. None of the Colorado

River power projects are in California and the closest ore to

her border is 70 miles distant.

"Naturally Arizona looks upon this great resource exactly

the same as all the other 'states look upon Nature 'a resources

that happen to lie within their boundaries. Arizona naturally

expects to profit from the low cost power to be made available

to her industries and by her increased adreage of irrigable

lands. Arizona has no notion of grabbing the canyon's power and

reserving it to her own future use. Arizona expects California

and any of the other states desiring power, to have all they can

use and to establish priorities in its use until finally the can .-

yon is fully developed.

"The 'State of Arizona naturally expects to benefit from the .

power delivered beyond her boundaries to the extent of an equit-

able tax on the project furnishing it, the same as other states

benefit from the shipment of commodities manufactured within

their confines to points outside.

"The development of the Colorado River power project will

not add any irrigable land to the other five states, parts of

which lie within the Colorado River basin. 4.Q0, none of these

states are now much interested in the possibility of receiving
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,over from the project, as they have abundant hydro-electric

power from other soUrces. They are interested, however, in the

roject for another reason, especially the States of Wyoming,

Colorado, Utah, and. Pew 'Mexico. They have lands which it is

physically possible to irrigate by water now flowing down the

Colorado River, but which have not yet been cultivated for the

reason that their prospective value so far is not sufficient to

justify the cost of delivering water to them. Eventually it

viii prove economic to reclaim some of these lands, at least, by

rrigation, if the water is then available.

"Those in the upper states in toUch with the situation, fully

ealize that when the first dam - is constructed. in the Colorado,

uch of the land available for irrigation below will be quickly

rought under cultivation, due to its fertility	 the long grow-

ng 	of the Southwest. They recognize that this earlier use

f the water for irrigation and for power constitutes a priority

s it should. They realize that eventually when the Canyon is

ully developed the .water will be more valuable for power in the

anyon, alone, than it will be for irAgation on much of the land

n the upper states. They realize that when the disputes between

tates over the use of water, now pending in the courts are fin-

11y settled, the right of priority will likely be recognized and

n some instances possibly the principle of the economic use may

•ve weight. They realize that Arizona and 'California will have

reference by either county. They realize that possibly. - when



the time comes that it will be economically feasible to develop

some of the lands in the uoper states for which there would be

abundant water flowing by, they may possibly be restrained from

using it on account of the Prior End more economic use in Arizona.

and California below.

"They cannnot be blamed for seeking now to gain a right to be

exercised later for the use of the water on lands not nowerer-

-utzci later for thc-,a-ae --eg on landc nct now economical of develop.-

ment but which may be later.

"Arizona and California can not be blamed for feeling cer-

tain that the doctrine of preferende to the prior and more econ-

omic use will Prevail and for being willing to take chances on

. the future upholding this apparently just doctrine.

"Ilevada is not much concerned about the priorities to be

gained by Arizona and California through the development of the

Colorado Canyon project, as her additional lEnd that can be re-

claimed by waters flowing into the Colorado River is small, only

about 2,000 acres according to Ji -rector Davis. However, Nevada

hes another interest in the proposed Colorado project from the

fact that 20 per cent of the power to be ultimately developed in

the canyon is on the Arizona-Nevada boundary line. Nevada can

not be blamed for seeking in every possible way to have the part

of the canyon in which she is interested developed first, even if

it is decidedly in the wrong end of the canyon for a power devel-

opment, Lind even if the foundation difficulties for a dam in this

ena of the canyon are stupendous and entirely without precedent.
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"If the Reclamation Service recommendations are carried

out, they wevld build the Boulder Canyon Dam, turning the power

over to private enterprise. The power plant would be on the

NevadE side, and Nevada would benefit from all the construction

activities and an important increase in her taxable wealth. No

one in Nevada can be blamed for seeking in every legitimate way

to have the Reclamation Service program Carried out.

"It is quite plain that Arizona and California will use

practically mll the power to be generated by the river develop-

ment for some time to come, and all the new land to be reclaimed

as a result of the river development will be entirely within

their borders. Also, it is very plain that Arizona and Calif-

ornia will eventually pay all the bills covering the cost of the

development, no matter how inefficiently or poorly the project

is developed from their standpoint. Is it notevident that

Arizona and California alone should be the high contracting part-

ies?

"Any inportant development undertaken by the Reclamation

Service must, of course, be approved by Congress and the Senate.

In the Senate all the other states of the basin have equal rights

with Arizona and California. Viith all these other states having

their own individual interests to champion, can Arizona and

California expect that their very important and paramount interests
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will be best safeguarded and expedited by allowing these other.

States, an equal voice with themselves?

"Are not the Reclamation Service recommendations apt to be

framed from the standpoint of getting them passed by the Senate,

rather than from the standpoint of the very bet interests of

those thol  who will finally pay all the bills?

"On account of the conflicting interests of the seven states

of the basin, is there much hoPe that Arizona and California can

.expect im ,portant Federal legislation entirely fair to their best

interests in the near future?

"Is there much hoe that the -,2ederal Government can be in-

duced to finance a pro:ect that is so preponderantly a power pro-

ject and not a reclamation project?

"Is it not time that California and Arizona were discussing

this mutuall:: vital -.Problem between themselves? Can not they by

cooperation devise a way of carrying out the project more econo-

mically, more expeditiously and more to their mutual best inter-

osts than by de -)ending upon the Reclamation Service send the U. .

Senate which, in the very nature of things, are compelled to be

influenced by Political considerations?

"The Colorado River power project could be turned over to

a private oor:ooration to develop and control. I contend that

on account of the very involved situation, the entire canyon

development is 7properly a one owner project, in spite of the fact
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that there will eventually be about seven or eight power Plants

of enormous capacity in the canyon.

"The power company putting in the upper dam which will

provide the necessary storage and put the River under control

will contribute enormous benefits to subsequent- developments

below in three ways, as follows:

'First: Subsequent dams below will not cost as much 116

build, as the very expensive means required for taking care of

the seasonal floods during the construction will not be needed.

The floods will be controlled by the upper dam.

"Second: The subsequent lyrojects can be operated at a. uni-

form maximum head whereas this cannot be done at the upper dam

as the effective head there will vary with the amount of water

in storage. The same height of dam and flow of water at a dam

below will probably have abort 60 par cent more power capacity,

on .th  average, than the upper dam.

"Third, and most important of all, the value and ca2acity

of a hydro-electric development is largely determined by the

amount of power it can deliver during the low water season. The

average flow of the Colorado is about seven times the minimum

flow, and the value of a subsequent development below will be

increased many fold by virtue of the first dam and the great

storage back of it.



"It will thus be seen that the builder of the upper dam is

entitled to a very important equity in subsequent developments be-

low. There would probably be difficulty in arriving at a just

appraisal of this equity, and it would seem the simpler plan

would be to let one corporation handle it all.

"However, as there are several interests seeking rights in

the canyon at present, there may be legal difficulty in turning

the entire project over to one private corporation for develop-

ment. Furthermore, if it is legally feasiblethe policy of turn-

ing over much an enormously valuable natural resource to a private

corporation would probably be opposed by the general public, and

any legislation aiding a single private corporation to gain entire

control of this great natural resource would undoubtedly be im-

possible of attainment.

"privately owned public service corporations in these times

get very little satisfaction from rendering.valuable public ser-

vice. They are hedged and hampered at every turn and if, in spite

of this, they are able to operate at a profit, the cry goes up for

the public to take them over.

"If there ever was a resource that the people felt belonged

to them in the be,9 .inninp: and one which appeared attractive to

them to operate for their own benefit, it is the Colorado River

Power project and this situation, together with the involved con-

ditions surrounding the comprehensive power development of the

canyon by private 'capital, I believe may as well be recognized now
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as later. P r ompt recognition by those interested will better

insure the protection of their interests and exp5.dite the devel-

opment and the great benefits that will accrue to all.

"I believe there i$ a more expeditious plan of handling this

project which will better serve the paramount interests of the

prospective users of power in Arizona and California and the tax-

payers of these states than turning it over to the Federal Govern7

ment to handle.

"I believe that the super-power projects now being discussed

in certain sections can only be successfully carried out to accom-

plish the results desired through the cooperative organization of

the power users in those districts,--not the power seller.

"If we must have public ownership; I believe that the State

of Arizona, on account of her power to condemn, appraise and re-

imburse for private property within her boundaries, for public

use, is the proper instrument, in cooperation with the State of

California, to take over the development of the Colorado power

project. Their interests in this are mutual.

"For the state of Arizona I would propose suitable legislation

for carrying out a plan which I will outline only briefly.
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"I would propose the creation of a Colorado River Power

Board, representing interests who are . important users of power

directly or who, as important tax payers of the State, would be

vitally interested in the businesslike administration of the pro-

ject. I would propose that the board be made up of directors

representing each of the following important interests: Mining,

railroads, power and lighting companies, bankers, merchants, agri-

culture, the general public and labor. It is my idea that this

board would not operate as a salaried commission, but would oper-

ate strictly as a board of directors who would be paid by the

state on a per diem basis only, provided for in thd beginning.

"This board would have the following powers, among others:

The power to condemn and reimburse for private property in the

State required for the use of this public corporation.

"The power to fix equitable rates for Colorado River power

in the State.

"The power to cooperate and organize with a similarly conttit-

uted California board of equal number.

"The joint Arizona-California Board would have the following

powers:

"The power to organize and elect its necessary officers for thc

transaction of business.



auth3rity to dictate the entire business policy, the

plan of organization, the selection of managers, commissions if

necessary, etc., the fiin of salaries and wages, the purchase

of any kind of property in any state, etc.

"The power to issue bonds Fa3 needed obligating the 'states

of Arizona and California to whatever extent is necessary in the

businesslike development of the Colorado River Project.

"The power to enter into contracts for the sale af power to

consumers in any state.

"Power would likely be sold at cost in the states of Arizona

and California as long as there is any power un-developed or un-

used from the canyon project. By cost I mean all, operating costs,

interest and redemption charge8 for bonds, sinking funds, eta,,

the policy governing the progress in the liquidation of all bonded

indebtedness remaininc. in the hands of the Board.

"As far as the operating charges of the dam and power plant

and the overhead charges are concerned, they would be assessed

at the switchboard; the users of the respective states would•be

required to stand their own transmission losses.

"The State of California wculd be obligated to pay a small

premium on the ).7;ower at the switchboard, in lieu of taxes Arizona

would be entitled to each year, on property within her boundaries.
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"California's tax for any year could. be based on her proper-

tiOn of the assessed valuation of the dams and power plants, her.

proportion bearing the. same relation to the total assessed valua-

tion that her connected load, bears to the total connected . load.

The rate of taxation and method of arriving at assessed valuation

would be the prevailing rate and method for the 'other similar

taxable property in the State of Arizona. It would be arranged.

.so that California would pay no taxes to Arizona until the pro-

ject is on a proper operating basis.

"As the acts of the board of directors would. determine the

financial and. business policy of this proposed gigantic public

corporation, and determine the efficiency and dispatch with which

its work is car:,.-ied out ., it would be but right for the prot6ation
of the users of power and, the public and bondholders that the

specifications for a director be $o drawn in the beginning that

as far as possible only men of proven ability in the direction of

large affairs would be eligible for the responsibility.

"As all bonds or other financial obligations would be issued
On the basis of the plan of administration provided for in the
enabling act, no changes could be made in the method of management
without the consent of the bond holders or without the redeM -ption

all the outstanding obligations, so that danger from a change
in the method of management by radical legislation Would be remote
/4111 e orderly government endures.
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"I believe the eoox)erative method briefly outlined for hand-

ling the Colorado power project to the best interests of the power

users in the two states could possibly be worked out so as to be as

efficient and businesslike in operation as large privately owned

corporations.

"Bonds issued jointly by the States of California and Arizona

in the manner described would be fully as well secured as U. 3.

Government obligations, and to inveStors of moderate taxable in-

come should prove fully as attractive.

"In a hydro-electric project of the magnitude of the one

proposed, the capital and interest charges would constitute more

thLn 90 per cent of the cost of the power delivered. Privately

owned public service corporations are being so interfered with in

their operations that more risk is felt by careful investors in

their securities now than formerly, and their problems of financing

are more difficult. Due to this and other disadvantages by 'com-

parison under which a private corporation of necessity must operate,

I believe it is safe to say that their necessary interest and pro

fit charges for capital would be more than 50 per cent 7reater . than

the capital charges of the publicly owned corporation which I pro-

pose.

"This means that the cost of Colorado River power delivered

by the Private corporation would cost considerably more than if

delivered by the public corporation.
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"Furthermore, a private corporation, would necessarily con-

tinue to Charge a high rate on its invested capital as long as it

controlled the project, whereas the States of Arizona and Californi

might decide to liquidate the bonded indebtedness by easy stages,

and undoubtedly would eventually: V4hen this timecomes, they

would be in a position to sell power at cost for a dollar or two

per h.p. year at the switchboard, but probably they would sell it

at a profit, returning millions to their respeCtive State Treas-

uries each year.

"Director Davis estimates the firwt project to cost as follows

Dam
Power Plant
Transmission lines

:50,000,000
22,000,000
18,000,000  

Total

"For the cooperatift plan the annual

be, say seven, per cent, or ,$6,300,000. He

ject with a dam 500 feet high and with the

90,000,000

interest charges would

estimates such a pro-

variable head obtain-

ing, would develop more than 00,000 H.P. which, with the great

storage. back of it and with a power plant somewhat larger in cap-

acity than required for the average power, the Project could be

made to yield a return on this amount of power annually.

"On this basis, when the market is established for this amount

of power, it would a.2).)ear that power could.be readily sold at the

switchboard for under çi;l7 per horsepower year, a remarkably low

figure. 	iith subsequent developments, power could be sold for less,

for reasons explained before. 	 P.



"It may be asked to whom would the power project belong when

all the proposed dams are built and all the available power is

being used. The answer to this can well be left to future gener-

atiOns to decide, but my answer now would be that it would belong

to Arizona and California in proportion to thé power they are

then using from it, and could be divided between them on this

basis if they wished. The other states using power from it at

that time would be entitled forever to the proportionate amount of

'Power from it that they are then using. When the project is fully

developed and there is a demand for all the power, this great

public corporation may see fit to purehase lands in the upper

states that are then making a less profitable use of the water

which they are diverting so that the water may be more profitably

used below. For this and other reasons, I believe it would always

be mutually aqvantageous for Arizona and California to maintain

their partnership in the enterprise.

"If the plan proposed is not feasible, then let Arizona alone

consider makirg the development. If this is not feasible, then let

us consider turning it all over to one private corporation to

handle. If this seems best, why not assist them in financing and

in every way possible? This is something we who will eventually

pay all the bills, should get together on promptly. Arizona needs

the power new.
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"It may be asked, where will the other states of the Colo-

rado iver basin get off if Arizona and California go ahead as I

propose? Under the plan outlined, I would propose that Arizona

and California would sell power to users in any of the states on

equitable terms as long as tower is available. The upper storage

dam would back up water into Utah on land fortunately having

practically no commercial value. The value of this land would

be appraised and Utah would be properly coupensated.for it.

"As to Nevada, whenever the Arizona-California power board

found that the projects on the Nevada border:mere the economic

ones, to develop, the board Would enter into negotiations with

Nevada.

"What about the future use of additional water by the upper

states in the basin? ..2irst, as to water for irrigation in Arizona

and California, I believe it can be safely stated the time will

Probably never come when the unper states will be able to emon-

omically permanently divert enough water from the River for use

in the basin so that there will t'a an important shortage of water

for the Arizona and California lands below when the dam and st or-

ape now nronosed are constructed. If there is a shortage, it will

be many generations hence. The approach of the shortage, if it

should ever corne, will be gradual and will be apparent for years

before it occurs and there need then be no misunderstnding or

embarrassment.
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"Now,as to the power, it can be safol7 stated that the com-

paratively small additional amount of water that the upper states

will bet. 	 to economically, permanently divert for use in the

basin for many years to come, will not noticeably affedt the

Arizona-California power prodect. If, during the development of

the power project, this diversion by the upner states should be-

come noticeable Arizona and California would undoubtedly have the

legal right to restrain such diversions. However, if there is a

shortage of power as a consequence of these necessarily conpara-

tively small diversions, it would be 2 uhort-sighted policy and

manifestly unfair for the rower interests of these states to start

legal Proceedings to regain the small amount of water involved.

The power corporation, under this circumstance, would promptly get

busy ana build another dam and power plant.

"I feel safe in saying that the American sense of proportion

and fair play can be deended upon to prevent the California and

Arizona power interests from ever seeking to restrain the upper

states from diverting water for the irrigation of lands in the

basin until 'after the last feasible dam has been constucted in the

canyon and there is a real shortage of water for nowgr. This will

be many generations hence.

"Vvhile, as just pointed out, there need be no worry about

a shortage of water for irrigation or for power in the lower states

for generations, it is useless now to ask Arizona and California to
now

snecifically waive any rights that they feel,n -aTUrally belong to
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their posterity, judged by present standards of justice. They are

just as loyal to and thoughtful of their future generations as axe

the upper states.

"When these contingencies we are discussing arise, if they

ever do, conditions may be greatly changed, Great strides will

have taken place in chemistry and other sciences. Possibly in

that day the people of the upper states will prefer to use the

water of the basin for power rather than for irrigation. Why

not leave this question that we are bothering about now, and

only concerns the future, to the future to solve, which will better

understand the condition's then prevailing. Can not their good

judgment be depended upon to work out a just solution of the pro-

blem, if there is a Problem? "Why cross the bridge before we come

to it?" What now seems a "mountain" to us, may be only a "mole

hill" to them.

"They say "possession is nine points of the law." All the

water in question is in the possession of the upper states be-

fore it reaches Arizona and California. If Arizona and California

are not worrying, why should the upper states worry.

"In other words, the possibility of a shortage of water for

irrigation is remote. If it ever happens, let the prior users of

the basin as a whole have preference. When the last feasible dam

in the canyon is constructed and there is a real shortage of water

for power, let those then living determine the extent of the pre-

ference that the use for power in the canyon shall have over the
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use for irrigation in the upper states.

"Dow, a word about the Republic of Mexico, and I am through.

It is likely that as a result of the control of the river and its

development for power, Mexico will be enabled to reclaim an im-

portant amount of new land and profitably cultivate it for many

years to acme, possibly forever. It should be distinctly under-

stood that the use of the water on these new lands will not con-

stitute a permanent right of priority as against any lands in the

United States."

(3nd of papei)

MR. HOOVER: There are one or two points that I think the

Commission would like to have a little more illumination on.. I

gather your conclusion is that the major emphasis should be given

to power rather than irrigation..

MR. McGREGOR: That is my contention. I think that as long as

the land will not justify the cost that power naturally should

have first consideration.

MR. HOOVER: You would, therefore', give a priority to power

over irrigation in the use of the water? .

MR. MCGREGOR: Vo, that is not what I tried to explain—my .idea

is that the power-- it would be unfair for power to ever claim

a priority over land in the upper states as long as there is water

or you might say more dams available - for construction in the can-

yon, that is, as long as ore dams can be -built for power, why,

then, power should not seek to restrain any of the upper states.

That would be my idea of a just arrangement.
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MR. HOOVER: Well, what nature of a compact would you. entei

into between the states unaer your project for the division of

water?

M. McGREGOR: Frankly, Mr. 3ecretary, that--I think that I

would not enter into any comr•ct.

MR. HOOVER: Well, how would you avoid the probable period of

litigation that this must go through before there will be a clar-

ity of title?

MR. McaREGOR: My idea is that as far as the use by irrigation

is concerned, the priority would be recognized through/The basin,

that is, the preference would be given to the first users in the •

basin whether they are in California, Arizona, Colorado or wher-

ever they might be, as preference would be given to the first

users then aS far as Power is concerned. I wOuld not be in favor

of the usa of water for irrigation anywhere until aftertthe last

dam was built, when the value of the water for power. will be more

than it will be for irrigation in the upper states. That is my

idea; that when the CIEMS are fully developed, or a 3100 foot head

is .making power, the water for that purpose will be mord valuable

than it will be for most of the land in the upper states, that is,

based on the present way of looking at things now. Of course,

things may change and my idea is that when the time comes and the

last dam is built, then you could decide what right power has over

land, if it has any.
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MR. HOOVER: Well, what nature of a compact would you ente/

into between the states under your project for the division of

water?

MR, LeGREGOR: PrnLly, Mr. Secretary, that--I think that I

would not enter into any comT)act.

M2. HOOVER: Well, how would you avoid the probable period of

litigation that this must go through before there will be a clar-

ity of title?

MR. McGR:i�GOR: My idea is that as far as the use by irrigation

is concerned, the priority lifould be recegnized through/The basin,

that iS, the preference would be given to the first users in the

basin whether they are in Jalifornia, ifirizona, Colorado or wher-

ever they might be, au preference would be given to the first

users then as far as Power is concerned. I would not be in favor

of the use of water for irrigation anywhere until aftertthe last

dam was built, when the value of the water for power will be more

than it will be for irrigation in the upper states. That is my

idea; that when the dams are fully developed, or a 3100 foot head

is making power, the water for that purpose will be more valuable

than it will be for most of the land in the upper states, that is,

based on the present way of looking at things now. Of courge,

things may change and r7 idea is that when the time comes and the

last dam is built, then you could decide what right power has over

land, if it has any.	
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MR. 1 -WjT1,;2: ,ovi a-re you going to .set at the problem now cf

the sort of a compact you would enter upon at the present time in

order to encourage development of the river without litigation?

MR. McGREGOR: I think that anybody that analyzes the situa-

tion--goes into the facts as to what land is already under culti-

vation and the land that is likely to be under cultivation, why,

he will be very well satisfied if the upper states cannot possibly

economically divert more water or enough water to make it notic-

able to the power interests or detrimental to the power interests.

MR. HOOVER; How would you prevent the upper Otates from bring-

ing action against the lower states in order to prevent the es-

tablishment of priority use of the water?

MR. McGREGOR: I don't think that they would--they might take

that position, but it don't seem to me a reasonable one to take,

would it?

MR. HOOVI;R: I don't say that. I am only inquiring what kind

of anaagreement you would provide in order to stave off such an

action?

MR. McGREGOR: 14hy, I said I don't think we would have any

agreement. ,- I might tilke that back. I might say that as far as

use for irrigation is concerned, that priorities in the basin as

a whole should govern, and, of course, I think that the upper

states should be satisfied if the power users below are not inter-

fering with the use of the water by the upper states, until after

there is a real shortage of water for power and that will be so

far in the future that--and we know so little about the condit-

ions, that, it is my opinion, we should not try to lay down a rule
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that will p:overn them. This shortage of later will be so far in

the future and be approached so gradually that it will be readily

seen, and there is no need for any dispute or embarrassment about

it when it comes.

MR. HOOVER: Your impression is, rather, that the upper states

ought to rest on the confidence that there will be no decision

of their water rights, and let it stand at that.

MR. McGREGOR: I think so. I think it would be safe in that,

but I think that if it is necessary we may enter into a compact

to guarantee them that right. I think it is reasonable. Of course,

I am just speaking as one individual of Arizona. I have no res-

ponsibility, and nobody is backing me particularly. I am speak-

ing only as an individual, and what I think may not agree with

what people in California think and what people in Arizona think. -

MR. HOOVER: I was only trying to get all angles of the matter

ort. Have any members of the commission any questions to ask?

A COMMI6SI01JER: The reservoir that you propose will be used.

for irrigation as well as power, would it not?

MR. McGREGOR: Yes, sir.

A COMMISSIOLIER: So that if it could be said that it was already

appropriated, the river down here, by those reservoirs, that would

be an exclusive appropriation of the entire stream to its source,

wouldn't it?
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MR. McGREGOR: Not under the condition that I would make it,

I don't think.

A COMMISSIONER: Your condition, as I take it, is this: Your

belief is that there is Plenty of water in the river, and the low-

er states would be warranted in assuring the upper states that

any development that occurred below should not have a preference

on subsequent natural development above?

MR. McGREGOR: Yes, of course, now, as far as land is concerned--

as far as water is diverted on land, a concern that has diverted the

water first would have a priority if there ever came an issue to

the rights of water for irrigation.

A COMMISSIONER: In other words, if our friend Colonel Maxwell's

scheme should go, you would irrigate half Of Arizona, figuratively

speaking here-- As a matter of fact, you would make a prior approp-

riation of the wholeeriver and dry us fellows up entirely, wouldn't

you?

MR. McGREGOR: My idea is that it is not practical to disburse an

any water that is going to be harmful to the upper states for irri-

gation. That is my idea. However, I would say that if it did do

that, and we diverted the water before you did above, why, I woad

say that he is entitled—that is, his project is entitled to the

water.
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A COMMISSIONER: Did I understand you to say that that condition

of priority of irrigation would not apply to Old Mexico?

MR. McGREGOR: That is what I would say, yes, sir.

A COMMISSIONER: Well, why?
all

'MR. McGREGOR:''Because of the development expense being/borne

by the United States, If Mexico would come in and offer to help

us build the dams, and so on, why, we might consider that she would
not

have such rights in the future. but MY idea is that 'he would/have

any rights. They would have a right to use the water as it flows

by.

A COMMISSIONER: One thing more. The particular site that you

have mentioned is commonly known as what?

MR. McGREGOR: Why, Lee's Ferry, Glen Canyon.

A COMMISSIONER: You say that holds if the gates were closed

down tight so that no water would escape to the river and would

pour in there, it would. take it three years to fill'up?

MR. McGREGOR: 1, Yes, that is about the capacity of the site.

A COMMISSIONER: That is all.

.MR. DORVIEL: Lest we forget, I think there will be somecchanges

made in the program of those Who'will address us tomorrow,.and if

there are those W110SEI names have not -Aeon handed in, who desire

to address the Commission on tomorrow, either before or.after noon,

I wish you would be kind enough to see that the names get intt the
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hands of the Commission—some one of the members of the Commission,

not later than at the close of the meeting today, so that the pro-

gram may be squared up for tomorrow, and then for the following

day it is the desire of the Chairman of this Commission that all
in

of those who have something to offer will kindly give/his name,

whether he can be heard tomorrow or the next day; do so this after-

noon on or before the closing of this meeting

The next speaker,- Governor Boyle, found at the last moment

that he would not beable to attend the meeting on account of

pressing business, and asked Colonel Scrugham, the State Engineer

of Nevada, to represent him. Colonel Scrugham is also a member

of this Commission, and will take up the time of Governor Boyle.

MR. SCRUGHAM: Mr. Chairman, under the guise of protecting the

rights of the various states in rtich they live, a very large num-

ber of chimerical schemes ha te been propounded for the solution

of the Colorado River problem, by individuals who obviously desire

to enact the roll of Moses leading the Children of Israel out of

the wilderness. Details of topography and financing have gener-

ally received/Sbant attention and the constitutional rights of

various states have been directly disregarded in most of the plans

presented. The air is now filled with racous cries from the var-

ious ballyhoos calling attention to their respective sideshows, and

scarcely anyone of them aiDears to have any conception of the pro-

blems of other States and ccmmunities. P
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Probably the most difficult task that this Commiersion hag

to face will be the dissipation of the smoke screens that are

generated by these well-meaning though uninformed individuals.

This Commission has been created by state legislative enact-

ment and by Feder 1 legislation. I fail to see any possible merit

in suggestions that an additional commission should be created,

representing bankers, labor unions, and so forth, and, if re, why

should the farmer bp left out, especially as he has an agricultural

bloc in the U. S. Senate to look after his interest. The point

that I wish to emphasize is that State Rights can be safely left

to the properly-constituted authorities in the states. Otherwise,

the people have the recourse of the ballot at the next election.

It is the desire of the Chairman to confine the subjects to be

discussed at this meeting to the claims of acreages for which

water allocations are desired in the various states. I will first

call upon Mr. Leslie Saunders, Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce

of Las Vegas, to make a statement of the acreage that the State of

Nevada has available for irrigation and for which we believe that

legal appropriations have been made.

MR. SAUNDERS: Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: As Secretary of

the Chamber of Commerce at Las Vegas, I did not come here with

the expectation of being heard, but came with the idea of listen-

ing. Heretofore we have been well satisfied up there with the

status of progress, and felt that the case as it now rested in

the hands of the Commission was in the best possible hands in
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which it could be placed, and that whatever action they, in their

mature deliberations saw fit to advise, would undoubtedly be the

best action in the - ._iremises. We feel that our case is in competent

hands, and I will confine my remarks at this time to only one

point. The work of the Reclamation Service as it has proceeded so'

far has been the most diligent arid has spread over a period of timc

and involved an expenditure of money such as should have enabled

those men to have arrived at a thoroughly accurate conclusion.

They have selected Boulder Canyon site, Nevada did not select

that site. Nevada does not come forward with any particular

scheme or plan of its own. Neither have I, as an individual, the

presumption to offer a plan to supplement the work of such an able

body as the Reclamation Service, or a Commission such as this,

composed of engineers whose reputations are already established.

It does appear to us-, however, that the Reclamation Service has

erred in their land estimates, or at least overlooked some of the

arable lands in the State of Nevada. In the report of Mr. A. P.

Davis, he specifies'that there is some 2,000 acres in Nevada which

could properly come under the Colorado River project. Row, con-

sidering the Colorado River development as a river system, includ-

ing its tributaries, which we understand is meant when we say the

Colorado River project, we have the following acreages which would

properly COM8 under that heading. It is not guess work, but these

areas have been surveyed et the expense of the State of Nevada,
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and are at least alvroximately determined.. We have others which

we might set forth if we selfishly saw fit to undertake to raise

this water to questionable heights, as some of the other advocates

favor in their respedtive communities. 2erhaps we could ulti-

mately irrigate half the State of Nevada, but we come forward with

no such plan, and with respect to this present acreage we do not

claim, nor expect any lands, of considerable extent in the State

of Nevada to be irrigated by gravity water from this Boulder Can-

yon project. We do not wish to have our future rights of develop-

ing the tributary waters of the Colorado impaired by any action of

this Commission at this time, which would be the case if the Davis

report was literally adopted. The land adjacent and tributary to

the Virgin River or land which could be irriFated by a project on

the Virgin River, as shown by a survey, is about 35,000 acres,

water to be stored at a point close to the Nevada-Arizona line

in Arizona, we are not asking Government aid or any other kind

of aid for that project. We merely ask to be left to work it

out. We do not wish to have dc,r rights impaired in any respect.

It will probably become necessary for the completion of that pro-

ject to issue a large amount of bonds. These bonds could not be

advantageously sold,' as any financier knows, if our rights were

impaired, even though those injuries might be as remote as fifty

years from mow. In putting out a bond issue, those things are

investigated for the full length of the issue.
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There is now in the virgin valley in Nevada about three thousand

acre under cultivation, supporting some seven hundred and fifty

people	 I might say in this connection that the Reclamation

Service has not heretofore maintained  an observation station an

the Muddy River. Ordinarily it is a small stream, but in rainy

seasons and under flood conditions it reaches large proportions.

A rise has been recorded of something like 10,000 second feet flow

in the space of only 24 hours, so you can readily see that a dam

for conserving its flood waters, irrespective of the normal flow

of the Muddy or Virgin Rivers, would afford water for the irriga-

tion of a large acreage of the land. .Vve do not propose partnershii

with California. to the exclusion of any other state, or with Ari-

zona; nor Utah, but we do insist upon out rights. .V4e only want

justice” Under the Meadow Valley wash waters there may be 15,000

acres irrigated. This, in addition to the previously-mentioned

35,000 makes a total of 50,000 acres. This is within the State

of Nevada. On the Muddy River, 5,000 actes are now under culti-

vation; supporting about 1,000 people. .1 might Say the develop-

ment of these two last-mentioned projects,- so far as it has ai-

ready progressed, has been under great handicap, which handicap

will be largely removed once power isdeveloped at .Boulder Canyon.

Now,under the Colorado River proper we want allocated to us,

32,000 acres. The Cottonwood Island Project contains about 12,000

acres, Other states are talking about hundreds of thousands, and
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some of them about a half million or a million • and a half acres

Nevada has 12,000 acres which can properly come under gravity v.

water, and, while it is small considered in the light of the whole

project, it is still important to Nevada. The land is situated .
•

Northand East of the town of Searchlight, Nevada, on the Colorado

River, the point of diversion to be upstream from the heed of the

project. In addition water may be secured for about 20,000 acres

by pumping directly from the Colorado: One pump is already being

used. Due to low land values and high gasoline costs, development

has been slow. Nevada :claims may be suamarized as follows: Virgin

River and tributaries, 35,000 acres, Muddy River and tributaries,

15,000 acres; Colorado-River, 32,000 acres, making a grand total

. of 62,000 acres. The grand total is very small when conpared to

other totals that have been mentioned here and will be mentioned,

• but it is 80,000 acres more than the surveys of Mr. Davis have

allocated to Nevada in his report. We do not think it will be

noceSsary more than to call this to your attention, and I would

like to present this map as an exhibit. ()See Exhibit A, Appendix

Phoenix Hearings)

Mr. Scrurdiam: I will next call upon Mr. Teesdale, representing

the Las Vegas Realty Board.

MR. TEASDALE: Mr. Chairman End Gentlemen of the Commission,

and those of you who 2re more interested in this matter than these

, men who are going to try to decide them for you, if I may say some

few words in the time allotted'me, that would ameliorate your feel-

ings and modify your views so that we might leave this matter more
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fully to those men whom we hava selected to represent us upon

this Commission, I would feel that I have said something worth

while. The ability of the men on the Colorado River Commission

is unquestioned. I understand, if I read correctly, that the

Administration is back of their views and their ideas of what is
if

to be done, and/we might for the time being at least defer any

criticism or defer any offering of suggestions on our part until

they might come to some conclusion to present to us, I would still

feel that I had presented to you the matter in the form that it

ought to be presented.

I know that Mr. A. P. Davis has given years and years to the

study of this river. His views and those of the Reclamation Ser-

vice should, to the fullest extent, be heard and followed. I

feel that we can allow this Commission to present to us a plan

which I believe when presented will enable us to accept it and

indorse it. The Conservation of the waters of the Colorado River

is not a new feature to most of us. The railroad interests have

fathered it and the otherHinterests that have felt that it was

needed, have given time and money and effort and now if we can

only allow Mr. Hoover to present to his Commissionershere and the

Commission in their deliberations, such plans as will enable us

to get action it will suit our Views in Nevada.	 e want dams e

constructed and we want wEter conserved. We do not want to take

one bit of power or one bit of 177ater to which we are not entitled.
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You must bear in mind in Nevada we have but about 80,000 people

today. But Nevada's interests are just as important today as

they ever were. The mines are just as rich. The State of Nevada.;

especially tn the Southern part, that will be effected, is un-

limited in its natural resources, and I felt with some degree of

disappointment the view that was expressed by Mr. McGregor but I

know it is not entertained in California. I was glad also that

the gentlemen stated it was only his personal view that California

and Arizona had rights that Nevada did not have. We do have some

certain rights there, that we do want to maintain. We have resour-

ces there to develop., Just a little while ago down in Los Angeles

a certain gentleman went to a very important bank there regarding

the contract that he was going to enter int o in Southern Nevada,

and he asked the Cashier of that bank that he thought of it, and

he said, "All I have to say to you,,is that we recently had 45

frozen credits in Southern Nevada 0 and only within 15 days nine

of them have been released, and we have been paid in full."v -You

understand that Nevada is suffering more than any of you from

the War reaction and because her mineral resources are tied up on

account of the Federal regulations regarding taxes. We can't

work the mines if we want to, rich as they are, because it is hard

for us to get the money to c)erate. I thank you.



MR. HOOVIR	 Mr. Teasdale, I think the Commission feel great,

complimented as to your wishing to he)  the matter along. I will

however, stEte that our object here is to get the views of as ma;-, ,

as we may. I feel that perhaps Col. Scrugham will agree, that

at this moment we might ask Mr. A. P. Davis if he would clear up

this question with regard to the 2,000 acres in Nevada.

MR. ARTHUR P. DAVIS of the Reclamation Service: Mr. Chairman

and the Commission: There has been at no time any claim made by

the Reclamation Service or by myself that the information gathered

in regard to the Basin of the Colorado is complete or conclusive,

or that the opinions expressed or the facts set forth, are infall-

ible. I have had the pleasure and the honor of attending previous

meetings of thie Commission in the City of Washington, and of

talking.with most of its members individually. Practically all of

them.L.-allc;except one, I believe--are acquaintances of long stand-

ing, of mine, and we have talked these matters over a great deal,

and I think there can be nothing better I man say today than to

simply explain the fact concerning the purpose of my report en-

titled "Report on Problems of Imperial Valley and Vicinity", require

by Act of Congress approved May 18, 1920, 41 Stat., 600 (Public

No. 208-66th Congress). The purpose of Congress in authorizing

and requiring the report that is being discussed, was the solution

of the problems concerning the protection and expansion of the

Imperial Valley. Naturally, that was the main end at which this
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re-port aimed, and the information nowhere complete in the basin--

complete only as to the general roundcut of the facts, are maini .

related to that problem as required by congress. To get down mole

speoiliôally.,-the Virgin River rises in the State Of Utah and gets

most of its water from that state, runs through a corner of Ari-

zona, and for a 'distance through the State of Nevada, finally

emptying into the Colorado River above the Boulder Canyon damsite

a few miles. Its constant water supply is very small. It is,

however, subject to flash floods. There are numerous projects

that have been proposed and it so happens that the engineer who

etudied that basin examined projects for in excess, in acreage

of the capability of that stream to water. he found the acreages

in Utah that appeared from such examination as he was able to make.

to be possible of irrigation, and included them and allowed them

the use of all the waters of the Virgin River that could be con-

served, and used, taking that from the amount that would be avail-

able at Boulder Canyon. That was as far as this problem was en-

tered into. The relative rights to that water between Utah and

Nevada are not involved in the problem reported upon by this re-

port. It may be one of the problems which will come before this

Commission, the adjudication of the rights between those two states,

but so far as the problems to which this report referred, the claim

made here have no bearing upon them at all. I regret if there was

an .error in this report, and will be the first to correct it When

the facts are permanently established, or satisfactorily estab-

lished, and I believe that there is a basis for each of the claims

that have been made for Nevada in this connection. The acreage
P.



on the Cottonwood-Island has been included and is listed as one

of the acreages to be'irrigated. Whether that has been attri-

buted to Arizona or Nevada, I have not had an opportunity to chec?

but the acreage already irrigated in the Muddy Valley, and 2,000

acres attributed, was considered the feasible extent of irrigation

there. That may be too small. If es, I shall be more than glad

to correct it. We have allowed in this list, however, not attri-

buted to any particular project, an acreage of 500,000 acres for

extension of Present irrigation, not allocated anywhere, but merely

a rough estimate of what extensions can be.made and the explana-

tion made that this is very larr -ely guess wOrk; that there is no

sufficient data on which to base that area, or determine that area,

and this development of present irrigated projects by the addition

of 500,000 acres means an addition of 33 per cent to the present

irrigated area in those Northern states, and if that is not suffi-

dient it can be increased. The effort has been made to make it

liberal. If I may be allowed, Mr. Chairman, I wish to state that

we have tried to allaw, for every project that has been brought to

the attention of the Reclamation Service, the water that it would

consume, and in the case of the Virgin and the Muddy Rivers, we

have allowed it all„ I might say that in the preparation of this

report we endeavored to cooperate with the authorities of all the

states. Most of them did cooperate. We asked for the acreage,

and the allocation of all the waer that was claimed could be used
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in each of tho states, ana I believe in nil except Nevada we ha7,.:

had that cooperation and that response. I am not blaming anybody.

or accusing anybody, but that is the explanation—the largest ex-

planation of any error that may be in the acreage attributed to

Nevada.

MR. NORVIEL: Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Commission,

the next speaker on the program for this afternoon is Mr. George

H. Maxwell, and I desire (applause) to speak a word in behalf of

Mr. Maxwell, on this occasion, Mr. Secretary, in this: that in

ty letter of invitation to him I limited the time to thirty min-

utes, as I did to eVeryone else. It appears from his editorial

article in the last evening's paper, that he feels quite bitterly

towards me for so limiting his time that he would not have time

enough to present to this Commission properly the two plans that

he seems to desire to present. One of them he calls his American

High Line Plan, and the other his Mexican-Asiatic Low Line plan.

In his behalf, I ask that his time be extended to double the

amount allotted to the other speakers, if your Honor and the other

Commissioners will consent.

MR..HOOVER: Sure,

MR. NORVIEL: Mr. George H. Maxwell. (Applause)

MR. MAriJELL: Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Commission;

I was accustomed for so many years to speaking to courts that I

would like to speak from this-point because I can here face  the

gentlemen-to whom I am addressing my remarks.
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In ofaer tilat j irind. Mf.	 7nE-.j be rii	 of

bitterness that seems to be in his heart, I want to say that I

never heard of the editorial to whiclI he referred until after it

was published, and had nothing whatever to do with suggesting thc

printing of it. I am, however, exceedingly gratified for the ex-

tension of time which has been made, and I shall certainly en-

deavor to use so much of it as may seem advisable for the inform-

ation of the Commission and the Chairman in such a way that there

may be no waste of time..

Of course, I can only surmise to whom the reference on the

part of our friend Mr. Scrugham, from Nevada, was directed, but

I am entirely willing to accept the entire onus of it in order

that no one else should feel hurt by any such rema4s, and in

acceptingthat onus I am reminded of the fact that when my mother

as a child, lived in the old Log fort at Fort Dearborn, at. Chicago,

she probably did not expect that within her lifetime Chicago would

grow to be a city of 2,000,000 people.. I have an idea that when

Stanford, Huntington and Crocker, Who planned the Central Pacific

Railroad across the Sierra Nevada mountains, were palled the pro-

motors of the Dutch Flat Swindle, that they accepted it with about

the same equanimity of spirit with which everyone-- every man that

has ever proposed anything that was both new and big--faces Such

criticism.
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Now, Mr. Chairman, and C;entlemen of the Commission, I in to

pret the situation before this Commission to be that a few re-

parks: an the subject of flood control on the Colorado River will

not be deemed immaterial or irrelevant or infringing upon the tim ,?,

of the COmmission. If I am in error in that, I would be very gla.•3

to be corrected. I would like to say a few words with reference

to flood protection, for both the Arizona and the California side

of the Lower Colorado River, and in order that I may perhaps qual-

ify myself, having no attorney to do that for me before this Court,

I want to say- that for three years -I spent the greater.part of

my time at Pittsburgh, where I was the Executive Director of the

Pittsburgh Food Commission; that I spent nearly all of my time

. during the years of 1912 and 1913 as the Chairman . of the Reclama-

tion Association at New Orleans, those two years being the great-

est flood years that have ever occurred in the history of the

Mississippi Valley.

In the five years which I devoted exclusively to the study

of flood problems I became thoroughly convinced that no works of

any local character an the Lower Colorado River can ever be re-

garded as dependable 'for the protection of the Imperial Valley,

The fact is beyond question, and is not, as I understand it, denied

. by anyone, that if another break should occur similar to that of

1906-It was closed in 1907-- it would be much more difficult to

cloae it at: the present time.
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The water, cutting, rapidly back from the artificial chalanel

which was cut out by the oroginal flood, would cut back to the

main channel of the Colorado River,-- cut bacI with incredible

rapidity,-until it took . out theYuma.siphon, and the railroad

bridge at Yuma, and then it would continue to cut back  and take

out the Laguna Dam. After it got back to the channel of the

river it would be almost impossible to check that rapid cutting

back. There is apenace to the Imperial Valley greater than any

flood menace that ever hung over any community, probably, in the.

world, because In all other cases where floods have occurred the

flood water would at some period of time run off and the country

be restored to its natural condition, whereas, if another break

should occur and the resultswhich would from from it should also

.occur, the whole Imperial Valley would go under water permanently

because it is below sea-level. There would be no possibilitY of

draining it off, or recovering the Valley for human use, until

the flood waters had slowly disappeared by the slow process of

evaporation.

Therfore, a plain, 'speedy, adequate and dependable plan for

the complete protection, not only of the Imperial Valley, but also

of the Yuma pro ject,-the siphon, the railroad bridge . and the Lag-

una Dam would certainly seem to be entirely proper to be discUssed

at this time before this Commission.
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The plan that we desire to present for that consummation, Mr

Chairman, is that the floods of the Gila, which are a very dan-

gerous factor in the condition of the lower river, should be con-

trolled by the adoption of the Dayton, Ohio, Miami River Plan,

and the immediate construction of the Sentinel reservoir as an

emergency flood-storage basin, in order that the floods of the

Gila River may be stored whenever they become dangerous to the

lower valley. In that way the menace of the Gila River would be

entirely eliminated so faraas either the Yuma project or the

Imperial Valley is ccncerned.

The impounding basin above Dayton is kept empty all of the

time, but it is so constructed that the gates can be closed at any

time when it is necessary, and any dangerous flood can be held

back and controlled until the channel will safely carry it.

Now, that work can be done at the Sentinel Reservoir on the

Gila River by the Army engineers, and Completed.: within one year

from date. From that time on there will be no further danger at

any time in the future to the Imperial Valley from a flood on the

Gila River.

On page 216 of the LaRue report, the author calls attention

to the fact that if the Bulls Head Reservoir were built, that

while it would not orotect the Valley bv storing the entire flood

of the Colorado River, that if this same emergency impounding

basin system were adopted and that Bulls Head rz,servoir also kept
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empty, that whenever a ?]reak did occur, if it did, local C,efine ,-

of the lower valley, the dam could be closed and the reservo*:

would be sufficiently large to hold back water long enough to re f .

mit the break to be closed, and then the river could do no more

harm.

Those two projects being quickly completed by the Army Lngin

eers, would make the Irrierial Valley absolutely safe, pending the

construction of a permanent dam on the Colorado 2ivernabove, eithe

at the Boulder Canyon, or at the Glen Canyon, which would protect

the Imperial Valley absolutely for all future time, from floods,

and at the same time protect the Yuma project.

It is, of course, a fact that we must all concede, that the

construction cf the Boulder Canyon Dam, as at present planned, goir

down 130 feet or more beneath the stream level to bed rock, is an

engineering problem of prodigious magnitude and one that must be of

slow construction. Last spring the Imperial Valley was fighting a

saturated levee for weeks, and it is found that the bed of the

river is rising next to the levee at the rate of a foot a year.

They have undertaken to protect the Imperial Va'._ley, by building

the Pescadero Cut but that is a scheme of very doubtful dependabil-

ity,	 is within the knowledge of every man familiar with the

Colorado River that there is nothing more uncertain than the main-

tenance of a definite channel in the lower delta of the Colorado
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River. A great cotLonwood tree floating down and lodging in the

Pescandero Cut might change the channel to an angle of 45 degrees,

and practically destroy the defense of the Pescandero Cut for the

protection of the Imperial Valley.

The Sentinel Den on the Gila River and the Bulls Head pro-

ject, are merely temporary necessities for flood protection, but

they are comparatively inexpensive. They could be built with

great expedition, and being built, as other flood control works

are built, by the Army engineers, for flood proteCtion, there

would_ be no complication of any kind, with these intricate and com-

plex interstate questions, or international questions, and those

questions need cause no delay in construction.

Now, when we come to the question of the permanent protection

of the valley bu the building of the dam in the Colorado River, I

wish to present some data to you and to the Commission. It is not

necessary for flood protection that there should be built at Glen

Canyon aedam of sufficient heighth to store two ro three years'

flow of the Colorado River. That is not necessary, in order to

absolutely protect the Imperial Valley from floods, and absolutely

standardize the flow of the Colorado River from the Glen Canyon dam

during the rest of its course, clear to the Gulf of California.

All that is necessary is a rock-fill dam built high enough to store

one yearts flood of the Colorado River. That will assure to the

River an even flow through the year. That, Mr. Chairman and

Ceeptlemen,vis a cor4aratively simple and easy engineering problem,

and not an expensive -problem, owing to the horse-shoe shape of the

channel at Glen Canyon.	 P.



Now, with that Glen Canyon dam built high enough to protect

or to control the flood of the river , and standardize its flow

throughout the canyon for the entire 12 months of the year, we'

have the entire problem of the standardization of the Colorado

River completely solved, and absolutely all that is necessary to

do it--all that is necessary to also accomplish the creation. of

a power resource ten times as large as the power resource of the

river in its natural oondition, is that  a dam be built at Glen

Canyon high enough to hold one year's flow of the river, which

is about one third of the capacity which I understand the high

dam would create which would store nearly three years flow of

the river. Now, Mr. Chairman, is not that a matter worthy of con-

sideration by you, representing the Government of the United State s .

and by these gentlemen who are here today, that the building of

that dam at Glen Canyon, high enough to store one year's flow of

the river, involves no necessity whatever of any settlement of all

these complicated interstate and international questions that are

involved before this Commission, because, if that Glen Canyon dam

were built by the National Government, through the established

agency used by the Government up to the present time, and vested

with the power of building works for flood control, to wit: the
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army engineers, you have lifted this terrible flood menace from th:

lower delta of te n;o 7 orado River. At the same time, you have

created a condition under Which the flow of the river, instead of

being erratic to the extent that it varies from 2,800 second feet

to 140,000 second feet, will be completely standardized se that it

will flow an even volume of 24,000 second feet throughout the year.

If the Government builds that Glen Canyon dam that way, in advance

of any effort to settle these complicated questions, no right above

is prejudiced, and the rights below are protected, pending the en-

tire determination of this question, which it seems to me, Mr.

Chairman, possesses elements of uncertainty that as yet have not

been settled to such an extent that this Commission, sitting as a

court, can have before it the facts of the case.

I am reminded, Mr. Chairman, by the condition before this -

Commission at the present time, of an incident that I heard Thomas

B. Reed tell of himself at the Pacific Union Club It San Francisco,

late one evening after a political speech which he had made there

in that city. He was telling of his admission to practice law at

San Jose, California, in the eaïlier years of his life. He was

asked, by the examining judge, "Is the Tiegal Tender Act constitut-

ional"? and he instantly answered, "Yes, sir," The Curt leaned

over and conferred with his associates and then said, "You are

admitted to practice,' Mr. Reed. Any young man who can decide as

quickly as that the question of the constitutionality of the. Legal

Tender Act should be immediately admitted to practicelaw."
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Mr. Chairman, I was gratified in listening to the remarks
opening'

of the Chairman of this Commission, in/these proceedings - I assume

two things, First: that you wEnt the fullest information on the

subject of these questions now pending before you, and second,

that you do not rronose to decide the case until yOu have the facts

before you. 7

Dow, as far as the association which 1. represent is concerned;

'IA desire most earnestly and sincerely to Cooperate with this

Commission to bring about an absolute and comnlete agreement be-

tween the states, which will permit every state to accept the de-

ciSion of this Commission as final, and end all possibility of

•litigation; but, Mr. Chairman, there are legal problems involved

which cannot be argued before this Commission in half an hour,

nor an hour. There are physical questions existing which have

not, as yet been brought before this Commission, and which cannot

be brought before it within the time allotted to me or to any per-

son, because the facts are not known yet upon which this Commis-

sion can base a. judgment.	 his Commission cannot reader a decision

on the facts now available any more than a Court could decide a

case before the facts had been tscertained and presented and laid

before the Court.
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Mr. Chairman, I think I can demonstrate thr.t so completely

that every member of this Commiwtion will concede that to be true,

as far as my statement can go. In the first place, the legal

questions involved are such that before any commission or court

undertakes to decide them, there should be a vastly more complete

opportunity for the argument of those questions than is possible

under the present plans of this Commission.

The association which I represent was organized 21 years ago

last June, and one of the purposes of its organization was to pro-

tect the priority of use in the states of Arizona and California

against illegal encroachments upon that priority, either in the

upper states above or below the line in Mexico. Those questions

of prior rights or riparian rights involved are basic. They are

fundamental. The question of whether or not the rights of the

United States are at least in a measure protected by the doctrine

of riparian rights rna ,i largely term upon the interpretation (4

legal questions which were fought over for years in the State of

California, in the reat case of Lux against Haggin in which they

were finally decided. That case resulted in a decision sustaining

the riparian doctrine in California, by a divided Court, and a

majority, as I remember it, of only one in favor of the final de-

cision. Now, MT. Chairman, I want to say this with reference to

the doctrine of riparian rights: there are certain basic principles

which we might call moral or equitable, which resulted in the old
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doctrine of riparian rights, because in the country where those

rights were finally recognized to be fundamental, that was the

doctrine of law which, was to the best interests of the people.

There has never been a divergence from it, anywhere unless it

was under conditions where it was manifest that the best interests

of the whole people were subserVed by a mbdification of that

riparian doctrine.

Now, whether or not the rights of the Federal Government and

the rights of the State of California and the State of Arizona are

protected by the doctrine of riparian rights involves not only a

consideration of whether or not that doctrine applies as a legal

proposition, but it also involves a consideration of the question

whether the facts out of which the original docttine of riparian r.

rights was-evolved as a part of the common law of England do not

apply as to the Colorado River, from its source to its mouth, and

protect not only the National Government, the greatest proprietor

on the river, but also the States of Caaifornia and Arizona, and

every right which has been acquired on the river for water or land

that has been irrigated by it as well as the power resource in the

Colorado River Canyon in Arizona. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that

anyone who will thihk a little deeply on this question of riparian

rights will concede that it aught not to be lightly waived in

behalf of any state, and yet I understand that this Commission

has either actually passed a recommendation tothat effect, or has

been asked to pass a recommendation to that effect, declaring that
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the doctrine of riparian ownership has no application on the

Colorado River. That is a declaration which is absolutely void

as against any -2rivate right, and whether it is to be valid as

alqainst the state or the nation, is a question which this Commis-

sion ought to very seriously consider.

MR. HOOVER: I think I might clear your mind right there.

This Commission has come to no conclusions whatever.

MR. MA:alELL: Well, Mr. Chairman, my argument on that sub-

ject is entirely timell; --and --)ertinent. The only thing I am endeav-

oring to make clear ts that for the abolition of riparian rights

and priorities which have been made to this Commission by a member

of it, should have great consideration before they are adopted by

this Commission as a part of the policy to be recommended by it to

the States.
that

In/connection, Mr. Chairman, I want to read just a word from

an article in the Los .i ..ngeles Times of January 24th, 1922, which

sets forth in full certain recommendations made to this Commis-

sion by the Commissioner from Arizona.

"The many army engineers Into have been detailed to examine

and report on the navigability of the river and the feasibility

of improving the same for navigation, have each recommended against

any improvement because of the unworthy character of the stream

for navigation, and the lack of necessity for its use at this

time.. The construction of the Iaguna Darn • under the authority

of the Government, has impaired the navigability of the river.

We recommend that when the Colorado River is Controlled, then the

Government of the United States immediately proceed to improve the
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navigability of the river by dredgitig a channel in the bed of the

stream, from some point below Boulder Canyon to the Gulf of Calif-

ornia, to make said river navigable."

Now, Mr. Chairman, the point we make is that this is a question
th t

which cannot be adequately argued at this time, but I thinkaI voice

the sentiment of a very large majority of the people of Arizona

when I say that I do not believe the people of Arizona will ever

ratify any recommendation of this Commission which practically

proceeds upon the theory that t).^e Colorado itiver is a navigable

stream and therefore recognizes the application of the Guadalupe-

Hidalea) treaty to ...problems relating to its beneficial use in the

United 3tates for other purposes. Dow, another Point on this a . a

question of priority. We find in this same recommendation this

provision as presented to the Commission by Mr. Dorviel, "that no

state or any of the citizens thereof shall obtain, nor shall any

development on the Colorado River in any of the said states create

a priority of right as to time or Quantity of water, by virtue

of the earlier development and use of the waters of the Colorado

River, as against any state or the citizens thereof; that all

priorities as between said states with respect to the use of the

waters of the Colorado River are hereby specidic'aally waived,

Iprovided, however, it is understood and agreed that the acreage

of land to be cultivated and irrigated in the Colorado River

Basin, from the waters of the Colorado River, or the tributaries

diverted above the Boulder Canyon damsite and reservoir shall be

limited for the period of 20 years to new acreagein the several
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states--in addition to the new acreages irrigtted and cultivated

prior to the year lT21, as follows: Wyoming, 510,000 acres;

Colorado, 777,000 acres; Utah, 444,000 acres; New Mexico, 365,000

acres; Arizona, 140,000 acres; Nevada, 15,000 acres. At the end

of the period specified, a new adjustment of the acreages may be

made . as conditions justify."

Now, Mr. Chairman, that is an absolute surrender, I might

say --

MR. DORVIEL: I might say, so that you won't waste your time,

that that proposition was rejected by the •upper states, and is

dead, and probably will be worked out on another scheme entirely.

MR. MAXWELL: I am delighted to hear, Mr. Commissioner, that it

is your opinion that it is dead.

MR. NORVIEL: Maybe it is alive in your mind.

MR. MAXWEnI: It is alive in my mind--very much alive in my

mind, Mr. Chairman, and the point that is alive in my mind is that

it reflects an opinion of the law and of what this Commission

Should do, which is a menace to not only Arizona but also to

California and to every irrigator in those states, from the Colo-

rado River, and it ought not to be allowed to -uass without it

being said that, so far as I know, no users on the Colorado River

either in Arizona or California will have anything to do with any

recommendation of this Commission wiping out existing priority

rights. (Applause).	 P.



MR. HOOVER: I don't think, Vr. Maxwell, that statement is

justified under Mr. Norviel's position. I don't think it is a

correct criticism.

MR. MAXWELL: I have read it, Mr. Chairman, exactly as it was

submitted to this Commission by Mr. Norviel.

MR. HOOVER: I don't want to interrupt your exposition of the

situation, IAA I think it is only just to Mr. Norviel to say that

that is not a complete version of the suFgestions made by Mr.

Norviel, as you read it, at least, and it does not give the fall

import of his proposttion, and I would like to add to that ques-

tion that it seemed, in justice to Mr. Dorviel, that his propos-

ition was considered too favorable to the people of Arizona and

California by the upper states.

MR. MAXWELL: Well, Mr. Chairman, I am not surprised, judging

by my twenty years experience with the claims of some of the upper

states, that any proposition should have been regarded by them as

too beneficial to Arizona. I am a little in the same position,

Mr. Chairman, with reference to the claims of one at least of

these u:oper states, as the man who as about to enter upon a

fight with a negro. He had two gloves, one on each of his hands,

and he said, "I want another glove," and somebody said, "What do

you want with another glove? You haxe two on already." "Well,

I want to put it on my head, I have 'fit' with coons before."
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Now, Mr. Chairman, I have no desire under any circumstances tc

be unjust 'to Mr. Nor viel, in any way, shape, manner or form, but I

do believe that any plan recommended by this Commission which con-

templates the surrender either of existing priorities or of any

right of priority based upon subsequent beneficial use, will ne ver

be accepted by either of these lower states, and, of course, unless

a complete agreement is arrived at in this matter, there is no

hope of the work of this Commission giving any satisfaction. It

will turn out to be fruitless.

Now, passing that question of priority, and returning to the

Glen Canyon Dam, I want to present to the Chairman of this Commis-

sion'and to every member of the Commission this thought, which

cannot be changed by any condition that may be brought out as a

theory with reference to the future: that as the flow of the water

exists today and has existed for eons of time, there is a flow of

water coming through the Grand Canyon in Arizona which, by the

cronstruction of the Glen Canyon reservoir, will produce a flow

continuously throughout the year, of 24,000 second feet. The

figures tif Mr. McGregor were a little beyond this, but with such

information and data as I have been able to obtain, they are sub-

stantially the same.	 The figure on which I have undertaken to

base the argument which I shall endeavor to make now, is that there

is a hydro-electric power resource in the Colorado River between

'the top of the Glen Canyon dam and the toe of the Diamond Creek
up	 • '

dam, of 5,000,000 horse power, based/on the flow of. the river,as



regulated and standardized by the Glen Canyon Reservoir being

maintained through the future years.

do not like to stand here and criticise anybody, or any

plan, but from such observation as I have been able to make of

this reclamation matter, from rather an intimEte study of it for

more than 30 years, I am convinced of this fact: that although,

as Mr. McGregor has suggested, in the natural course of events,

the early develoPment will come in Arizona and California and

Nevada, and that as the result of that development, both of power

and reclamation, there will vest an absolute prior right to the

continuance of that flow forever under present laws and conditions,

yet that it is an error to assume that an attempted diversion of

the river above will not be.undertaken within any time in the near

future. My own belief is otherwise. My own belief is that the

development in the upper states will 7oroceed with a rapidity which

mak4s it advisable, if it can be accomplished, that there should

be an adjustment with those states, based upon the maintenance

of the condition that there shall be no diminution of the flow

at the Northern Line of Arizona.

In other words, our position is this; That we insistently

stand upon the legal, constitutional, moral, equitable and physi-

cal condition and right that, as the water has been for ages com-

ing through to the North line of Arizona, we are entitled to have
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it continue to come. And, yet, to the utmost extent that it,is

possible, whatever claim the people of the vpper states feel

should be recognized as to them, should be more thoroughly investi-

gated than it has been in order that it may be determined whether

or not the lInited States Government, dealing with this question

as a unit, from the crest of the Rocky Mountains to the •Mexican

line, may not bring about a condition in those upper states that

will make it possible to actually obviate in the future any risk

of litigation on this sub ject.

have here two maps (See Exhibits B & C, Appendix Phoenix

Hearings) of which a great many copies have been distributed in

the small printed form, which illustrates the idea that is in my

mind. That idea is that before this Commission should even con-

template a recommendation back to the States, or to the United

States Congress, which recommends a reduction in the aggregate

flow of the river into and from the Glen Canyon Reservoir, that

the whole, economic industrial condition of those upperrstates

should be investigated, to show whether or not the larga&evelop-

ment of power which is possible from this Glen Canyon reservoir,

and other power opportunities to be developed in the Colorado River

Canyon in Arizona, which could be tied into one super zone system,

would not be worth more to those upper states than any other use

of the waters, before a diminution of the great power plant below

by the diversion or extraction pormanently of the water above shoulC

be recommended.
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Now, Mr. Chairman, I want to put this question before you, as

a representative of the Government of the United States. Let us

suppose for the moment that Uncle Sam were sitting on the crest

of the Rocky Mountains, looking down over the basin of this great

river as it stands today, constitUttng the greatest power resource,

at least, in the United States, or in either North or South Amer-

ica, and working out a plan for its development. he sees in the

Grand Canyon of the Colorado, a power project capable of delvelopment

to the extent of 5,000,000 horsepower. He sees a claim above

to divert eater sufficient to irrigate two and one half million

acres of land. I say two and one half million acres, because up

to the time that this Commission was created, that was the largest

amount that anybody had ever heard the upper states claim. Since

this Commission has been created, I understand that that contention

has been about doubled, which, ot course, makes a good basis of re-

linouichment in order to bring about a compromise, tut I think you

would find that the compromise would 2robably claim at least the

original two and one half million acres add if that two an) one

half million acres were irrigated above the Grand Canyon Reservoir,

you have cut the power project right in two, in the middle, and you

have destroyed. it to that extent for all future tine. That is what

you have done. Therefore Uncle Sam would say: "I will not alow

this p.ower resource to be destroyed. Let the water go down and go

through the power plants in the Canyon of the Colorado in Arizona

and we will use the water below for irrigLtion.
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There are some who claim that there would be a return seepage

from that newly reclaimed area above. Mr. Chairman, that is a

delusion. Under the more economic, modern methods of irrigation,

whieh are constantly being developed, it is in my judgment an

absolute cdrtainty that those Upper states will continue to use,

on new lands, if necessary, all of the water which they divert

from the river, and never permit it to come back to the river.

That i8 exactly what is happening in this valley, where they are

Prqeosing to put in a line of pumps, and take the underground

water clear across the Agua Fria River, and reclaim new lands

. with it west of the Ague Fria, instead of leermitting it to return

to the River in the form of return seeoage. In less than a gener-

ation there will be no return seepaEe in any of the upper states

to the Colorado River from any lands which they may in the future

irrigate in those states.

But if you study the industrial develoTeent of those states,

what do you find to be the greatest need of the farmer who iv farm-

ing the irrigated lands today? It is a market for his prodlicts, a

market which will enable the farmer to transform his Present terri-

bly depressed condition into one of assured prosperity, beidg re-

lieved of the burden of high transportation costs. There would be

new factories, new mines, and new industries starting, as tee re-

sult of a great power development in all those upper states, if

they generously utilize the power from the Colorado Canyon in Arie

zona - this vast power potentiality of 5,000,000 horse power,

if the flow is not diminished. I take it, Mr. Chairman, that you
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are familkar with that great report that has been made on a .1)(11--

posed super power zone from Washington to Boston, the Murray Re-

port, wherein they propose, before the year 1V30, to develop

31,000,000 kilowatts of which about one.;fifth will be hydro-elecA. ,

trio.

I assume that you ate also familiar with the development

which they are carrying out in Sweden, of itying every power pro-

ject in Sweden to one great central transmission line from one end

of the country to the other, so that the power load can be shifted

from any factory to another factory, or from any distribution point

to another distribution point, if there is a breakdown or a larger

demand for power in one place than the other. The whole thing can

be handled just exactly as though it were all under the management

of one hand. Mr. Chairman, I believe, end I think. I am entitled,

in view of the quarter of a century that I have devoted to this

nuestion, and to the effort to get facts before the people so that

their views may be changed in the light of information on the sub-

ject, to state to them and to this Commission that in my judgment,

beyond any question, it can be demonstrated that such a develop-

ment of a power zone in the State of Utah, with its full share of

power from the Colorado River, aided by the United States Govern-

ment, in order to make it sure and certain that this power pro-

ject below should not be destroyed or minimized, would be of in-

finitely larger benefit to the people of Utah than any diversion of

water in that state that would diminish the flow of water through

the Arizona power plant.	 P.



I am convinced that it is entirely possible to secure the

absolute consent of the people of that state to the conditien

that there should never at any time in the future be any dimin-

ution of the flow of the river Et the - Northern Arizona State Lise'

that would reduce the power resource. Beyond all question that ib

true of new Mexico and I believe it is also true of all the othe:

upper states, Nevada would certainly be most benefited by powees

for mining and smelting as well as pumping for irrigation'.

It is not a right position to take in reference to this pro-

position, that the question of the flow of the river is incidental

A good many of the recommendations that have been made here and

there seem to disregard the necessity of a fixed and established

flow of water as a basis for hydro-electric power development,

which is going to cost millions of dollars and result in the cre-

ation of industries and homes, which, cannot be perpetuated unless

the full flow of the river continues to come to the power plants

in Arizona. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that the time is not so far

in the future when every single horsepower that can be developed

in the Colorado River Canyon in Arizona will be industrially used,-

used for the electrification of transportation lines,-used for the

establishment of new industries,- used for turning the raw products

of this country into finished products, that power will be used

to vsuch an extent that it must not be assumed that the diminution

of this river flow, which is the measure of the power developed
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will be unimportant. It must not be regarded as something so far

in the future that it is unnecessary to consider it, in working ot

a practicable plan for the accomplishment of the purposes of this

Commission, which I understand to be an endeavor to bring about an

agreement between the states.

I am not at all sure that even within the hour alloted to me

I am going to be able to reach the question of the physical con-

ditions whith exist, and which, by taking advantage of them,,will

Permit of the highest utilization of the resources of the 'Colorado,

both for ifrigation and power. We hear the statement frequently

made that there is plenty of wtter for all, but that is not true

unless Arizona is eliminated from the reckoning in making the

apportionment of water for reclamation and her rights and needs

in that res -oect ignored. At this point I want to say that two

and one-half million acres can be irrigated in the State of Arizona

at a cost which is entirely within reach, entirely economic and

entirely practicable; and furthermore, that in twenty years' time

the annual production of that land will be as high as the annual

prodnctiOn as thc annua ploduation of any acreage in Southern

California is today. A minimum of $200 an acre, and a maximum of

$1,000 an acre, within twenty years, may be regarded as a reason-

able estimate of the future possibility of this land. Therefore,

if we irrigate two and one-half million acres in Arizona, at the

minimum production of $200 an acre, we will have an annual gross

itToductuof 6

 

500,000,000.	 P.



It does not lie in the mouth of_any man who has seen the

marvelous development of Southern California, and. the increase

in twenty years in the gross production of that country, to say

that within the next twenty years every acre of land in the

Colorado River basin below the Canyon that can be irrigated will

not produce from two hundred to one thousand dolars per acre of

products which cannot be raised with the Same success in any

other section of the United States.

Take the one product of dates. There is no part of the
no

country-rt of the United States where dates can be raised,

except in the Colorado River Valley, and there is absolutely no

limit to the market for dates. Dates are not a luxury. They

are a ood, and a thousand dollars an acre from a mature orchard

of dates is not an unreasonable estimate of the value of that

product.

May I ask, Mr. Chairman, what balance of time I have left?

MR. HOOVER: I don't think the Commission has any desire to

hold this down to any--

MB. EMERSOD: Might I interupt? I would like to have you

give a presentation to the Commission as to what you actually

recommend by way of a compact between these states. Bow, the

troubles of engineering we know will not be covered for many years,

if at all. Our object is to see if we can arrive at a compact.
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MR. MAXAELL: I will answer that question, Mr. mer on. Upon

the facts before this Commission, upon the facts now before the

people of Arizona and California, it is not possible to formu-

late any compact which those states could afford to accept, and

which the upper states would accept. In other words,,we must have

further facts investigated—further surveys made--further estimate

of costs presented before this court, as the facts before it upon

which it can base an ad;ludication.

A COMMISSIONER: Have you any idea what time wculd be required

under such facts as you think are available?

MR. MAXWELL: I should say one year.

A COMMISSIOBLR: And there would then be that delay in the

redemption of the Imperial Valley?

MR. MAXWELL: No, sir. That is the point that I have undertak-

en to make clear. There is not the slightest reason why there

should be any delay in the building of the Sentinel Dam. There

is not the slightest i .eason why there should be any delay in the

building of Bulle Head Dam to serve the purpose recommended on

pace 216 of the LaRue report. There is not the slightest reason

why the Government of the United.States, acting through the Army

Engineers should delay one instant the building of a-rock-fill dam

at Glen Canyon high enough to store one year's supply of the

Colorado River, and in that way forever remove the menace from

the lower river, without effecting in anyway the rights of the

upper states. In fact, it seems to me that the Government of the
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' United States could well afford to proceed with that work with

the understanding that nothing which it did up to that point

should be interpreted to adfect either detrimentally or other-

wise, the rights of any state. The Government can go ahead to-

morrow and build that construction work, and protect the Imperial

Valley, within one year from today, and nobody will be harmed.

MR. HOOVER: Do you think this Commission has a moral right

without engineering data with regard to the three projects,—

should recommend them without regard to the other projects?

MR. MAXWELL: Yes, for this reaon. Positively, yes, for

this reason: That the acceptance of those plans involves no

surrender by any state of any of its rights.

MR. HOOVER: But have we any engineering data that warrants

us in basing the whole future of the Colorado River upon these

projects.

MR. MAXWELL: Yes, you have sufficient data available immed-

iately upon which to base a conclusion absolutely that the build-

ing of the Sentinel Reservoir as a flood control reservoir not

only will protect the Imperial Valley, but that it can be built

immediately and built in such a way au t completely serve that

purpose without any further surveys.

MR. HOOVER: Well, so far as this Commission is concerned, it

must make its return within 12 months,  or less.

MR. MAXWELL: I apprehend, Mr. Chairman, that if this Commis-

sion should renort to Congress recommending the immediate construc-

tion of those three projects, and asking for further time within

which to make the necessary investigations, without which'it can-
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not form a judgment as to which it is possible there ahould be an

agreement of the states, that Congress would instantly grant addi-

tional time. Mr. Chairman, we sometimes make progress by not try-

ing to go toe fast. The trouble with the condition that this

Commission has before it today, is that you Lre trying to go too

fast with reference to these complicated, intricate, complex, leg-

al and physical questions.

A COMMIS3IONLR: It seems to me it would be pretty speedy work

to recommend three engineeang works at the--

MR. MAXWELL: We have been twenty years investigating them,

Mr. Chairman. These projects are not anything new. I venture that

within 30 days the engineers of the Army corps could get all of

the necessary data upon which to say to this Commission or to

ConFress that we are ready to go ahead with this work. There is

no necessity for any delay in the building of those three projects.

the building of the Glen Canyon Dam for flood control while it

would standardize the flow of the river, would not in any way pro-

vide for the use of the water either for reclamation or for power.

MR. HOOVER: Well, am I to understand it that your recommenda-

tion is that this .Commission should make no attempt at a compact

for 12 months? Your recommendation is that we should not under-

take to do that?
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MR. MAXWELL: I would not quite put it that way, Mr. Chairman:

My staoment is that there are no facts before the Commission at

this time whillh make it possible for the Commission to make a

recommendation of which there is the slightest hope that the peo-

ple of the states will accept and approve.

MR. HOOVER: . Well, then, you recommend that the, Commission be

dissolved?

MR. MAXWELL: I do not. I beg your pardon. I did not intend

to make that as pouitive as possibly I expressed myself. I trust

that you will understand that I never intend to be disrespectful.

MR. HOOVER: I was just trying to get what was in your mind as

to the duty of the Commission.

MR. MAXWET,L: I am anxious to state .what I was under the im-

pression that I already had stated. The recommendation that I

would make would be that this Commission should immediately re-

port to Congress iA favor of the adoption of the plan for build-

ing these three structures for the protection of the Imperial

Valley, and the Yuma Project, on the lower Colora , o, from the

terrible menace that hangs over them. The Yuma project is a

Government project and the Government should immediately Trotect

it for that.reason alone.

You ahould at the same time suggest the necessity for a full-

er investigation as to the facts that must be done before you can

determine with any satisfaction to yourself these intricate and

complex interstate questions. I believe they can be settled if
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time enough is taken to ao it, but I believe it will result in a

complete blow-up of this whole effo .;:t to bring about an agree-

ment if you continue to proceed upon the exceedingly inadequate

knowledge which you have today as a basis upon which to ask the

people of a soverign state to surrender rights which are as

absolutely necessary to their future welfare as your heart is

necessary to the continued existence of your life. (Applause. )

I am not here, Mr. Chairman, asking for the qd.option of any

plan. When I say that, of c ourse, I mean beyond structures neces-

sary to be built immediately for the protection of the Imperial

Valley and, Yuma, which do not irvolve the surrender. of any rights

by the states. But we are bere asking fer a definite, specific,

exact survey on the ground, of certain facts which as yet have

not been surveyed. livith refel'ence to those facts the association

which I represent has had to go out qnd solicit personal su-

scriptions within the last month in order to get some knowledge •

of certaint -physical conditions which were absolutely vital to

the very existence of this state in the future. Dow, that is

not right, Mr. Chairman, The Government of the United States in

defense of its rights, because the rights of the Government of the

United. States and the rights of the State of Arizona are identical

in this. instance--the Government of the United States should

put its surveyors in the field and get this information. Every-
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body concedes that the Boulder Canyon Reservoir, with a dam

built to 650 feet high, as the Governor of Arizona has suggested,

would produce a horsepower of 700,000. Cranted, but how much

effort has ever been made-- I can answer that in advance—None:

to ascertain the cost of bring the water of the Colorado River from

the Boulder Canyon to the Bill Williams river and drop it there

780 feet and then carry it on down to Ehrenburg and drop it an-
and

other 220 feet,/with one half the water of the Colorado River

develops more horsepower than it is proposed to develop at Boulder

Canyon.

Why, Mr. Chairman, on the Canadian side, at Niagara Falls,

there has been just completed a great cut 57 feet deep and eight

and one half miles long---

MR. HOOVER: I don't think we need to go into the Niagara

River. I would like for you to make one matter a little clearer.

A little while ago I understood you to say that Arizona must

contend for the original flow of the water across her Northern

frontier?

MR. MAXWELL: That is necessary, Mr. Chairman, to the preser-

vation throughout the future of this great power project and

power resources, and the potential possibility of 5,000,000

horsepower, that you continue for all 'future time to have that

amount of water to develop the five million horsepower.
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MR. HOOVER: Y ou say that is not in line with the present

decision of the Supreme Court?

MR. MAXWELL: I do not admit that, Mr. Chairman, because as

a lawyer I insist that the decisions of the Supreme Court up to

the present moment are based upon facts which are not on all four

with the facts existing in reference to the Colora0o River.

MR. HOOVER: Well, just one point on that, that is, i ' that is

to be the attitude in respect to this matter, do you think it is

at all possible that any compact will be entered into between the

states, and as the res1t this Commission is a nullity and the

question then goes to the Supreme Court?

MR. MAXWELL: I am perfectly willing to confess, Mr. Chairman,

that in my judgment unless this condition is met to acquire know;_rr:

ledge which we do not hale today, that it is not possible to work

out a plan that the states-- the seven states of this basin will

accept.

MR. HOOVER: It seems all of your plans for the control of the

River have to do with the maintenance of this contention that

Arizona should maintain the original water flow across her front-

ier. If you are going to stand on that contention, then there

can be no :oossible agreement that the states would ratify, and

. therefore this commission is a futility, and that question must

go to the United States Supreme Court some years hence, for deter-

mination. Now, I am only putting to you the facts of the practi-

cal question whether or not in your view it is worth while for

this Commission to proceed?	 P.



MR. MAXWELL: It is, provided. this Commission proceeds to

in vestigate and gather the facts which are necessary to 'be

known, before the rights of the National Government or the States

Of California or Arizona can 'be ascertained an d fixed--

MR. HOOVER: Well, now, if we knew all of the facts in the

world with regard to the river below the Arizona line-- bel ow

the Colorado line, would it satisfactorily alter your contention

that the full flow of water sh orld come across that line?

MR. MAXWELL: Not the slightest in the world.

MR. HOOVER: Well, then, why should we continue to argue the

question?

MR. MAXWELL: Because I stand here, Mr. Chairman, asking you

as Chairman of this Commission, to se t in motion the forces of

in vestigation which will make it possible to present to the

people of the upper states a plan which will bring them around,

if you want to express it in that way. oI have se veral--I see

that the Chairman smiles--Now, Mr. Chairman, le t me tell you

some thing--

MR. HOOVER: I have listened to the other end of this argument

that exists in the contention that all the water flowing out of

the soil of the upper states is the property of those states and

the two of you are as far apart as the North Pole and the South

pole, and if we are to fight years in the Uni ted ta tes Supreme

Court we should have something more constructing from the states

both below and above, than a demand for every possible right

and contention.	 P.



MR. 1\ilArELT: But, Jr.k 	 Chairman, do you not overlook in that

statement the very important and significant fact that I have

suggested to you, that the facts should be ascertained as the

result of an economic study with reference to a properly balanced

development of those upper states as to whether or not the power

which they would_ derive from the maintenance of this water flow

in the Colorado River would be worth more to them than the prin-

ciple of absorbing it to irrigate more land..

Mr. Chairman, if you go into those states, you will find that

you can organize the commercial, the manufacturing, the mining

interests in favor of power.. The man who tcday in those upper

states wants reclamation is probably in nine cases out of ten a

man who owns raw land which he hopes to reclaim and_ sell to some-

body, to make a home on, and cultivate more land and raise more

products to compete with the farmers in those upper states who

are now over crowding their local market.

The question is, Mr. Chairman, whether that diversion , shall

take place in the upper states where, if it is done, you destroy,

pro tanto, this great Dower resource of water in the Canyon below,

whereas, on the other hand, if you will let the water come dovin

through the power plants, and. use the same water below for the

reclamation of land after the power plant has furnished. its full
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quote of production. You have used tile waste to its highest

efficienty for both power and irrigation. Mr. Chairman, it does

not do to assume that because of any statement made from an
tho

inadequate knowledge o4rTicts, that if the facts were fully known

to the people they might not completarchange their views. I think

I might .tefer you, in proof of that, to the campaign which enten-

ded over five years in California--

MR. HOOVER: Well, Mr. Maxwell, let's keep on the track. We

are discussing the question here of a compact between certain sever',

states, and it does not seem to me that these questions lie within

the field.

MR. MAX1JvhEL: You are proceeding, Mr. Chairman, upon the Assum-

ption that further investigation will not develop fadts which may

make it easier to bring about an agreement between the states.

If you do not bring out those facts, the question is whether or

not you are going to present a proposition involving the diminut-

ion of this power rescumee of 5,000,000 horsepower to the people of

these states. It may be better for them to turn the whole pro-

position down and accept the alternative of rejection, if necessary

rather than to surrender something which is primarily and funda-

mentally necessary to the future welfare of Arizona.

If you cannot maintain the flow of the river at the North

line of Arizona, at its present aggregate annual flow, you per-

haps cannot justify the construction of the great engineering

works necessary to put this two and one-half million acres of
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land in Arizona under irrigation, and under those circumstqnces

you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of this Commission, would

take the responsibility of dedicating to the desert forever two
if

millibn acres of the most fertile land in the world, because,/the

proposition is decided that way, there is no possibility of ever

using that water to reclaim these desert lands of Arizona.

MR. HOOVZR: How much water 1-ould it take to irrigate that

two million?

MR. MAXWELL: Three 'acre feet per year, 7,500,000 acre feet,

for 2,500,000 acres, which is half of the flow of the Colorado

River, as it now flows at the mouth of the Black Canyon.

MR. HOOVR: There would be no return from that?

MR. MAXAN=: I would assume that there would not be, becE.use

that necessitates a COM)lete conservation of the water sui:!,

and cement ditches, just as water is used in Southern California,

Now, Mr. Chairman, with reference to this question of power,

I want to read a couple of papers which have been prepared for

me by a gentleman who is perhaps more familiar--I think I may say

safely is more familiar with the possibilities of industrial

development from the use of power in Arizona, than any other man

in this state. I refer to Mr. Minhinnick, who is the editor of the

,Verde Copper flews, at Jerome, Arizona,-which I received today:
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me by a gentleman who is perhaps more familiar—I think I may say

safely is more familiar with the possibilities of industrial

development from the use of power in Arizona, than any other man

in this state. I refer to Mr. Minhinnick, who is the editor of the

Verde Copper News, at Jerome, Arizona,-which I received today:

P.
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"Get this thing thoroughly into your head, that organic

chemistry i3 the coming world industry, and that the nation !:

has such an industry thoroughly established. is tLe sure and cer-

tain winnr.• 	 This statement can hardly be controverted and leads

naturally to the next step in the argunent, which simply is that

an abundant supply of cheap electricity is essential to the chemi-
thC3

cal industry, including/metallurgical applications of the science.

There you have the whole argument in a nutshell. Between you and

me, I would far sooner see a power development than an irrigation

development in the state, provided we had to choose between the

one and the other. As they go hand in hand, we are bound to win

double.

"I would like to Say a word or two on the possible power

consumption. We produce in Arizona, in normal times, not far from

800,000,000 rounds of cooper per annum.

"1 am advised by authorities in mining and smelting that the

electric curcent required to mine, transport and smelt a. pound

of copper is one kilowatt hour, this with furnaces using coal or

other fuel. If it shall be found profitable to reduce copper ores

by means of electric furnaces, as is done largely in the case of

iron, this current requirement would be enormously multiplied.

"We have the scmewhat paradoxidal fact that we mine and

smelt our copper in Arizona, ship the raw product--blister copper-

across the continent to be refined in Lew Jersey, move it from the
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refineries to the wire and plate mills, and ship the manufactured

product back to the West for final consumption. It requires

E. proximately 300 k.w. hours of current to refine a ton of blister

copper.

"Given ample suoplies of current, we would immediately have

at least three refineries in the state, one in the Warren dis-

trict, another in the Globe-Miami district and	 third in the

Verde district.

"We have in Arizona vast deposits of iron ore awaiting the

advent of cheap power for their extrLetion and smelting. This is

an asset of the state that has hardly been known until very recent-

ly. A vast field for power use will be opened as soon as current

is available. It is a fact not i')erhaps generally known that

electricity has largely supplanted other methods of steel making,

the output of electric furnaces in 1918 being 511,364 tons.

"We have in the state large deposits of aluminum ores com-

pletely undeveloped solely because we have not the necessary

electric power. I am informed that the reduction of aluminum

oxide requires the expenditure of 40,000 k.w. hours per ton of

metal.

"We have also large zinc deposits that can be developed and

made highly pr:ofitable when once we can secure current at reason-

able rates.

"One of  the drawbacks to the development of the state is the

high cost of coal. It is an assured fact that the power develop-

ment of the Colorado will mean the immediate electrification
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of every. railroad in Arizona with Consequent conservation of the

existing supplies of coal End fuel oil.

"The manufacture of nitrates from atmospheric nitrogen is

no longer an experiment. During the war period, Germany used

200,000 tons of nitric acid a year in the production of explos-

ives, all made by nitrogen fixation plants. Germany can now pro-

duce 500,000 tons of nitrogen a year--twice the amount needed

for internal consumption in the way of fertilizers, nitric acid,

ammonia and the like. It is worth noting that it requires a k.w.

hour of current - to produce three ounces of nitric acid.

"We have in Arizona an abundance of the raw materials re-

quired for the production of almost all the products of the

electric furnace—calcium, silica, aluminum, tungsten, Vanadium,

iron and zinc--and we need only the paver to develop these

manufactures to the same extent as they 4re developed at Nia ara

Falls and elsewhere where cheap electricity can be secured.

"The development of the Colorado will not only increase

largely the agricultural acreas of the state but will also lead

to the creation of a great industrial community to do for the

West what the Mississipni, the riagara and the Tennessee are

doing for the East and Middle West."

The enormous advantages of industrial development that will

come to Arizona from an enl rgement of its power resources may

just as well be anplied to the upper states and guaranteed to

them in exchange for their surrender of their threat to sue us if
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we undertake to develop Arizona and California without an agree-

ment with them.

It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that that threat is not a

.status which should commend itself to the people of any state;

that if Arizona and CaliforniL hare cértain rights, that they

should not be asked to abandon and surrender those rights merely

becEuse of a threat that if they don't do it they face an era of

litigation. In my judgment,. litigation of that nature could have

but one issue, and that would be in fi ver of Arizona or California

Dow, Mr. Chairman, I want to make this point clear, beyond any

human possibility of question. Arizcna stands 'today with tWora.nd

one-half million acres lying out in the sun, of hopelessly d.eserrt

land unless this Arizona High Line Canal and. the structures nec-

essary to utilize it be constructed. The increasE3C production of
which

power/can be developed at the Williams River instead of at the

Boulder Creek Dam, justifies the cost of construction of those

works. If we, within the State of Arizona, take half of the water

of the Colorado River, and leave the other half to the State of

California, and Mexico, it will reclaim two and a half million

acres of land in Arizona and. as mtich',.more in California and Ideld.co

five million acres in all, if the water for California and 1.1e.;:ico

is used without wastage, as it is propoSed to use the water in
if

Arizona, andllvlexico, is limited to the 'acreage already reclainled_.



That may be a matter wh:Lch it is irksome to listen to a

repetition of, but those who are fnilir with the 250,000 acres

in this valley reclaimed under the Roose ve it Dam, can form an

idea of what it means to this state to be akod. to surrender

2,500,000 acres of reclaimed land in exchange for L. promise not

to sue us, because that is L.11 they are offering. That is too

much to ask, Mr. Chadmk...11--too much to ask, especially when you

have the Lied fact that if, thcough the judgment of this Com-

mission, or any other influence that may be set to work, Arizona

is deprived of this great reelLmati on resource, that the water

must inevitably go down to lands in old Mexico, owned by Ameri-

can: speculators,which are being colonized by Asiatics. That is

fact within he knowledge of all men who are familiar vd. th the

conditions in the Southwest. It is a responsibility, Mr. • Chair-

Mil, which ny natriotic ci tien of the United States should

hesitate to take, to decide that the Colora do River shall be

used to create Ln Asiatic Community in Mexico instead of an

American Community in Arizona and that through all the future we

shzdl. continue to be menaced by the transplantation of the Asiatic

• conflict from Asia to Mexico, E.. nd in addition to that we are to

surrender the possibility of the reclamation odf more than two

million acres of land in Arizona which can be irrigated with half

the water of the Colorado River provided it continues to flow as

it has flowed for ages past, and we get nothing in exchange ex-

cent the promise not to sue us. , I thank y ou Mr. Chairman, for

your attention. (Applause. )



*MR. HOOVER: Perhaps some of the members of the Commission

would like to ask you some questions.

A COMMISSIONER: I would like to ask one question on the plan

th,st you su7gested. Now, one was the SentinelProject and the

other was the Bulls Head, and the third one is the immediate

construction of the Glen Canyon Dam, of a height sufficient to

hold back ane'year's flow of the Colorado River, without any

reference to the possibility of eventually raising the dam for

power purposes so that it would hold three year's flow?

MR. DORVIEL: Would the Bulls Head Dam be a power or simply

a flood control or would it be also an irrigation project?

MR. MAXWELL: Let me answer that. It would be temporarily a

flood control dam, the gates being held upon all of the time, un-

less there should be a break below into the Imperial Valley simi-

lar to the break of 1906. If such a break should occur, you

would instantly close the gates at Bulls Head and that would give

you a breathing spell long enough to close the gap below while

the Bulls Head Reservoir was filling with the flood that came down
blan

the river. That/is recommended by Mr. La Rue, in his report, on

page 216. I would like to say just a little further, answering

your questing fully, that this temporary use of the Bulls Head

Reservoir would be justified by the fact that it would trke some

little time, of course,-- pe.fhaps a year or more, to build the

Glen Canyon dam up to the heighth that would te necessary to store

a full year's supply of the river. When that had been accomplished
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then any further use of the Bulls Head Dam, or of the Sentinel

Dam, as flood control dams, wild be unnecessary and the Sentine3

and Bulls Head Dams could be used for bower or for regulating dams

or for any other use that might be required of them. It might

be 	isable to perpetuate the use of the Sentinel Reservoir for

flood control of the Gila River permanently.

M. BORVILI: Would the Sentinel Dam be an irrigation dam?

MR. MAXWELL: After it had served this temporary purpose the

Sentinel Dam could. be used for any purpose th5t seemed best. My

theory is that the construction of the Sentinel Dam is justified

even though you should blow it up when the Glen Canyon dam is

finished, merely because in the interval of time pending the

finishing of the Glen Canyon Dam to this temporary heighth, you

should have an increased protection against the flash floods of

the Gila River coming in on top of a flood peak in the Dolorado

River.

MR. NORVIEL: Would you have any objection, Mr. Maxwell, to

putting this flood control at the San Carlos?

MR. MAXWELL: It would not serve the purpose.

MR. NORVIEL: Why not?

MR. MAXWELL: Because the San Carlos is way Cbove, and the

tremendous floods that come in--

MR. NORVIEM: All of the records--

MR. MAXWELL: It is only a ]oortio of the floods out of the

Gila that comes down the Gila River to San Carlos, comparatively
haS

small. The flow of the Gila River into the Colorado/ varied from

100,000 acre feet to as high as 3,000,000 acre feet, and you will

find---	 P.



MR. NORVIEL: What portion of that--

MR. MAXWELL: Oh, I can't give you the exact figures, but if

you will measure the water you will see that you have got-- Now,

for instance, take the Salt River water. Up at the Roosevelt

Dam it has run eleven feet over the spillways for several weeks

and you can't store that in the San Carlos.

MR. BORVIET,: If they built_ the second dam down below at Mor-

mon Flats, that would stop that.

MR. MAXWELL: I am not familiar with the storage capacity of

Mormon Flats.

MR. NORVIET,: And the Verde River--What can be stored on the

Verde?

MR. MAXWEIT: Oh, possibly-- You must appreciate, Mr. Norviel,

that the Government can go in and build the Sentinel Dam and com-

plete it within a year. The minute you go into the San Carlos or

any of these other dams, you get into complications immediately

because the San Carlos dam is proposed as 4 reclamation dam, and

the Sentinel Dam is purely a question of flood control, and not

with reference to any--

MR. DORVIEL: .41d then have it blovxup?

MR. MAXWELL: That would not necessarily follow. I think it

would be worth all it would cost for an irrigation dam.

MR. NORVILI: If the San Carlos dam were constructed, wouldn't

it stop the flow of the Gila sufficiently to do away with themen-

ace below?

MR. MAXWEIJ.: I doubt it very much. If you had come with me
P.



a year ago last December down and through the Hassaympa Country

and across the Agua Fria, and seen those rivers at flood, I think

you might agree with me that the best place to attempt to control

all of the flood water in the Gila River is at the Sentinel Dam.

You can't store the Verde floods at San Carlos.

MR. DORVILL: If you had spent a day with me along the Gila

Riker at Korence in 1916 you would have seen one of the largest

floods ever carried by the Gila.

MR. MAXWELL: I have been there when it Was as high as that.

MR. DORVILI: I think we will have to admit that the San Carlos

Dam wou.d be of considerable benefit for the irrigation.

MR. MAXWELL: Why, it would of some benefit, but then it would

not be of equal benefit--

MR. NORVIEL:	 or flood control?

MR. MAXWELL: No, for irrigation,

MR. NORVILI: If your high line canal comes in above that

point, you would not need that water conserved?

MR. MAXWELL,: Met me make this clear to you: Whenever you have

aeheagy seasonal demand for water for irrigation you have either

got to put a heavy plak load on your high-Canal, or you have got

to use stored water, which may be stored in the Bulls Head, or it

may be stored in the Sentinel ;or-44 4116-y----be---store4  in 441e-Sontincl

or it may be stored in a• dozen different places higher up on the

watershed, to draw on. In other words, one of the most imDortant
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things in thos whole proposition, which I have not undertaken to

explain to this Commission at all, because I do not want to go

into these other details, is the adjustment of these problems re:r

lating to a seasonal peak load.

The Bill Williams River, across which you would carry this

Arizona High Line Canal, would create a large flood control re-

servoir, and the water from that could be used at any time that

there was water there to supply the lands below. It could be di-

verted into the river and carried on down to the Imperial Valley,

and in that way that storage could be used as a regulator, to

be filled from the Colorado River at any time when the water could

be spared from the High Mina Canal. There would be times when your

main high line canal would carry more water than you would use or

need for reclamation. In other words, your high line canal would

be at all times used to carry its full capacity. You could run

the water out of the upper storage and drop it into the Bill

Williams, and drop it into the Sentinel, and drop it into the

Bulls Head--

MR. NORVIEL: Why, then, you are simply of the opinion that

the San Carlos Project has no chance?

MR. MAXWELL: Oh, well, I don't say that.

MR. NORVIEL: Here is the question--

cMR. MAXWLII: Let me state this, Mr. Dorviel: I am still of

the opinion that as between the San Carlos and the Sentinel Re-

servoir, the Sentinel Reservoir is the reservoir that can be built

the most quickly, and that will be of the best service for the
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protection of the lower Colorado River Valley- the Imperial Valley

and Yuma,- because it will catch all of the floods of the Gila

River, from all sources, and hold it there until the day of

danger has passed, whereas that is not true of the San Carlos,

MR. NORVIEL: Well, the dam at G1 n Canyon would hold the

average flow of the river.

MR. MAXWEIT: That, Mr. Dorviel, is one of the facts that I

am so earnestly urging this Commission to ascertain before you

undertake to ask Arizona or any other state to surrender any of

its rights. You don't know, and yet this Commission is sitting

here today with the idea of determining these questions when the

facts are not before them, just as though a Court were asked or

were proposing with no evidence, to decide a case before the facts

were before it.

MR. HOOVER: I think that is entirely a wrong remark, and
1177c; to

wiii/skYou to withdraw it. The Commission is not proposing to

undertake to give any consideration, without a proper consider-

ation of the facts.

MR. MAXWELL: Let me say this in reply Io the Chairman, in

interpr2tation of what I have Said. What I intend to say is t4S:

That the facts are not before this Commission on which it can pass

an intelligent judqment with reference to the complete solution

of this problem. Now, I am not inside of the mind of any member

of this Commission, but I infer most certainly that the Chairman

of this Commission will not undertake to proceed until the facts

of the case are before you.	 P.



MR.NORVIEI: One moment: Do I understand that you would drop

the water 740 feet for the purpose of making power?

MR. MAXWEII : If you carry the adtual flow of the Colorado Rivor

to the Box Canyon of the Bill 14villiams, and. drop it all there,

you would develop twice the power that you would develop at the

Boulder Canyon Dam, vtith half of the fell. If you take the water

down to that point, and drop half of the water there, you would

develop all of the Power that you would develop at the Boulder

Canyon, with half of the water, 800,000 horsepower, and if you

take it down to lihrenburg and drop it again there, you would

have another 200,000, which is 1,000,000 horsepower, as against

700,000 at Boulder Canybn, and you have not used one drop of the

water which' we ask to have dedicated to Arizona fcr the recLalia,-,-

tion of this two and one half million acres of land. In other

words, this is a proposition of enormous import, that by bringing

that water to the Bill 1, !illiams River you can take half of the

water and develop more power with it at the illiamS River and at

Ehrenburg, than you can develop at Boulder Canyon if all the water

were used. You can develop more power with half' the water end

irrigate two and one-half million acres of land with the other

half of the water by taking it to the Bill hilliams River, than

you can if you undertake to take it out at the bottom of the

Boulder Canyon dam as proposed.



MR. NŒRVIEL: Then, if the Boulder Canyon dam was constructed

on a half and half proposition between Arizona and Nevada,— we

using half cf the water for irrigation, the power would go to

Nevada?

MR. MAXWELL: I don't admit for a moment that the power belongs

to Arizona or Nevada. I claim that the power belongs to the

National Government, to allocate in whatever way it sees fit, but

I want to say this: Mr. Chairman, you must not misunderstand my

position. I do not for one moment admit that if the water re-

mains at the Boulder Canyon, and is taken out according to the

'Plan, that Arizona can get her share of the water for irrigation.

That is the very crux of this whole issue,--the very crux, that if

the water is taken out at the base of the Boulder Canyon Dam, you

can't by any human possibility irrigate more than 400,000 acres

in Arizona and Perhaps 800,000 or 1,000,000 acres in California,

and the rest of the water goes to Mexico.

MR. NORVIET.,: That just calls to my mind another question:

You say that half of the wEter will irrigate two and one-half

million acres in Arizona?

MR. MAXWELT: Yes, sir.

MR. LIORVIEL: The other Irlf goes to California?

MR. MAXWEIT: Andi4axico.

MR. VORVIEL: And California says she has ore million acres.

_Chat would give one and one half million acres to Mexico
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MR. MAXWELL: Well, you don't want to overlook, this fact, Mr.

Dorviel, that under *event conditions they will waste fifty per

cent of the water that is /turned out of the Boulder Canyon Reser-

voir at Boulder Canyon, and transported to the :Laguna Dam, or to

the ilexican ine, before they get it to the farmer, because of the

conditions under which that water is transported, whereas under the

• clan that we propose, the water being carried at least as far as

Ehrenburg, in cement power Canals, there would be absolutely no

wastage and you will have WE ter enough for the irrigation of two

and one half millions of acres on the Western side of the river,

as well as the same on the Eastern side, but that is not altoget-

her a matter of reclamation by gravity in the Coachella Valley

and the Im-,)erial Valley, because there is a project for the re-
Valley,

clamation of 214,000 acres of land in the Coachella/by pumping

Itth an average lift of 282 feet, and if you develop 200,000

horsepower at Ehrenburg, you will have ample power for that pump-

ing project.

MR. HOOVER: I am wondering, Mr. Maxwell, if y ou would desire to

present the Commission with this project which you have laid before

us this afternoon, with as much data as you can?

MR. MAXWELL: I shall be vex': glad to do that, Mr. Chairman,

have the ma -oS here which we have had made with reference to it,

but I have not presented them because I did not imagine for a

moment that the Commission would take time to look into them. We

have a very interesting set of maps here---



MR. HOOVER: I am wondering if you would put it in the form

of a brief,--your entire project.

MR. MAXWELL: I shall be most happy to do so.

MR. EMERSOD: I understand that after the construation of the

reservoir at Glen Canyon, you could blow up your dam at Sentinel?

MR. MAXWELL: That is not what I meant to say. You misunder-

stood what I said 	 said that the cost of the sentinel Jam, as

an immediate relief from the menace of flood control, for the

Yuma project and the Imperial Valley, would be justified even

though when that time passed and the Glen Canyon Dam was finish-

ed, you should blow up the Sentinel . Dam. In other words, the whole

cost of the Sentinel Dam is justified by two years' protection

that it gives to the Imperial Valley and the Yuma Project.

MR. DORVILI: Do you know that there has been a Freater flood--

a Freater peaL flood in the 77dla River than there ever has been in

the Colorado.

MR. MAXWELL: That is true, a big flood. There is no doubt

about it, and for that very reason whe you are fighting 'a satu-

rated levee, as you were last Spring at the Imperial Valley, if

a big flood from the Gila River came down on top of the Colorado

River flood and rushed over your levee, you would be gone.

MR. EMERSON: Then, ac I understand you, the use of the Sen-

tinel Reservoir as a flood control, there would be absolutely 40

use after the Glen Canyon Dam is built.
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MR. MAXWELL: As a flood control--

'MR. EMERSON: All right.

MR. MAXWELL: Have you finished—Because a peak flood from the

Gila is only dangerous if it comes on top of• a high stage of water

of the Colorado.

MR. EMERSON: I watt you to get my question. let me put _tt

again. You. state, I take it, that the construction or that the

reservoir at Sentinel would be abeolutely useless as far as flood

control after the Glen Canyon Reservoir was Constructed?

MR. MAXWELL: I don't know that I ought to use that word

"absolutely".

MR. EMERSON: That is what I understood.

MR. MAXWELL: I think I probably said that, but a man may

moderate ' a statement. What I mean is this-- That the fact which

justifies the construction of the Sentinel Reservoir is thLt it

holds 2,200,000 acre feet of water, and that is more than is

necessary to be stored to hold back a flash flood in the Gila,

and to prevent it from coming in on top of high water in the

Colorado River. Now, what I say is that if you have the Glen

Canyon Dam Completed, that 90 per cent of the floods-- of the

water that comes to Yuma und creates the dz np:er, is held back

in the Glen Canyon Reservoir. Therefore, the flash flood of the

Gila carries with it no menace to the lower delta of the Colo-

rado River. At the same time, it is possible that A condition
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might arise there where it would. be a convenience to have this

tremendous flood. held 'back in the Sentinel Reservoir for a

at least,--

MR. EMERSON: I just want to say this, Mr. Maxwell, that if I

was in the Imperial Valley, and that a flood ever occurred that

has occurred in the Gila River after those le veew has been there

and. had time to dry out by reason of your Glen Canyon and. another

peak flood rite we have had in the Gila, I would not want to be

on the other side of that dry levee.

1M. MAXWELL: Oh, you are entirely mistaken about that. You

are entirely mistaken ala to the volume of water which comes down

the Gila, and if you will refer to the--

MR. EMERSON: Mr. Maxwell; the fact is there has been a great-

er flood in the Gila than ever occurred in the Colorado.

MR.. MAXWELL: Oh, no, you are mistaken about that. Let me show

you what this means--

MR. ENFERSON: The peak flow of the largest flood we know of on

the Gila River approximates the peak flood of the largest flow we

have any knowledge of on the Colorado. As a matter of fact, when

I saw the reaord8 in the Yuma office, the peak flood of the Gila,

at that time, possibly exceeded the Golorado by a few second feet.

MR. MAXWELL: But, Mr. Davis, how long did that peak flood on

the Gila run?

MR. EMERSON: Two or three Says.	 P.



MR. MAXWELL: how long?

MR. EMERSOD: Two or three days.

MR. MAXWELT,: But, my dear man, don't you appreciate that if

you build the Sentinel Reservoir you haven't got any--

MR. EMERSON; Well, you are so well informed,—

MR. HOOVER: Gent lemen, I think we are getting rather away from

the interstate compact. I would. like to state that it wauld be

a great help to the Commission if Mr. Maxwell will give us that

brief, together with maps • and. everything, in order that the

Commission may-- Perhaps Mr. Davis could let us know whether Mr.

Maxwell's project or these recommendations have been considered

at any time by the Reclamation Service.

MR. A. P. DAVIS: Something of this nature has. The exact pro-

ject, as outlined by,' Mr. Maxwell today, has not been presented to

the Reclamation Service until this forenoon. About a year and

a half ago, in a conversation with Mr. Maxwell, he was very urgent

that the BlaCk Canyon site, below the Boulier Canyon site, be

investigated., and I told him if the funds were sufficient, that

this would be done, and that is in progress today. The investi-

gation of the Black Canyon site is entirely aside from the pro-

ject which he now claims is essential to the life of Arizona.

It does not include any project for the construction of a dam at

Black Canyon. '-i!he main feature, however, Mr. Chairman, for which

you are asking information of the advisability of a canal from the
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Boulder Canyon to the VLTley of the 3ila, has been brought up by

correspondence and personally suggested by Mr. Maxwell, has been

considered so far as 12ossible with the available information and

one year age last fall, in company with the chief engineer and

other engineers, I went by boat from Boulder Canyon to needles,

and on that trip we went to the top of hills on the opposite side

of the river, where we could get a view of the country, as he so

aptly expressed it, a horseback opinion of the facts in the case,

and upon that opinion concerning the possibility of work of that

kind. The straight line distance, from the Black Canyon to the

Sentinel Reservoir, wEs about 200 miles, as the crow flies, from

that point to' theSentinel Reservoir. On examination of the topo-

graphic maj?s, so far as they are available, and of the country,

by another engineer, -- not myself, and an entirely unbiased man--

we after conferred and estimated the distance whtch a canal would

have to follow before reaching the Sentinel Reservoir, from the

Black Canyon, as between four hundred, and four hundred and fifty

mile's, most of which is heavy mountain country, all of the way,

crossing the drainage that--with hufldreds and hundreds of struc-

tures by which this drainage must be crossed, and then there will

Probably be tunnels for economy sahe, and the grade was insuffi-
it

oient to get/into the Sentinel Reservoir in that diatance. I pre-
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sume that is the reason that the elevation of this canal, as then

proposed, has been changed by Mr. Maxwell's scheme, from a

thousand or nine hundred feet contour, to 1a75, and then 75 feet

higher up storage above that, making 1350. The great length of

this canal, and the character of country through which it was

to pass, stpnek me and_ all of the other engineers whom I know

of who have Seen the country, as being so far beyond the realms

of possibility as to be a waste of our money and time, and I

am still of that opinion. I do not claim to be infallible, but I

have driven up the Bill Williams Canyon by a team, 20 year ago.

I have been over most of the ground--not the exact location of

the canal, because I don't know exactly where it was, but I have

been over most of the ground by team between that point and the

heavy country to the South. I have been through the valley and in

a general way, by examination of maps and person sl investigation,

I know the country fairly well, and it is my judgment that money

spent upon the investigation of that project in the way of surveys,

several hundred thousand dollars, would not be wisely expended.

However, if such an appropriation were made available, it could be

examined and. the matter determined_ more accurately than we now

know it. If it were necessary as a precedent to this determina-

tion, it mitt be advisable. The taking of the water out of the

top of the Boulder Canyon dam, or near there, and carrying it on

high line, however, can be accomplished a thousand_ years after
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the Boulder Canyon Dam is domplete, if anybody wants to do it.

MR. MAXWELL: May I say a word there?

MR. HOOVER: I would like to talk with Mr. Davis about this

matter of a rock dam at Glen Canyon, as a temporary control re-

servoir, have you investigated that question?

MR. DAVIS: No, sir. So far as my knowledge goes ho one has.

I understand that there has been no examinations of foundation

at that point at all. The Geological Survey have recently com-

pleted a topographic map of a proposed storage reservoir. Out-

side of that information, that is all I know of, that we have

there, except a very brief record of stream flow which has just

recently been esteblished.

»AR. HOOVER: Would you think that we were warranted in making

a recommendation to Congress at once that that should be done

without further recommendation?

MR. DAVIS: Not certainly recommend it without further investi-

gation.

MR. MAXWELL: Mr. Davis has just said that the water could be

taken out on this High Mine Canal, as I understand, at any time,

within a thousand years, even though in the interval the wLter

is allowed to run out of the base of Boulder Canyon Dam, for pow-
on

or, and go/down the river. Mr. Davis overlooks the fact, Mr.

Chairman, that the moment the flow of the Colorado River is

standardi .0d, every drop of water available for irrigation, in

excess. of the amount used in Arizona and California on lands which

can be. irrigated from the low line canal levels, which does not
P.



exceed in all 1,400,000 acres of land, will inevitable be taken

across the line n d applied to lands in Mexico, and the claim

of right to that water will in that way be established, which we

could not at any time in the future, in my judgment, get away from

Whether we originally had a right to use that water on that land

or not, if we should defer the devision to invNist upon this high

'line canal and should fail to proceed with reasonable diligence

to put that project into effect, then Mexico would establish a r.:

claim forever to the right to every available drop of water that

we need today to irrigate two and one half million ares of land

in Arizona, and it is that condition against which I so earnestly

protest.'

MR. NORVIII: J -udge. Sloan has asked that his address be con-
,

tinued until tomorrow morning. He was to come on nest.

Tomorrow morning at 10:00 o'clock the Commission will visit

the T.egislature and at 11:00 o'clock will resume the work.

(Thereupon an adjournment was taken).
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Phoenix Arizona Hearings.

Second Session.

Thursday, March 16, 1922.

11.15 A. M.

111111.	 .1110

.(Pursuant to adjournment, the Colorado River Commission met

ill the Federal Court Rooms at Phoenix, Arizona, at 11.15 o'clock

a.m., March 16, 1922, Herbert C. Hoover, Esq., presiding.)

MR. ROBVIEL: Mr. Secretary, the first oti• the program this

morning is Honorable Richard E. Sloan, representing the City of

Phoenix.

MR. HOOVER:. Judge Sloan. (Applause)

RICHARD E. SLOJO: Mr. Chairman, and members of the Commission:

As we have been informed, the purpose of this meeting is to accord

an opportunity for the presentation of views from interested -fort-

ies and communities as to the sort of compact that should be enter-

ed.into between the seven states here represented, as to the allo-

(Mtion of the waters of the Colorado.

Bearing that in mind, I shall adhere strictly to that subject.

AsI desire also to be well within my time allotted me, I shall
refer somewhat strictly to my notes.

It As apparent the broad question to be considered has two
"Pects, the legal and, what, for a better term, may be called the
Naitical. That is to say, the rights of the states inter se se,
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based upon positive law, constitute the one; the proposed agreemen

or compact between the states under which these legal rights ace to

be recognized or modified, restricted or enlarged as the case may

be, and means found by which such rights as are recognized and

agreed upon be safeguarded and enforced, constitute the other.

I doubt if it would be profitable to the Commission at the

present stage of the negotiations if there should be any discus-

sion with respect to the rights of the several states or the rights

of the Federal Government to the control of the waters of the River

or to their disposition further than may be necessary to obtain

a full and adequate understanding of what these legal problems may

be so that it may be seen whether or not they present any obstacle

to an agreement that shall be acceptable to all the states concern-

ed.

The Colorado River Commission is not a tribunal nor does it

possess legislative powers. Its proper function, as I take it, is

to formulate, for the action of the various states and the Federal

Government, a compact that will remove existing difficulties and

provide, if possible, a method by which future disputes or differ-

ences may be adjusted so that the full development of the River may

not be indefinitely postponed with the great benefits, national,

State and community, that will follow this development.

Indeed, I take. it that one may not advance any opinion with

respect to these rights without inviting more or less criticism as

to its soundness. There may not even be unanimity of view as to
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oat are the real questions involved. 1,u hen I attempt to state

them, therefore, I do not mean to imply that there may not be other.:

ton those named by me of sufficient importance to be considered.

Broadly speaking, the questions of purely legal nature in-

volved in the determination of the existing rights to the control

end use of the waters of the Colorado River that may be raised as

between the several states and as between the Uni ted States and the

several states may be stated as follows:

First: Does a state, by virtue of its sovereignty, possess

the sole right to the control of the waters of an interstate stream

flowing within its boundaries?

Second: If it 'possesses such right, may it exercise such con-

trol without limitation as respects the effect of such control upon

the flow of the river within the boundaries of another state?

Third: Assuming that a state may not exercise its right • of

Control of the waters of an interstate stream flowing Within its

boundaries without limitation as respects the effect of such control

upon the flow of the stream within the boundaries of another state,

48 between the citizens of the one state and, against the citizens of

the other state, does priority of use create priority of right?

Fourth: If priority of use of the waters of any such stream

48 betvveen the citizens of one state and the citizens of another

state creates priority of right, I* what rule is such right to be

asaaured both as to the nature of use and the quantity of use?
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Fifth: Assuming that a legal wrong may be committed by ono

- state as against another state in its use or control of the watc -f:J

of an interstate stream, what remedy is afforded by existing la:1

and what relief may be granted ?

Sixth: DOBS the United States by reason of the navigability

of the Colorado, or because of any ownership of Its waters indep-

endent of the question of navigability, possess the right of con-

trol?

Seventh: If control of the waters within the Colorado Basin

lies in the United States, underiexisting law, how may such control

be exercised?

The only tribunal having jurisdiction to adjudicate these

questions is the Supreme Court of the United States 1 Strangely

enough few, if any, of these questions may be said to have been

definitely .so decided by that Court as to lesve no gmound for con-

troversy. While this is true, certain principles nave been de-

clared by the Supreme Court which I believe in effect amount to a

determination of at least two of these questions. I refer parti-

cularly to the status of the United States as respects ownership

and control of the unappropriated waters of the streams in the

arid West, apart from any question of control in relation to navi-

gation, and also to the right of one state to control the waters of

an interstate stream within its boundaries without regard to the

effect of such control upon the flow of the stream within another

state.	 P.



Upon the euestion of the ri7hts of the United States in the

navigable waters within the several states in a number of cases,

the latest of which is that of Port of Seattle v. Oregon & W. R.

Co., the Supreme Court has declared that such rights are limited

to control thereof for navigation purposed only and that the state

in all other -respects poswesses the rights of ownership of sueh

waters.

In Kansas V. Colorado, Mr. Justice Brewer declares in effect

that the state ald not the United states may control the waters

of a non-navigable stream.

am amre that the United State's has been permitted to inter-

vene in the pending case of YVyoming V. Colorado and to set up the

claim that the ',:'aderal Government and not the stetes ie the owner

of all of the unappropriated waters of the innavigable streams of

the arid Oest ana has never transferred title to such waters ex-

cept to individual ap -oropriators under . the Act of July 26, 1866.

The position thus assumed is not austuined, as I believe, by any

decision of the Supreme Court, and as it is inconsistent with the

Practice of the Government wince the organization of the terri-

tories which preceded the present states in the arid best, it is

extremely doubtful if this contention will be sustained byythe

Court. But assuming in fact, as It iS in theory, that the Colorado

River is a navigable stream and that, therefore, the United States

possesses control, there still remains a "twilight zone" of uncer-

tainty because of the Undetermined chl,eracter and extent of that

control, 	P.



On the question as to whether tate centrol is limited by the

legal or equitable rights possessed by another state to th waters

o2 ee j.:01.t.Q,T;	 raj ;,7M2rWlie CiVOXI -, 441-2 ls$.4,1	 V:., L;o:4,0do

recognized that such limitation exists, but has not defined or

attempted to define hew far such limitation extends and what specific

relief may be afforded if such limitation be exceeded. I am not

sufficiently familiar with the pleadings or issues made in Wyoming

v. Colorado to venture a prediction Ls to what questions may be

expected to be adjudicated in that case. Prom such information

as I possess, it is probable that the respective rights of the

United 3tates and of the several states with respect to the control

of the waters of an innavigable interstate stream may be determined

and that the decision may aay down certain broad Principles appli-

cable to the control of the waters of the Colorado. That the

decision in that case may go farther than to lay down such general

principles is .eerha -es not to be expected. The final and. ultimate

settlement of the law appertaining to the various questions suggest-

'ea is not to be looleed for by tha ordinary processes of the Courts

for many years to come, indeed, if we may judge by the history of

similar litigation and the settlement of questions of similar im-

port, the law appertaining to the control and use of the waters of

the Colorado River must remein in more or lass uncertainty if left.

to the Courts to decide as occasion may arise in litigated cases,

for at least a score of years,	 P.



Meanwhile, must the development of the iliver await the setH_,

Ment of these questions by the Courts? As a citizen of one of the

States vitally interested, and as to this I think I voice tho pre-

valent view of the men o -f this state who have given the matter

consideration, I am unwilling to postpone development pending such

Settlement. I belie ve that a working agreement may be effected

between the United States and the several states through the agency

of this Commission without such delay that will permit of this de-

velopment and yet safeguard existing rights and the interests of

the several states in the future. To effect such an agreement

was the purpose of the creation of the Commission, for in this

way only may the principle obstacles that seem to stand in the

way of the early and full development of the River be removed. I

say this because I think it is F.: enertilly conceded that there are e

no engineering difficulties that may not be overcome and that the

purely economic -problems may be met aed satisfactorily solved.

In reachine, such an agreement it seems to me that it is un-

necesear,y to aterreet to reconcile differences of view with regard
flowing,

to the rights of a state in the control of the waters/ within its

boundaries, or the rights of the United States to such control,

and that such questions may be regarded as purely academic in

that their determination is not essential to a practical working

agreement which will safegyerd and_ protect the citizens of the

Verions states in such rifehta -as they now possess, and, for the

future permit of the free and full development of the resources

of the vast region included within the Colorado _Aver Basin,

Without any one section obtaining adventages at the expense of the
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legitimate and reasonable development of other sections. In

reaching suCh an agreemeit it seems to me the first essential is

to regard the entire area embraced in the Colorado Besin.as a

unit in so far as its development is concerned. Prom this view-

point the agreement may well rest upon certain general principles

appertaining to such development and the Uses to which the waters

of the Colorado and its tributaries may be put.

I sup:gest the following as embodying these eTinciples:

First: That no attempt be made to interfere with existing

rietts of appropriation;

Second: That in the future the diversion of water from the

Colorado :iiver and its tributaries ly? restricted to such uses as

are generally regarde a in the arid Oest as beneficial;

Third: That the beneficial Uses that shall be recognized shall

be, river control; municipal and domestic; agriculture; power

develoyment end navigation;

Fourth: :_That if power development shall be subordinated to

agriculture the latter shall then be limited to that which is econ-

omically feasible and exclude sllch as may yield only a meager and

unprofitable return;

Fifth: ThLt unnecessary waste and the use of water that may

not be reasonably justified as a beneficial use shall be prohibited.

Cm unable. to see any valid objection that may be urged as

against any of the five propositions that I have enumerated, from

the stanapoint of essential fairness, t;ssuming elk we all do, that
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an equitable ad j ustment is desirel. These propositions all assume

that by proper methods in the application of the waters of the

Colorado River and its tributaries to such beneficial uses as I

have named, in so far as agriculture is c once rned the interests

of none of the states involved may seriously be affected. In

stating this I have in mind onlu such estimates as are based upon

actual investigation and particularly the estimates made by the

Reclamation Service, and is not based upon extravagent estimates

based upon : guess work. The limitations Suggested are limitations

which it .seems to me might be -properly made to apply to an intra-

state stream by the state within whiCh it is located.

It may and doubtless will be urged that the propositions I

have stated omit any reference to priority of right arising from

priority of use, except as. to those rights that may exist at the

tine the compact shell become effective. But my answer to this

Objection is that with the construction of s -ech storage dams as

are contemplated priority of appropriation in so far as agricul-

ture is concerned will be unirrnortant except at times of prolonged

and, unusual drouth extending over the upper Colorado Basin. That

to attempt to apply the doctrine of priority of appropriation at

sUch times would invoke such complexity of detail and such an ex-

tehded investigation into facts as to nullify any practical re-

suits, Besides that, it seems to me it would be far more practi-

°al' to recognize parity of right in place of priority of right and.

Provide some means by which in times of scarcity the waters of the

Ri trer may be equitable apportioned between the states upon the
b	 •aele of the reasonable needs of the several states, taking into
8.000

unt the extent of the development in each state at the time
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of such apportionment. There are practical difficulties in the

successful disposition of this question from any standpoint and no

ideally perfect solution may be found.

vith respect to power development priority of use as between

the several users upon the River is unimportant because the use by

one will not materially affect the flow of the river avilable to

another user.

It must be admitted, however, that power possibilities may be

affected to some extent by other uses, but to secure the maximum

power development at the expense of agriculture in the Northern

states certainly presents greater difficulties than the ouestion

of priority of appropriation in its application to agriculture.

Besides being in its nature a political question the subordination

of agriculture to power development involves a consideration of re-

lative values that are not to be measured in terms of dollars in

as much as social as well as economid values are to be determined

and compared.

In this connection I wish to say that as a citizen of Arizona

I 311ould be deli(Thted if by any agreement between the states here

re -presonted that the flow of the Colorado River at the point where

it crosses the line from Utah into Arizona might be permitted to

flow undiminished by any use that may be put of its waters in its

waters in its upper reaches and that we might always be assured of

at least 6,000,000 H.P. when its proper possibilities_ are developed,

and of water for the irrigation of two and one-half million acres

of new land in this state. But I• trust I may not be charged with
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disloyalty to my own state or of a want of faith in the benevolent

disposition of the people of our neighboring states when I say

that I regard the suggestion made that this result may be attained

by means of a campaign of education as to the paramount inportance

of power development over agriculture as altogether chimerical.

INhen we consider that this would mean a reversal of a policy

recognized by the Constitutions, enforced by. the Statutes and. firm-

ly entrenched in the customs of these states, I despair that such

E reversal may ever be brought about within the lifetime of any

member of this Commission, even if we were to send 'and maintain in

the field a thousand missionaries each as eloquent, as persuasive,

as able and as zealous as my friend Mr. Maxwell. I even express

the doubt that by such means even one of the benighted, ignorant,

mentally besotted and selfish farmers of Colorado or yoming may

be converted, to the viewpoint, that he is committing an economic

wrong in the use of water in the attempt to grow apples, or potatoeE
may be

or wheat, or barley when use made of the same water by the farmers

of Arizona in the growing of long staple cotton, alfalfa, oranges

or dates. As enlightened, philanthropic and unselfish as are the

people of my own state, I am sure we would not be willing to con-

cede to Mexico or even to California, as much as we love her, one
may

second foot of water to which we/have any lawful claim, even should

we be convinced that it would result in a better use of that water.

The millennium still remains a prophecy. Conditions and not theor-

lea must govern the action of this Commission. 1.am skeptical that
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any aRrec:ment may 1)e reached as to the allotment of the waters of

the River based upon any limitation es to acreage that may be re-

claimed that will have any practical effect upon the flow of the /

river in its lower reaches. Should priority of appropriation be

recognized I cannot see any practical advantages to Lrizona or

California therefrom. World it not result in a race among the

various states and communities in the effort to anticipate the es-

tablishment of rights upon this basis? 	 ould it not result in

the artificial stimulus through state aid and otherwise, in the

reclamation of arid lands without reference to the feasibility of

projects, and then, too, it must be remembered that it is much

easier to build diversion dams, canals and ditches on the small

tributaries of the hiver than to construct any of the proposed

power plants in the Canyon of the Colorado. I am not sure, there-

fore, that Arizona. and California would be the winners in any such

race. I submit that the suggestion that I here make that parity

of right with the recognition that there shall be an equitable

scaling down on some pro rata basis of the use of water by the

various states, enforced as may be provided whenever necessity arisc

due to excessive and prolonged drouth, affords an easier and prob-

ably more satisfactory solution of this problem.

This brings ma to U.e consideration of the other phase of the

general subject. It is not enough to agree upon general principles

that are to govern in the making of the compact without making some

provisions for some supervision or control over the erection of

works and the diversions of water from the River and its tributar-

ies so as to insure against uses or methods of use in violation

Of these principles. This does not imply the taking away from any
P.



state any power it possesses of control that does not assume an

interstate character by virtue of its effect upon the rights of

the peorle of another state as may be defined in the compact.

It has been augested that a Board might be created having

both judicial and executive Dowers to administer the compact that

may be made; its judicial : , owers to be strictly limited to the

interpretation of the temms of the compact and the determination

of guettions of fact arising from time to time with respect to

matters appertaining to its enfordement and to make recommendations

to the various states based upon such findings. If these recom-

mendations be not acted upon, relief • may be sought in the one ,Court

having power to enforce the compact.

The jurisdiction of the 3upreme Court to pass upon and enforce

compacts or treaties between states was definitely settled in the

early history of the country and that jurisdiction has frequently

been invoked. It is possible that if such a Board be created, its

findings might be made prima facie evidence of the existence of

the facts upon which they are made so that in most cases only

issues Of law arising upon them would remain for the determination

of the Court. Just how this Board is to be apl2ointed or of Whom

it should be composed I have no suggestion to make further than

to say that, in my opinion, its members should be appointed by the

President of the United States and they shbuld be chosen so as to

insure that it shall becomposed of men wholly disassociated from

local interests.	 .	 P.



have purposely made no referende to the Republic of Mexico

and of any participation it shall make in the distribution or use

of the waters of the Colorado. Mexico is not represented upon

this Commission and the Act creating it does not imply that that

country shall become a party to any agreement or compact that may

be'entered into. Whatever interests it may have will doubtless

be taken care of by the national Rovernment and be provided for by

Congressional act. I see nc reason, however, why the principles

I suggest may not be made to apply to that part of the basin of the

Colorado that lies within the Republic of Mexico.

There is another matter that I think should be considered

and provision made for its recognition and enforcement in any com-
•

pact that may be entered into, and that is the proper allocation

of power that may be developed on the River in the event that

works built for power may not, because of their ownership in the

government, be subject to local taxation. It seems to me only

just and right that if such works are to be exempt from local taxa-

tion that there should be compensation to the state in we of a

free allotment of power based upon what would be the taxable value

of such works if subject to assessment. I take italso that the

state should be awsured that power possibilities within the state

shall not be availed of either by the government or by private

corporations and the power so developed be disposed of outside of

the state so that the proper needs of the people of the state may

not be sup -oiled at reasonable cost, in other words, that the people
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of the state shall have a preferred rip.ht to the purchase of power

developed within the state at a reasonable price to the extent of

their reasonable needs..	 (.b.nplause.)

MR. HOOVER: • Judge .5loan, in your evidently very deep study of

this question, have you formulated any general ideas as to the

effect of thé Supreme Court decisions on this question4 in its

general aspect? In other words, to be more concrete, have you

considered that the decision which led to the Supreme Court de-

claration of equitable distribution, is applicablinto the Colorado

River?

JUDGE SLOAN: That is my personal opinion, Mr. Chairman. Yet,

as I say, in my pa -oer, the letent or the relief that may be grant-

ed-- the question of relief that may be afforded is yet an unde-

termined question, but as to the a -)plication of the rule to the

Colorado Basin, I have not the least doubt.

MR. HOOVER: Now, if that view is correct, all question of do-

minant state rights is by the board at once. Is that not the case?

JUDG	 LOAN: Pardon me; I f'idn't quite catch the question.

MR. HOOVER: In the consideration.of the state rights over wateft

of the state, that is nullified at once, if there is to be an equit-

able distribution aMong the states.

JUDGE SLOAN: To some extent; and there is just where the ques-

tion of uncertainty arises. The Supreme Court has recognized the

general rule. However, in the discussion of that question, they

suggest so many eventualities or conditions that might affect re-
im

lief, it i -Tossible to say at thistime what the ultimate con-



elusion of that Court will be; whether it will obtain some practi-

cal method by which equitable riP,.hts of one state may be enforced

as against another state, that is left yet uncertain. Yet, I have

not any doubt, as•I said before, that the Supreme Court will•es-

tablish and enforce, to some degree, equitable rights of one state

. as against unreasonable use, at least, of the waters in another

State.

Now, whether that would be based unon the practice in the

arid country with reference to priority right, no one knows. I

doubt if the Court itself has reached any conclusion with reference

to that. I can only say this: I believe the Supreme Court has

recognized the general doctrine that unreasonable use of water of

a stream by a state in which the stream may originate, will be for-

bidden and prohibited as against the reasonable needs and require-

ments of the state lower down upon that stream. Applying it in the

case of Wyoming and Colorado and Kansas as against Colorado, was,

as I say, one reason why I think this compact should be made with-

our delay and without awaiting the determination of those questions

which are uncertain, and the possible length of time thElt would

be consumed before any final adjudication maybe made.

MR. DOOLITTLE: Whether the law is settled or unsettled or iyhat-

ever the law may be determined to be on this point, I am of the

opinion that, es the Colorado River runs between several states,

this Commission will not po very far in its deliberations until

it sees the necessity of getting away entirely in arranging these
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matters from what the law is, be it one way or be it the other,

and that on account of financial connections and on account of

Governmental connections and on account of the differences between

the States internally, what the law is to be as to the use of water

or the control of water or distribution of later, or anything else,

has to be left entirely out of the question, if anything is to be

done with the'Nwaters of the Colorado.

MR. HOOVER: Thank you very much. Judge Sloan, in your consider-

ation of this question, I gather you came pretty firmly to the con-

clusion that there should be a precedence of agridulture over power

uses: is that correct?

JUDGE SLOAN: I have no -.personal view to advance, I only say

that such is the policy as it seems to me, and has been the policy

th the arid West, and to secure a. reversal of that policy would be

very difficult, because of the fact that it might ha - en, as in the

case of Colorado, that one side of that state be definitely commit-

ted to . one policy because of its interest, and another side of the

state to another policy, even if the people of one part of the

state were converted to the idea that power should be entitled to

first sue of the water.

MR. HOOVER: Have you given any thought as to the factor that

would enter into the comparative use as. to their s -oecial and econo-

mic merit?
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JUDGE SLOAN: I have. Bu'LI doubt if my own Personal views ar%

of much value as to that. I can only say homes are regarded as of

great i .lportance, the cultivation of lands and the communities that

grow up to settlements of that sort, are certainly to be reckoned

with in any comparison of velues. We have always regarded the

cultivation of land as one of our basic industries, and that the

cultivation of the--not only the cultivation, but the settlement

of the lands should be encouraged, in that it builds up communities

and affords homes for our people.

MR. HOOVER: Now, would you do one thing for the Commissioa?

You have mdde a suggestion as to the nature of the compact. It

would materially assist the commission if you could draft that in

the form of a compabt.

MIDGE SLOA11: I shall endeavor to do it, at your suggestion,

Mr. Chairman, although I hesitate to attempt it, because it is a

matter of so great importance and it requires an ability I feel I

do not possess. However, I shall attempt to comply with your re-

quest.

MR. HOOVER: It makes it easier to consider the principles

laid down.

MR. CARPENTER: Judge Sloan, isn't it a fact, as you recall,

in the litigation between Kansas an Colorado, the United States

of America ,lap -oeared as intervener for priority, regardless of

state lines in the arid West'?

JUDGE SLOAN: It is.
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MR. CARPENTER: In order to administer them, there must be a

third party, which was the Government of the United States?

JUDGE SLOAN: That is true.

MR. CARPENTER: Isn't it also a fact that the Court, in that

case, refused to recognize any such doctrine?

JUDGE SLOAN: I think that is also true; that is my understandii

of the case.

MR. CARPENTER: And do you not also recall it to be a fact in

that case, a large number of prior ditches in interest, in the

vicinity of Garden City, has been largely destroyed or at least

greatly interfered with b7 subsequent priorities?

JUDGE SLOAN: That seemed to be stated in the decision.

MR. CARPENTER: And notwithstanOin€7 that, the Court decided

that Colorado, in view of all the conditions, has not unreasonably

exercised her sovereignty?

JUDGE SLOAN: Well, I should say that is the effect of the de-

cision.

MR. CARPENTER: Yes.

JUDGE SLOAN: I cannot say the courts would reach the same

conclusion in another case with much the same facts.

MR: CARPENTER: Now, one more question, pardon me: Isn't it

a fact, after -analyzing that case, you have come somewhat to the

conclusion that the question of equitable apportionment of water

Is largely one of facts? P .



JUDGE SLOAN: r„I'here is no Question about that. In every instan,: -

it is a Question of facts; I mean, when the matter is judicially

considered. It might not be in a comact.

MR. HOOVER: I , thank you very much, Judge Sloan.

MR. NORVIL: The next speaker for the morning is Mr. John G.

Hoyt, Hydraulic Engineer in charge Division of surface water, U.

S. Geol. Survey. I desire to say that Mr. Hoyt is here as repre-

sentative of the Geological Survey of the United Stated. (Applause..

MR. JOHN C. HOYT: Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission:

In the design, construction and operation of works, which depend

for their successful operation on the natural resources of the

country, it is necessary to have complete and accurate data in

reard to those naturel resources.

I have the honor to represent a Bureau of the National Govern-

ment, which, for nearly fifty years, has been engLYed in collecting

data in regard to the natural resources of the country.

The statement which I will -,;'resent is based upon the data

collected by the bureau. The Geological Survey has been especially

interested in the Colorado ii.ver drainage basin, because the first

.explorations of the river were made by Major Powell, about t613years

before the creation of the survey. Afterwa2ds, Major Powell was

for many. years director of the survey.
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As stated by the Chairman, there are two phases to the subject

first, the division of the vr:ter, and second, the utilization of

the water after it is divided.

The statement which I will present refersprimarily to the

first phase of the subject. AS it contains considerable data, I

have reduced it to writing, and, with your permission I will read

it.

(Mr. Hc4t then read the following statement)

"The Colorado River drainage basin, which includes parts of

seven States, has an area of about L50,000 square miles and yields

to the river an average annaul flow, as measured at Yuma, of

17, 300 ,000 acre-feet."

MR. DORVILL: Does that include the Gila, or e:[clude it?

MR. HOYT: Measured at Yuma.

MR. 110RVIEL: Including the Gila?

MR. HOYT: Including the Gila.

(Mr. Hoyt then continued to read as follows)

"Records of the discharge of Green River et Green River, Utah,

and of Colorado River (formerly (7 -rand River) at Cisco, Utah, indi-

cate that 77 per cent of this flow, or 13,420000 acre-feet, comes

from the portion of the drainage basin above the mouth of Green

River. The San Juan River, which enters the Colorado just above

the Utah-Arizona line, contributes 3,000,000 acre-feet of which

2 ,400,000 acre-feet comes from the State of Colorado. Therefore
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about 91 per cent of the flow of Colorado River at Yuma comes from

the states of Wyoming, 'Colorado, and Utah. The average discharge

of the tributaries below the San Juan, measured in acre-feet, is

about as follows:

Little Colorado River 	 200,000

Virgin River	 Negligible.

Williams River	 75,000

Gila River	 1,100,000

"he following table shows the distribution of the drainage

area among the seven states. and Mexico and the average annual con-

tribution from each to the total flow of the stream.

STATE	 Drainage area	 Flow 
Square miles.	 Per cent	 Acre-feet Per cent

Wyoming 18,000 7.2 2,300,000 1245

Colorado 39,000 15.5 11,800,000 64.1

Utah 40,000 15.9 2,300,000 12.5

New Mexico 23,000 9.2 1,260,000 6.8

Arizona 113,000 45..0 . 740,000 4.0

Nevada 12,000 4.8 Negligible

California 4,000 1.6 Negligible

Mexico 2,000 .8 Negligible

"All developments in the Colorado River basin are primarily

limited by the quantity of water available and its distribution

through the year and through the drainage basin. Large storage

reservoirs are needed for any considerable -extension cf the present
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use of the river below Boulder Canyon. On account of the magni

tude and the diversity of the interests involved, decisions con-

trolling the continued development of the river, either for power

or for irrigation, are of national and international as well as

local and state importance. 411 proposed developments must there-

fore be considered in their relation to the general good as well-

as to the local or private demand. The potential resources of the

Colorado River drainage basin will be developed either by increas-

ing its agricultural production through irrigation or by generating

power for use in industry, both within and outside the basin, as

well as for use in irrigation and mining.

"The principal power sites in the Colorado River basin are

between the mouth of Green River and the lower end of Boulder Can-

yon. In U-.0 utilization of these sites consideration must be given

to the effect that future diversions for irrigation may, have upon

them and also to the rresent and future market for electrid energy.

"A study of the rresent and probable future agricultural de-

velopment in the basin indicates that three distinct problems must

be considered—one relating to irrigation in Colorado, Wyoming,

and Utah, where the head water tributaries of Colorado River con-

tribute more than 90 per cent of the total flow; another relating

to paver and irrigation in New Mexico, Arizona, and Devada; and a

third relating to irrigation in California.
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"There seems to be at present some fear in the States of

Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah that injunction suits may be file& to

protect priorities in the use of water for generating power in

the canyon and for irrigation in Southern California, which may

result in temporary or permanent legEl limitations of agricultural

development in those three states.

"It appears that the maximum irrigation development that is

or will probably be economically feasible in Nevada, Dew Mexico,

and Arizona will not deplete the waters of Colorado diver or its.

tributaries sufficiently to work to the detriment of other states

or interests in the basin. There is consequently no present need

for a rule governing irrigation development in those states, and

the -o resent problems in the basin therefore relate to possible

conflicts between the use of water for irrigation in Colorado,

Wyoming, and Uth, its use for power between the mouth of Green

River and the lower and of Boulder Canyon, end its use for irriga-

tion in California.

"Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah must be assured that no develop-

ment will be undertaken that will create a right to waters that

rightly belcin to them and that they may eventually reed; the in-

terest of California appears to lie in protecting any irrigation

development in that state in its right to an adequate water supply;

the developers of power in the danyon, although actually well pro-

tected by natural limitations on irrigation development above the
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canyon, possibly need, as an aid in financing, the assuranCe that
en

the flow in the canyon will not be so greatly depleted as to/dangel7

investment in power plants and transmission lines.

"The present annual diversions from the basin to adjacent

basins above the canyon amount to only about 150,000 acre-feet,

and all proposed new diversions would increase that quantity by on1 ,

about 250,000 acre-feet, or to a total of about 400,000 acre-feet.

It is therefore believed that all practical diversions to other

basins above the canyon would not use more than 500,000 acre-feet.

"The records of the Geological Survey confirm the statement

of the Reclamation Service that an average of at least 15,000,000

acre-feet of water is annually flowing to waste in the Colorado

River, sufficient to permit unrestricted development in all parts

of the basin for many years without danger to any priorities al-

ready established.

"Any stipulation as to the use of the water in the Colorado

River drainage basin should not only insure protection to the

several interests concerned, but should also encourage development

by the most economical use. Experience in other regions has shown

that a higher economy in the use of water has been attained by an

equitable allotment by quantity than in any other way.

"It is believed that all interests will be fully protedted

by an agreement that at least 65 per cent of the flow shall reach

the canyon section of the river and that no rights for power or
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irrigation shall be created in or below the canyon that will de-

prive the States of Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah of a right to con-

sume 35 per cent of the present flow above the canyon. This allot-

ment should apply for 50 years, after which a new agreement should

be made.

"On this basis of division Colorado, which contributes

11,800,000 acre-feet to the flow of the river, would retain

4,130,000 acre-feet, which, with an average consumption of	 acre-

feet per acre, would irrigate 2,753,300 acres. It would release

to the lower river 7,670,000 acre-feet. On the same basis Wyoming,

which contributes 2,300,009 acre-feet, would retain 805,000 acre-

feet, enough to irrigate 536,600 acres, and it would release to

the lower river 1,495,000 acre-feet. Utah, which contributes

2,300,000 acre-feet, would retain 805,000 acre-feet, or enough to

irrigate 536,600 acre, and would release to the lower river

1,495,000 acre-feet.

"Various estimated hase been made of the additional irrigable

lands in Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah. These estimates generally

come well within the additional acreage, for which water would be

available under the plan of divasipt, set forth above. Furthermore

it ia interesting to note that the records of mean annual flow for

18 years at yuma show a slightly larger average annual flow for the

last nine years than for the first nine, indicating that the con-
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sumption which has taken place in the drainage basin during the

period covered by the reccrds has not, since the records started,

been sufficient to show above the cycle variations and the errors

of measurement. In making this statement it is of course recognize6

that irrigation consumes water.

"By this plan 10,660,000 acre-feet would be released above

the Utah-Arizona line, or 9,100,000 acre-feet if Colorado and Vew

Mexico are allowed to use the total flow of the San Juan.

"With an average consumption of 3 acre-feet per acre in the

lower basin, the quantity of water allowed to pass through the

canyon section will be sufficient to irrigate 3,033,000 acres.

This area would include, however, the tracts now irrigated in Im-

perial Valley, as the diversion for that system is made below the

gaging station at Yuma. In addition Lrizona would hare full use

of the flow from Little Oolorado, Williams, and Gila rivers,

aggregating 1,376,000 acre-feet less diversion from the Gila in

New Mexico, or enough to irrigate 425,000 additional acres."

(End of strtement.)

thank you. (iipplause.)

MR. HOT: I have mimeograph copies of this statement if there

are any persons who desire one.

MR. HOOVER: Dr. Hoyt, some of the commissioners wish to ask

some questions.
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MR. CARRENTIR: You allow Arizona to wholly absorb the Gila,

the Irittle Bill Williams and the Little Colorado. Those waters

are all tributary to the Imperial Diversion?

MR. HOYT: Yes.

MR, CARPENTER: All tributary to the Government diversion, ex-

cept the Gila; so you have a totcl absorption, under your plan,

of every river, starting with the San Juan, and concluding with

the Gila, on the East, and including diverging streams on the

West, a local consumption, Do you think it is wholly possible to

absorb those streams?

MR. HOYT: I am giving them the benefit of the doubt.

MR. CARRATLR: There will be a return?

MR. HOYT: Yes.

MR. CARPENTER: You cannot wholly absorb those streams?

MR. HOYT: No

MR. CARPENTER: It is a fact from the irrigation of practically

all the lands of the upper regions there is a return to be expec-

ted, a return, in fact?

MR. HOYT: Yes.

MR. CARPENTER: And that return usually increases over the

years, until it reaches its final equilibrium, and in the irriga-

tion of the lands of Wyoming, Utah, and here even in Arizona, a

return to the stream is to be expected from all lands upon which

water is applied?	 P.



MR. HUYT: I be 	 it is. .

MR. CAP:s .SATR: In other words, excdpt tses wholly consumptive

such as taking out by tunnels or dumping into the Salton Sea, therc

is no return?

MR. HOYT: In this connection, I have used the term "consump-

tic's use" ana 'assumed this to be 1-1/2 acre feet for the upper

states and 2-1/2 for t4e 1pwer statesi

MR. CARPENTLR: You figure you have included a pretty liberL1

safety factor?

MR. HO: Yes,

THE COMMISSIONER: Especially in the upper regions?

MR. HOYT: Yes.

ANOTHER COMMIS.iIONER: How do you arrive at the basis 65-35; is

that upon any faats?

MR. HOYT: By trial. Several different percentages were tested

to see what percentage: would give everybody due rights and 65-35

appeared to be a fair percentage.

MR. EBIZRSOD: Well, taking the case of the three upper states,

who have the advantage of the 35 per cent, do you note that the

acreage that will be allotted for Colorado will exceed even their

wildest guess?

MR. HOYT: Yes, I know that.

MR. 'EMERSON: And in the case of Utah and 1 yoming, it is below

the estimates submitted by those states?
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MR. HOYT: It prElticalay agrees with the estimate submitted

by the commissioner from Wyoming. I disregarded the estimate sub-

mitted by the Commissioner from Utah as it seemed altogether too

high, and I understood that when the estimate was - submitted the

commissioner said he was not prepared, to make an estimate, so I

selected a figure that I considered would cover all possible de-

mands.

MR. CALDWEII: Mr. Chairman: Utah came down here to listeh,

(laughter) and I would not now be speaking except I have been spok-

en for; and I think it is only due, as I say, that Utah did not

submit an estimate of a million acres for Utah. I have stated this

before to the Commission.

MR. HOYT:, That is my understanding.

MR. CALDWELL: Iidid not submit it as a claim, and in submitting

it, the only thing was that it was a figure below which I would

not under that arrangement be willing to bind the State of Utah,

and, with the further statement that I made no promise that I

would bind the State of Utah at a million acres. And, also, I

have stated before the Commission that I am 'opposed entirely to

any division that calls for the percentages of acres as a basis.

MR. HOYT: I may state that in carrying out the proposed agree-

ment it would be necessary to transfer the:: percentages into

aore-feet
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MR. CALDW'ELL: Mr. Hoyt, the allocation of 35 per cent to us,

of the water we -produced within our own territory, while, of course

very generous to us, allows the whole absorption in Arizona;

nevertheless, the acreage that you mention as that which could be

developed with that 35 per cent, is, in addition, as I understand

it, to our present acreage?

MR. HOYT: All acreages given are in addition to the present

acreage.

MR. CALDWEIT: So you are figuring on the net flow after it

serves all of the acreages within the drainage?

MR. HOYT: That is right.

MR. CALDWELL: And the net flow being served, after all diver-

sions, Green River Ditch, etc., and other upper diversions--

MR. HOYT: It is based upon the gaging stations now in opera-

tion, showing the flow.

MR. CALDWELL: To each state which you allow 35 per cent gener-

ously, of their own water, the acreage would, be in addition to the

present served acreage?

MR. HOYT: That is right.

MR. CALDWELL: That is all.

MR. EMERSON: AS I understand this, there is an involved prin-

ciple involved; that is--
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MR. HOYT: Yes, that pact upon the basis of the quantity of

water rather than upon acreage so as to encourage the highest

beneficial use of the water.

MR. EMERSOE: In those states. The idea presented in this

paper is to make the apportionment upon quantities of water, end

not upon possibilities of the beneficial uses,

MR. HOYT: At this time I believe that it is the logical way
the

to make/adjustment4 because so far as we can predict, there is no

possibility that development in fifty years will reach the maximum

requirement, after which a new adjustment can be made which can take

into account changes in economic and other conditions. There will

be changes.

MR. -EME23011: Mr. Hoyt, in view of your statement, could there

be any harm to the lower states if the upper stEtes were permitted,

for a period of fifty years, to develop agriculturally as fast and

as far as they wished?

MR. H O T: It might affect financing--

MR. EMER5OD: Pardon me, will you answer the question? I only

want An answer as to the physical facts, regarliess of the findings

MR. HOYT: So far as I can see, considering the present develop-

ment of the science and practice of agriculture and present economic

conditions, I don't believe any development which will take place

in the States of Utah, Colorado and leyoming will materially affect
the interests below beyond the limit set in this paper.
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MR. EMERSON: Beyond the limit set in this paper?

MR. HOYT: Yes, that is, on the 35 per cent.

MR. EMERSON: Pardon me just a.minute. If I understood you, yo

said the 35 per cent would unquestionably take care of all the

development that could take plaids in the upper states for the next

50 years?

MR. HGYT: That is right.

MR. EMERSON: Then would the lower states, in view of that

statement, be in any way injured if you simply said to the upper

.statea, "Regardless of percentages, go ahead and develop for the

next fifty years, as you choose, and as far as you choose, agri-

culturally?

MR. HOYT: I don't think there would be, unless legal matters

came in'. Prim an engineering stendpoint, I would say "no".

MR . .CARPNTER: It is a fact, is it not, as you mentioned, I

believe .; that notwithstanding you would only allow to Colorado 35

per cent of her supply, and all of Arizona's supply to her, that

even then, physically, probably it would be impossible for us to

com=le that 35 per cent.?

MR. HOYT: Absolutely.

MR. CARPENTER: That nature has so shaped our country, we cannot

if we would, take that 35 per cent in the next half century?

• MR. HOYT: Natural and economic conditions will govern.
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HOOVER: 	. Hoyt, haveve ou given any thought to the que s -

ti on of the relative importance of agriculture and power in this

determinati on?

MR. :HOYT: It is generally ocncedd in the order of the highest

use for water that munic	 su7)71y of water comas firs t, irri-

gation second, and -oow e,r and industrial uses third and fourth.

As was stated by previous sneakers, there is a strong senti-

ment in this country, end wall founded, that we should develop

homes.

MR. HOOVER: It is y our impression, after y our study, that

agriculture should haveve priori ty, and then Dower'?

MR. HOYT: Yes.

MR • HO O VER: Ties t is a il.

MR. NORVILL: The hour for adjournment has arrived. It was

stated we were to adjourn to the High School. I presume that will

be the order.

• 102. HOOVER: We do not seem to be much over-crowded.

	

MR. NORVIEL	 The order has gone out. Then, shall we adjourn

until 2:00 o 'clock , at the High School Auditorium?

MR. HOOVER: We will now adjourn until 2:00 o 'clock this after-

noon, at the Hi h School Auditorium.

( Thereupon , at th e hour of 12:15 o 'clock p.m., litJrch 16, 1922,

an adjournment was taken until 2:00 o'clock this afternoon. )

•••n 	 •nn
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Phoenix, Arizona, Hearings,

Third Session

Thursday, March 16, 1922

2:00 p.m.

(Thereupon, at the hour of 2:00 o'clock pi., at the

High School Auditorium, Phoenix, Arizona, March 16, 1922, the

further hearings in this matter were resumed as follows:)

-

MR. NORVIEL: Mr. Secretary, the first speaker on the pro-

gram this afternoon will be Professor G.E.P.Smith, Irrigation

Engineer of the University of Arizona. Professor Smith.

(Applause)

(Mr. Smith then read the following paper)

MR. G.E.P.SMITH: Mr. Chairman and Members of the Colorado

River Commission, Ladies and Gentlemen.

I hesitate to approach the subject of these hearings,

'because I recognize that you gentlemen, from your travels and

widespread contacts, have acquired such a broad viewpoint as

must make any statement that we can offer to appear at least

provincial.

The conflicting contentions, as between the states of

the upper basin of the Colorado River and the lower basin 'v

states,pis I understand them, are substantially as follows:

The upper states are demanding practically a guarantee of un-

restricted development in the upper basin before they will

lend their support in Congress to any Federal aid in the can-

yon region. The lower basin states are asking that the upper

states limit their programs of development, at least for

twenty years.



Now, although irrigation development in the upper basin

has progressed at a rate less than 50,000 acres )er year dur-

ing the last twenty years, and the easy projects have been

oiRpuried already, and although the Reclamation Service surveys

ind$cate the feasibi ;tlity of only about 1,500,000 acres addi-

tional, yet the upper states are demanding water rights (in

advance of appropriation) for 5,000,000 acres of Land. Perhaps

this was to be expected. Each state engineer is loath to leave

out a singleaacre which has a ghost of a chance to be brought

under irrigation at some future day. Of course, into such a

jackpot, Arizona will have to throw her High-Line Canal System,

although to my mind it is an absurdity, so long as economic

conditions continue measurably as they are today.

Should Arizona assent to and guarantee water rights for

those 5,000,000 acres? It would take away 60 percent of our

potential hydrw-electric power. To use a homely illustration,

I have a neighbor who has one hundred feet of frontage and a

two-story touse. I hope he will live to enjoy it forever. But

if he asks me for a warranty deed, I shall resent it. Why

should the upper states demand of us any guarantees? The upper

states have every advantage of location. If they wish to ob-

tain water rights, let them go ahead and obtain the rights in

the usual way.

Now, as to the other proposition,-shall the upper states

be placed under limitations in their development program,--let

me say a few words on behalf of the upper states. If there is



one lone farmer in any part of the drainage basin who can put

some of the water to beneficial USE, I think he should be

allowed to do so. It would be unjust to exclude him or any

group of farmers from participating iE the benefits to be de-

rived from the great water system.

Can the water supply of the river be parcelled out

among seven states and Mexico with any degree of reason or

justice? I think it cannot. Possibly it can be in twenty-

five years; probably it will be one hundred years before the

final adjudication can be properly determined.

Wherein is the necessity for this advance distribution

• of water rights? Arizona has no need of it. Colorado has no

quit-claim from us now; why must she have it tomorrow?

Is it because we propose to build a dam? Suppose we

grant that, normally, in the arid regioh, a storage reservoir

automatically appropriates water for the lands to be watered.

But,--such right can be waived, by law, or by agreement.

The Boulder Canyon dam can be built with the distinct

understanding, expressed in Congressional Act and in Legisla-

tive Act, that the building of such dam does not validate or

invalidate Or affect in any way the water rights of any lands

in any state as against the water Tights cf any lands in any

other state, or affect in any way any conflicting rights to

the USE of water for power with rights to its use for irriga-

tion.

I believe such clause gives ample protection to the



upper states. As a result of the building of the dam, about

750,000 acres in Nevada and California and Arizona will be

brought under irrigation, requiring about 20 percent of the

water that is now wasted annually into the ocean.

Now, as a last resort, if Colorado cannot be satisfied

otherwise, I believe the lower states should waive the right

of priority as between states for twenty years, so far as

applies to future appropriations, rather than give to the upper

states a warranty deed to water for 5,000,000 acres.

As for lands which already have vested or initiated

water rights, I believe that no action of this Commission can

in any way disturb such rights.

An additional area will be developed in Mexico--perhaps;

perhaps not, The owners of the Mexican lands will still have

to cope with the Gila and Verde and Agua Fria floods, and a

part of the Sonora lands require a ditch head in the United

States, and Mexico is not going to acquire water rights on the

strength of great expenditures made by this country at Boulder

Canyon or at any other site. Furthermore, we can turn the na-

tural flow down to them and drown their delta lands for ten

days, during the annual flood, every June, until they remove

the tenace of Asiatic Colonization from our doors.

A few words now regarding transmountain diversion. I

understood the Commissioner from Colorado to say at Riverside

last ]ecelmber that Colorado hopes to divert 500,000 acre-feet

of water from the Colorado River Basin to the Mississippi River

Basin. I think that at the Washington meetirgin January the



amount was scaled down to 310,000 acre-feet. I believe that is

the biggest question before this Commission. In my humble

opinion, it is of so grunt importance, it should be presented

to the Supreme Court of the United Status, and ample time

should be allowed_ for its settlement. There is no logical reason

why this question must be settled before reservoir construction

is begun. I admit that much can be said on both sides of this

question. I want to say that it 'Ti11 reduce the potential hydro-

electric power in .L.rizona by Over 100,000 electric horsepower,

and that amount of powc.:r (raw and_ undeveloped) is worth half a

million dollars per year, at the lowest estimate. Shall that

water be taken out of the drainage basin with no compensation to

those states which suffer the loss of this power? The Arizona

Industrial Congress has gone on record as being opposed to any

further transnaountain diversion. This question is so full of

Lynamito that I hasten to leave it.

In addition to the riparian and priority of appropria-

tion theories of water rights, the Commissioner from Colorado

now proposes another theory. It is that the water belongs to

the state where the said. water falls as rain. I wish to propose

another theory: the water supply should be divided according

to the areas in the several states included in the drainage

basin. This would result in a more equitable division and more

effective use of the water supply--and, Arizona would. get a

much larger share than any other state. I submit that my theory

is less absurd than the new Colorado theory. Just as a bolsom,

consists of summit flat and slop,yand playa, so the typical

1



amount was scaled down to 2,10,000 acre-feet. I believe that is

the biggest question before this Commission. In my humble

opinion, JA is of so great iqportanoe, it should be presented

to the Supreme Court of the United /Status, and ample time

should be allowed for its settlement. There is no logical reason

why this question must be settled, before reservoir construction

is begun. I admit that much can be said on both sides of this

question. I want to s a y that it will reduce the potential hydro-

electric power in L.rizona by oVer 100,000 electric horsepower,

and that amount of power (raw 'and undeveloped) is worth half a

million dollars per year, at the lowest estimate. Shall that

water be taken out of the drainage basin with no compensation to

those states which suffer the less of this power? The Arizona

Industrial Congress has gone on record as being opposed to any

further transmountain diversion. This queStion is so full of

dynamite that I hasten to leave it.

In addition to the riparian and\prierity of appropria-

tion theories of water rights, the CoMmissionor from Colorado

now proposes another theory. It is ti4t the water belongs to

the state where the said water falls as rain. I wish to propose

another theory: the water supply should be, divided according

to the areas in the Several states included in the drainage

basin. This would result in a more equitable division and more

effective use of the water apply-,'-and, Arizona would get a

much larger Share than any other State. I submit that my theory

is less absurd tan the new Colorado theory. Just as a bolsom

consists of summit flat and slop and playa, so the typical

1



drainage basin consists of a region of upturned mountains whose

function is to intercept the clouds and to secure the rainfall,

of the foothill areas, and of the broad and level plains of

deep rich fertile soil, the function of which is to produce

great harvests of food supplies to sustain the populations of

this earth. If there is any portion of the drainage basin ')11

which is entitled to the use of the river waters for irriga-

tion by "divine right" it is the stream-built plains between

the mountains and the sea, the plains where canal systems can

be built to resemble checker boards, and where soil and climate

combine to make the earth return two hundred-fold the planted

seed. Under the new Colorado theory, Egypt, and Mesopotamia,

and the plains of Lombardy watered from Alpine snows, would

receive no irrigation water at all.

Many references have been made to the decision of the

United 'States • Supreme Court in the Kansas Vs Colorado case.

The court refused to grant an injunction against the use of all

the surface water supply of the Arkansas River in Colorado, be-

cause the ,Court held that Kansas had not proven its claims to

injury, but left the case so that it can be reopened at any

future time. The decision has' always been a matter of regret;

to me. One of the principal witnesses was Professor C.S.

Slichter, who testified regarding the sources of the water

supplies in the Arkansas Valley in Kansas. Professor Slichter

had to make his studies in a very short space of time, and as

a result his conclusions weTe in error. Had his testimony been



founded on more mature studies, I can believe that the court

decision would, have been changed thereby.

At the risk of wandering from the subject now before

this Commission, I wish to advert to the necessity for haste

in bringing these interstate negotiations to a successful ISSUE

SO that construction works can be begun, Not only is the Im-

perial Valley in danger of destruction, as has been said here

today,--living under a terrible Damocles sword, in fact, under

two of them,--but Arizona also urges haste. The Mining inter-

ests of this State look forward with dismay to the decreasing

supply of fuel oil for power purposes. Of course, the supply

is not going to terminate suddenly, but the cost is high  and

is rising, and will be prohibitive for all except the richest

ores. I speak also of the power needs for irrigation by pump-

ing. Much of our agriculture in Arizona is dependent on pumped

water, and unless the pumping lifts are low, the cost of power

derived from fuel oil is greater than the farmers can afford

to pay. The reports of the Census of 1920 show that of the

irrigated land;, one'-fifteenth of the acreage derives its water

supply by pumping from wells an d that the average cost of the

plimped water per year is about eighI times the average cost

of gravity water. Our farmers and our miners need cheap hydro-

electric power, and they want it, not after they are dead, but

noW.
•

I confess to a fed.ling that the present interstate and

other complications will cause a delay of five years before the

great federal project can be started. I beg to propose a pro-



gram to utilize that period in some construction, which will

constitute real progress in the river develolDment o which will

give quick relief to the Imperial Valley, in its two problems

of flood protection in early summer and water shortage in late

summer, which will increase greatly the available water power

at the Diamond Creek site (a project which we expect will be

developed rqpidly and will give Arizona a much-needed supply

of cheap power), which will be modest in cost and can be exe-

cuted and completed in five years. My suggestion is that two
of

dams/about the size of the Roosevelt dam be built, one on the

Grand River at the Dewey site, and one on the Green River,

either at the Juniper Mountain site or preferably at the Flam-

ing Gorge site. The cost would be only about 00,000,000 land,

in case Congress will not grant the appropriation, the Imper-

ial Valley is rich enough to finance the project--provided,

that the State of Utah will permit tf this development. The

lands of the Parker and Mohave valleys should share in this

program, so that they may be availed of immediately for settle-

ment by ex-service men.

Of the two great, monumental projects that are proposed,

the Boulder Canyon and the Glen Canyoh projects, altho Arizona

would benefit enormoutly by having the great stbrage project

at the Glen Canyon site rather than at the Boulder site, yet

must confess to a feeling that the Glen Canyon site is at pres-

ent only a "prospect". No test borings have been made, and

therefore it is not demonstrated that an orthodox honest-to-



goodness dam can be erected there, and as for the proposed

rock-fill dam of 700 feet height, my engineering instincts

rebel when I try to contemplate it. I believe that the high-

est rock-fill dam at present is about 150 feet high and the

owners do not dare to allow it to fill with water, The U.S.

Reulamation Service is very determined in its decision that

the great federal project should be at Boulder Canyon, and

Arizona should not throw any obstacles in the way. It will be

for the most pert a California project, to water California

lands and to furnish power to Southern California. But it will

also furnish water to Arizona lands and we shall have the

Diamond Creek project to supply our power requirements.

Reverting now to the main point at issue, I note that

the Mondell Act states the purpose of this Commission as being

to "negotiate a compact, not later than Jan. 1, 1923, provid-

ing for an equitable division and apportionaant among said

states of the water supply of the Colorado River." I regret

that the functions of this Commission are limited to this one

question. Indeed, I could wish that this one function had been

omitted from the Mondell Act. On the other hatid, such ques*,

tions as the following are urgent matters and are pressing for

immediate solution:

1. What shall be the location of the great federal dam?

L How can Mexicqn Lands be brought to pay a part of the

cost of the dam?

3. Shall the power plant at the federal dam be built and



operated by the Federal Government, by an association of

states or of municipalities, or by a private corporation?

4. How much free power shall be allotted to Nevada and

Arizona in lieu of taxes?

5. How shall the remaining power be alloOtted as between

the states?

13. How can a temporary pact or gentlemen's agreement be put

in force throughout the drainage basin absolutely prohibiting

any further appropriation of water anywhere, provided such

appropriation contemplates the use of the water in September,

October, and November, until storage is provided somehwere to

care for the present over-appropriation of water.

7. Will Utah and the other upper basin states permit the

building of the Dewey and Flaming Gorge dams to afford immed-

iate relief to the Imperial Valley,--either by the Federal

Government, or if federal aid is not available, then byImper-

ial Valley through its own efforts?

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank this Com-

mission for the opportunity to present these matters, and to

express my belief that in the settlement of interstate prob-

. lems and in the prosecution of the development of the great

river, Arizona will do anything within reason, and will do her

part whola-hearteday and with all the powers at her command.

(End of paper)

This, Mr.Chairman, concludes what I have to say. I



have tr ied to be as srccirct as Governor 7,1oan was this morn-

ing, and I have tried also to be 17rief. I thank you.

(Applause)

MR. HOOVER: Professor Smith, you have the impression that

we should assure priority to agriculture over power?

MR. SMITH: Within reasonable limits, and so far as I can

see the actual conditions--so far as I can visualize the con-

ditions existing throughout the Colorado River Basin, I think

agriculture should have priority over power.

MR. HOOVER: I understood you to make the suggestion that

in case the Boulder Canyon Dam is undertaken, that there should

be a provision that as a result of the construction of such a

dam, no priority of use should be given as ag-Ainst the other

states?

MR. SMITH: Yes, sir.

MR. HOOVER: I assume that would have to be in the nature

of a compact between the States?

MR. SMITH: It seems to me if that is written into theCon-

gressional Act, it would accomplish the purpose, but it also

could be written into the various Legislature Acts, the ob-

ject of which are to provide for the participation in the pro-

je,ottby the states.

MR. HOOVER: We11, do you think that legislation upon that

question would not be subject to repeal?

MR. SMITH: I cannot imagine any state going back upon its

word in a matter of that sort.

P.



MR.HOOVER: Well, assuming that the Boulder Canyoh Dam were

undertaken, with that provision, which I have no doubt would be

necessary to the upper states, is it your impression that the

vast development of agriculture, and of power below the dam,

would be warranted without some assurance that they have a

continuity of water ?

MR. SMITH: I think so. Possibly I have too much faith in the

Reclamation Service, but I have always found it possible to

take their statements at about 100 per cent good. Even if we

make a considerable allowance for possible ecrots in their

assumptions, I believe we all unitedly working for the advance-

ment of irrigation, cannot prevent an enorous waste of water

throught the Colorado River to the sea.

MR.HOOVER: As I understadd you to say, Professor Smith, Ari-

zona and California should disclaim any priority of right by

reason of any works that they might erect?

MR.SMITH: Yes, sir.

MR. HOOVER: And in so disclaiming, they aactically abandon

any assurance they would have tbf water, as against the upper

states?

MR.SMITH: In a way. As I lbok at it, nothing that this

- Commission can do can possibly alter or affect any present

rights, vested or initiated, to the use of water. I believe the

water users can maintain the present rights in the face of any

legislattis that may be accomplished now; but so far as the

future appropriations are concerned, the lands which derive



their water rights by virtue of the building of the Boulder

Canyon Dam, I believe will be willing to accept their water

rights under the proviso, as stated by the Chair.

MR. HOOVER: Well, of course, that would simplify the work

of the Commission very materially, if the states below are

willing to abandon any claims of priority of water right, as

against the upper states. Now, I was wondering if you had

given any consideration to the project put forward by Mr.

Maxwell yesterday; certain emergency work which might assist

in the control of flood water and thereby remove the peril to

the Imperial Valley; have you had any opportunity to look into

that suggestion?

MR.SN1TH: I .ave, Mr. Secretary. I have visited the Sentinel

Dam, in fact, I made rather comprehensive surveys and a report

on that project, in 1905, for Eastern capitalists, and I as-

certained at that time that the Sentinel damsite has abdsulute-

ly no foundation on which to found a dam. In the river bed

there is a stratum of about sixty feet in thickness of previous

gravel in the center of the stream which tapers down to perhaps

twenty feet on the edges; and, underneath that, is clay to a

depth of at least 180 feet. It is absolutely impossible to

build any sort of storage dam at the Sentinel site.

As to the Bulls Head site, the foundations are no better,

and it seems to me that the temporary relief desired can be

obtained so much better by building the Dellfey Reservoir, or,

preferably, the Dewey and either the Flaming Gorge or the



Juniper Mountain Dam.

MR. HOOVER: And have you had an opportunity to give c onsid-

nation to Mr. _Maxwell Ts High Ditch Line Pro ject?

MR. SMITH; Yes, I have c ohsulted all the available data,

including the Geological Survey contour maps or quadrangle s

from Boulder Canyon to Parker, and. I have tried very assidu-

ously f or the last few months to find a pr oject that ahould--

give Arizona a water supply for the elevated de se ctt lands, and

I have computed the probable costs. And the least possible cost

we can make on that project, pe r acre , 1_6 $300. And we all

know that neither the Federal Government, the State Government,

or pr ivate capital, would invest one-half of that turn in that

project. So, I say, why talk ,sia out it?

We have been fed up on that two <axid a half million acres

pretty thoroughly for the last two months, and it has been by

force of repetition that we have c omeç, to think that there are

two and one-half million acre s in Arizona somewhere susceptible

to irrigation, but I wish to say that after drawing the pr o-

posed canal line upon a map of this country, and counting out

the irrigable area that would fall under such a canb.i, I, with

considerable difficulty, find only a million acres; and I think

that would have to be our contribution that I reftiVred to in

the early part of my talk.

A COLE[ISSIONER: A contribution to the Twilight Zone?

MR. SNITH: To the jackpot.

S OkIEP. : Now, in connection mithAlthat nigh Line

2



project, have you made any calculation as to the -size of tbe

ditch and the length of the ditch needed to carry that?

MR. SMITH Yes, sir.

TEE COMMISSIONER: What sort of A cross-section would the

ditch have to have?

MR. SMITH: Why, I allowed one cross-section for earth, and

a different cross-section for rock, rock excatation requiring,

for economy sake, a much narrower and deeper channel, and I

used still a different cross-section for tunnel sections.

THE COMMISSIONER: Have you any idea what the rock cross-

section would need to be?

MR. ShaTH: Well, as I recall, the rock cross-section was

something like 35 feet deep, and about 60 feet wide, to carry

the water supply for a million acres. I am not sure about that.

TEE COMMISSIONER: Have you any recollection as to what the

length of the ditch line would be as you worked it out?

MR. SMITH: It is about 260 miles down to Parker, and approx-

imately the same distance beyond Parker to the center of the

irrigated area.

MR. HOOVER: I was just wondering if a ditch line of that

cross-section and that length could be built, even for 300,

Upon a million acres; that would be $3.00,000,000. Do you think

it could be encompassed by that?

MR. SMITH: Well, I tried to be conservative in my figures;

I allowed 4 per cubic yard for excatation in tunnel,vnd 1

for open cut,work, and I sought the advice of other engineers



also in selecting the assumptions which I used.

MR. HOOVER: Well, I gather that your impression is there ic

no compact that could be entered into between the states, that

would serve any useful purpose?

MR. SMITH: I think the Commissioners in some way should as-

sure each other that no state will throw any obstacles in the

way of development in any other state, at least for twenty-

five years.--I must except oneqquestioni that is, the trans-

mountain diversion of water. I will have to admit--well, it is

too big a problem for me.

MR. HOOVER: Doesn't the assurance between the different

states, that they will not object to each other's use of water,

isn't that the basis of the compact?

MR. SMITH: It is.

MR. HOOVER: Then, you have a feeling it would be of serious

importance :to the basin if Colorado 0ou1d divert the water
c 7

itself?

MR. SMITH: No, I won't say "serious" but I mean this:

whether Colorado should be permitted to do that without sp me

sort of compensation isquestionable. The States of Arizona

and Nevada would suffer.

MR. HOOVER: Even if this is diverted for the use of agricul-

ture, and to the damage of the states below, you would think

compensation was necessary? We are getting again into the

question of power and agriculture.

MR.. SMITH: Instead of "necessary", I mould say "just."



LE. NOVVIEL: I gather from your expression that you think

this Commission should take into consideration water rights

for the Ve -loublic of Mexico?

MR. aLITH: No, I don't think so. The Mondell Act is writ-

ten with much definiteness that the Commission is to negotiate

and enter into a compact to apportion the water "among the .

said States."

MR. NORVIEL: Then we should confine all our considerations

to the water rights in these states?

MR. SMITH: Yes.

MR. VORVIEL: And forget whether there is, so far as this

Commission is concerned, a Mexico; even going to the full ex-

tent of deleting the river entirely, before it reaches the

line of Mexico? We have tat right legally, do yot think?

111, SMITH: I don't think that is a proper question to ask

R. VORVIEL: Well, if the Colorado River is now in the same

situation as was the Rio Grande when our distinguished citizeh,

Elihu Root, signed the treaty giving to Mexico 64000 acre-

feet Der year,--Mr. Root, on the part of the United States, and

the Mexican Representative on the other side, signed a treaty

saying the United States does not recognize any legal basis of

right in the Republic of Mexico against the United States for

water for irrigation, but it is a matter of treaty which gives

to Mexico 60,000 acre-feet a year, and saying also this must

not be taken as the establishment of a precedent to anything



that may come after. If that is true, would you say Mexico had

legal rights in the waters of the Colorado River, as against

the United States?

NR. SNITR: My feeling in that respect is this: The river

in its natural condition was of absolutely no use to what we

call irrigable lands of Lower California and Sonora, and the

waters have been made available to the Mexican lands only

through the constructed works in this country. Now, I don't

think wecan legally be compelled to respect any rights below

the boundary line, resulting from our efforts to secure water

upon this side. I would much rather have Judge Sloan answer

that, however.

MR. NORVILL: I thouo'h7you said Mexico would obtain rights

to the Colorado River?

MR. SMITH: I meant to say Mexico undoubtedly would make use

of the water.

MR. NORVIEL: Until the United States and Mexico make a trea-

ty; they will be only temporary rights. Is that your under-

standing?

MR, SMITH; Yes, sir.

MR. NORVIEL: It is up to the United States and the Republic

of Mexico to make such a treaty as they desire. Another ques-

tion: You say you have investigated the Sentinel, so called

"damsite", and have found the site unfeasible for the construc-

tion of a heavy dam?

MR. SLUE: Yes, sir.



MR. NORVIEL; What would you say in compa:rison with the

Sentinel prolec -t the San Carlos project, as to Control of the

floods sufficiently to take away the menace of the floods dom

the river; that is, flooding or menacing Arizona or California

lands from floods, taking into consideration the economical

use of the water and the social conditions Ataining to our

state--the two propositions?

MR. SNETH; Well, I consider the Sentinel project entirely

out of the question.

The San Carlos project is as fine El.project as there is

in the Colorado basin, With a depth to bed rock of only 24

feet, granite foundations, granite walls, with a crosssection

almost identical with the cross-section at the Roosevelt dam-

site, so that if the Roosevelt dam could be lifted up and

carried over the mountains and set down in the San Carlos site,

it would very nearly fit; but, in its new position, it would

store more water by considerable than it does where it is today,

because the reservoir is more favorable, topographically. Fur-

thermnre, the water supply in the Gila River, although much

smaller than that which serves this valley, is of enormous

value, because it will serve an area of magnificent, level,

fertile land.

ME. NOPVIEL: From which project?

MB. Mani Through the Florence and Casa Grande valleys.

MR. PORVILLThe San Carlos project?

MR. SMITH: Yes, six.



MR. HOOVER: In the matter of the San Carlos project, Pro-

fessor Smith, how far do you regard that -project as being of

value in the :natter of flood control? In other words, to put

it more clearly, assuming it was built initially for flood

contro) purposes, how far would that militate against its use

for irrigation'?

10,. SMITH: I think in the year of the maximum flood, which

was 1916, when the total flow at Yuma was four and one-hall

million acre-feet, that a little ovet one and one-ha“ million

acre-feet carne past the San Carlos darnsite, and to take off one-

third of the flood, to take off. the peak, would be of enormous

value.

When we add to that the fact that a portion of that wa4

ter at Yuma was coming over the Roosevelt Spillway, and that

it is the ambition of this valley to present the waste of water

in a similar occurrence in the future, and that the Verde River

will undoubtedly be controlled in a few years,( and I might say

before...,the Boulder Canyon darn is built), I think we may say

that the' Gilai River problem is likely to be solved before the

leolorado problem.

MR. HOOVER: Have you given consideration to the relative

merit of the San Carlos, the Dewey and the Flaming Gorge, say,

from the point of view of. flood control?

MR:. SMITH: Of course, they serve upon different streams;

they do not conflict in any way.

O. HOOVER: My point is they all bear upon flood control?

MR. SMITH: Yes, sir.



MR. HOOVDR: If you had one of the three, which would you

choose first, as to land. brought in, flood control, etc. , which

would place in the pr 1°r position?

MR. SMITH: I shall still have to say I would choose both

the San Carlos and the De wey sites; both should be authorized

and started at once.

A COMMISSIONER: . You mean by that that you consider the Gila

floods more menacing than theColorado floods?

MR. SMITH: The aila floods are the greater of the two :in

volume.

THE COMMISSIOPLD: They are more of a menace?

ME. SMITE: Thery are short-lived. That must be taken into

cons ideration.

THE COlvillISSIONER : I say, 'more of a menace "?

SMITH' I would not want to say; they bother are menaces,

-dangerous to lives aud to property.

THE C OMMI SS IOLLER: I only asked that to find out whether or

not the flood control of the Gila is actually more important

than the flood control of the Colorado.

ME. SMITH: The two problems supplement each other.

THE COMESSIOTTEP,: They d o, except in this way: The Gila

floods occur at the time that there are no floods on the Colo-

rado. The only comparison is by imagining them separately. They

are each a menace. How can you compare the San Canoe site with

the Dewey site, as a matter of flood control, unless you selec-

ted either the Colorado or the Gila as more or less menaceable?



IV.. HOOVER: I think, out of justicie to Professor Smith,

added, an agricultural factor to my question; I told him t o

balance 8113.. conditions,

THE COMMISSIONER: I was just trying to find out which is

really more menacing.

ANOTHER COMMISSIONER: Professor Smith, d id. I unde rs tand you

to say that the highest beneficial use of water was on the low-

er river, that the Creator, in his greatness, had the sun

shine there more than in Wyoming, etc, is that it?

MR. SMITH: lvIr.Coramissioner, I was trying to illustrate my

pr4posed basis of adjudication of water rights, which I think

is less absurd than the basis that is claimed and advocated by

the State of Colorad o.

ANOTHER COlvIIIISSI ODER: You do not, then, seriously urge your

Divine Right ' appeal? (Laughter))

ANOTEEE COMMISFjONER : May I ask you, Professor Smith, forr

ins tance , if you consider an acre foot of water as of greater

value on the lower river than it is on the upper portion of the

rive r; would that be your opinion?

MR. SMITH: I don 't want to commit myself upon that question.

THE COLIIISSIONER : That is all.

ANOTHER CONITISS IONER: Wasn't there a stgdy made by you or by

your institution and the Department of Public Roads and Rural

Engineering, respecting the duty of water in t he Sal t River

Valley?

MR. SMITE: Yes, sir ; it was made largely by the United

States ,Dia3iPartment of Agriculture ; the state cooperated through



the University.

THE COMMISSIONER: Has that been published?

MR. SMITH: No, sire

THE COMMISSIONER: Do you know where we can obtain a copy of

it?

MR. SMITH: Yes, sir. I obtained a copy from the Office of

Experiment Stations ,

TIE', COMMISSIONER: I mean, it is approved and released for

publication now, is it?

MR. SMITH: No; I received my copy with the understanding I

should not publish from it. It is available for my use. It

would be a discourtesy to the Federal Agency if I should pub-

lish it.

TNE COMMISSIONER: In that report the invest igator slarr ived

at a conclusion respecting the duty of water in this valley,

did they not?

O. SMITH: Yes.

Thl COMMISSIONER: And on different crops?

MR. SMITH: Yes.

THE COMMISSIONER: Did they also arrive at any conclusions.

respecting the production of crops under certain applications

of water?

MR. SMITH: Yes.

THE COMMISSIONER: Do you think the conclusions there arrived

at were authentic and conservative?

MR. SMITH: I think, with respect to alfalfa, the main crop



of this valley, that the bulletin ex -oresses the situatior ve, - 7

accurately; but in regard to the other crops,--cotton, I re-

member, was taken up in great detail,-I am really not compe-

tent to say.

TEE OOhlaSSIONER: How is it respecting the grains?

MR. SMITH: I believe, a very fair statement.

TEE COMMISSIONER: That is all.

MR. HOOVER: Thamk you very much, Professor Smith.

MR. NORVIEL: I have been somewhat at sea today in regard to

our program. I had the list made out and gave it to the news-

paper reporter, but for some reason I am unable to find that

list in the paper, and I am mithout my list, and I have no

written program. It was impossible to make up a program, be-

cause, to hear from all who desire to speak would consume all

the time. Since then I have added other names. If I should

omit anyone, because I am following my memory, of those who

were granted perpissionAto speak this afternoon, I trust you

will pardon me. I think we shall have to hurry along faster,

from now on, than we have been going.

1. 	It seems, now, to fill out the itinerary that the Sec-

retary has, we will have to close our meeting tomorrow at noon,

and I fear we shall not be able to hear from all unless we are

very brief. Now, I would like to read the names that the Sec-

retary desires to hear from this afternoon. (Reads a list of

names of speakers for this afternoon)

Most of these have said they only wanted five or ten



minutes. Now, to hear from all of these people; it will be

necessary that we be very, very brief, and come right to the

point, as the chairmen, in his request that people \rho address

the commission, and those present, should confine their dis-

cussion as much as possible to the division or partition of

the waters of the Colorado stream system, looking to the form-

ation of a compact. If you will direct your discussion, as

4ar as possible, upon that point, then elaborate as much as you

like outside to fill in your time, please.

The next speaker on the program will be Mx. Robert H.Wilia

liams, who desires five or ten minutes. Mr. Williams is an

engineer, and has been doing Some work for Mr. Maxwell of late,

I understand, in attempting to trace out a high_line cani.

Mr. Williams. (Applause)

MP. ROBERT H. WILLIAMS: Mr. Chairman, and Gentlemen of the

Commission: There are just a few points that I want to empha-

sise in regard to the investigations that have occupied prac-

tically a year and a half of my time in the Colorado River,

below the Boulder Canyon. It is well known that the bottom of

the Boulder Canyon dam is at an elevation of about 700 feet.

The greater part of the water ti-3t will be used, even if there

is no high line canal from Boulder Canyon, would be used at an

elevation of--averaging about perhaps 250 feet, including the

Imperial Valley, including the Parker country and including

the Chuckawalla Valley. This would give an average fall of

about 500 feet between the foot of the Boulder Canyon dam and

the point where the water is used in the different places in



the lower part of the valley.

Now, if it would be possible to take the water from

the foot of the Boulder Canyon dam, and carry it in a canal,

taking out the power before the water is used, it must be con-

ceded that at least 500 foot of fall, as an average, of the

water used in the Imperial Valley and Chuckawalla Valley would

result; 500 feet of fall that is in no ways, so far as I have

been able to discover, is proposed to be utilized, except by

putting a series of dams below Boulder Canyon damsite. If this

series of dams should be put in, such as recommended at the

head of the Parker project, it would overflow naturally a

large amount of land. If there are other dams put in, in order

to take a fall out of the water wherever available, it will

overflow practically all the lowlands t that is, in order to

utilize to the full extent the water below the Boulder Canyon

dam, it would be necessary to take the fall out of the river

every 50 miles, or, say there would be no water available

along the lowlands that would not be overflowed or waterl6gged.

Now, in connection with the High Line Canal idea; the

original High Line Canal idea I think I am partly responsible

for, working out the possibilities to take the water across

the Eldbrado Ferry and bring in a high line canal to cross the

Bill Williams; thence through to Parker, a continuation of

this valley, and the central part of Southwestern Arizona,

where it can be distributed in all directions, over as fine a

country as any of this Southwestern country.



_Now, we do not kno7 conclusttely the final cost tbrat

will be necessary in order to carry out this clan. I "just want

to submit a few figures.

If the distance as the crow flies from Eldorado Ferry

to the mouth of the river, about 400 miles by the valley of

the river, is about 300 miles; the route by the proposed high

line canal is about the Sane as the general valley of the

river. After you cross the Bill Williams river there are no

practical difficulties in the way of a high line canal until

you corne to the top of the Divide, and the plains of the Lotus

Valley. At that point the crest of the hill is a flat country,

like South of Tempe, and it would require a outupon my orig-

inal plan, of about 20 miles,--a maximum depth of 162 feet,

to go through that clay. There is a pass a little shorter that

turns towards Sentinel Reservoir. We do not know that this is

the most economical site. We are pleading for some money to be

spent to find out what can be done with this high mine canal.

I want to point out that every mile of this canal par-

allels the river. It gains practically 1.75 feet from Eldorado

Ferry. It is entire ly feasible and practicable, according to

the cutter formula, which we use in estimating the grade of a

canal. Now, that is not generally supposed to be possible un-

less we take the size of the canal into consideration and the

amohnt of water it will carry, and then, see what rate of mo-

tion we want .

If this canal should be an average of 15 feet of exca-



vat ion on the level. part of the cJ,nal, to rilako the banks, and

ib should be 180 feet wide upon an average, it would be about

three times sixty, or 180 square yeards. in cross-Section,

whioh would result in about 500,000 yards to the mile. This is

exclusive of extra difficulties. Now, 500,000 yards to the mile

--I don't know--we have no classification of the material, but

supposing 500,000 yards to the mile cost $200,000 per mile to

line that canal, we can easily figure out that, if the matter

is well worth investigation, that if the whole flow of the

Colorado River—we are supposing there will be some left after

it comes from our friends in the upper states--I am not argu-

ing that they should give it all to us;, that is a question

others have argued—but if approximately 25,000 second-feet,

the result would be that about every mile that we would paral-

lel the Colorado River with a high line canal carrying the to-

tal volume of water, we would get about 4,000 horsepower. If

that is worth V50, it would be $200,000. If that is divided

by two, and make 100,000, we can readily figure that there is a

good possibility that the hig h line canal might even pay for a

power project.

I think the possibility or feasibility of carrying all

the Colorado River in this high line canal has been considered;

and then carry California's water across the dry desert at

Parker, on the 750 foot contour, to the Chuckawalla. Valley, in-

stead of pumping 282 feet for the Chuchawalla Valley, we would

drop tiLat into the Chuckawalla Valley and carry the renainder



into the mountains and into Imperial Valley.

Now, I am admitting there is a whole lot that is mere

conjecture, but so far as we have data, we do know the country

from Bill Williams country this way,--it is a matter of throw-

ing out and lining the banks to take the water.

I believe we all recognize there should not be any ser-

ious consideration of trying to navigate the river on 18 in-

ches fall per mile, and certainly there is no practicability in

a current that would carry a steamboat; I should guess it would

have to make about 15 miles up hill, in order to stand still.

MR. HOOVER: Mr. Williams, I assume this high line canal to

go out somewhere near the Boulder Canyon?

MR. WILLIAMS: Yes, 1,275.

NP. HOOVER: Now, is this project any reason for delaying the

construction of the Boulder Canyon Dam?

MR. WILLIAMS: I think not.

MR. HOOVER: Has it any relation in the compact to be entered

into between the seven states?

MR. WILLIAMS: I would say only as between California and

Arizona. The disposal of what water comes through the canyon

naturally falls to Nevada, Arizona and California. If this com-

pact is to cover all points of controversy, I would say the

feasibility of a high line canal should be considered in form-

ing a comprehensive plan for the development of the river.

A COMMISSIONER: You are aware, are you not of one or two

pending controversies over their separate difficulties?



MR. WILLIAMS: Vo, sir, I am not.

THE COMMISSIONER: Now, this matter could be settled sepa-

rately between Arizona, California and Nevada?

MR. WILLIAMS: I don't know. I think when it is decided how

much water will come through the canyon, we should decide up-

on what we would do. It is too precious to use as a tractor

for steamboats, when there is nothing to carry. (applause)

THE COMMISSIONER: Have you made any calculation on the

yards?

MR. WILLIAMS: As I said, supposing 500,000 yards, that

would carry the peak load of the Colorado River. That is the

way I attempted to form very rough figures to see if there

was any use of going further. In my estimation, there is use

of going further.

THE COMMISSIONER: What figures have younused in tunneling?

MR. WILLIAMS: I didn't get any figures on tunneling, and,

contrary to some people's claims, I bélieVe the rockfilled

dam is all right; take the dirt out of the barrow to fill the

dam.

THE COMMISSIONER: You see no reason why the Boulder Canyon

Compact should be delayed?

MR. WILLIAMS: No, sir; I think it is a wise measure. I do

want to ask the permission of the Commission to file actual

data and calculations of some set time within the next two or

three months, as I may be ablt to get them together.

MR. NORVIEL: You think this proposition is more the problem
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of Arizona than the other states?

MR. WILLIAMS: I should say Arizona, California and Nevada,

but the way it seems to me, the way it concerns this conference,

if we could use this water, there would be no use of leaving

it in the channel, if we can use it beneficially. We might

find out we had equities in this water, or might establish

them.

MR. FORVIEL: What was your yardage?

MR. WILLIAMS: I said a maximum of 500,000 to carry the peak

load.

NR. NORVIEL: - Based on a width of 180?

MR. WILLIEMS: Yes, sir ; bl sed on a width of 180 feet.

MR. NORVIEL: That did not take into consideration the cut

of 162 feet, did it?

MR. WILLIAMS: No, there are several things that should be

considered, apart from the general problem of a canal; that is,

the Bill Williams crossing--I believe it is feasible to cross

the Bill Williams; it may not be ; I don't know.

MR. VORVIEL: You think it might cost fifty millions?

MR. WILLIAM:SI I don't know what it would cost. We had to

base ittupon topographic sheets only fifty feet contour, but

this side of the river we base it upon our own surveys.

ANOTHER COMMEISSIONER: You have no figures of the cost upon

an acreage basis?

MIR... WILLIAMS: No, sir ; I think it is worth spending several

thousand dollars to get more definite data upon which to see

whether we should go further, or not.



THE COMMISSIONE7: You have gone into the amount of yardage

and the cost of crossing the Williams; why couldn't you give us

an estimate of what it would come to, about, upon an acreage

basis?

MR. WILLIAMS: I dde make an estimate. I have not the figures

here, of my plan to cross the Bill Williams; it was on a higher

fill; fill that whole canyon in; it is about two miles at

grade line. The approach to the Bill Williams has some diffi-

culties on the other side. On this side it would be running

the canal at a right angle. If we go around, it will lengthen

the canal 20 miles, which I do not think is feasible. I will

add that a system of electric control that would hold this

water under complete control as this city water system is, is

completely practical. The water can be turned into any plrt of

the Imperial Valley that needs water, within 20 minutes, and

you can shut it all off at the headgate and the canal stands

full of water. I am preparing a report tpon that.

THE CaMMISSIONER: Everything is resolved into a unit cost

of figures per acre. Cannot you give us some idea of the acre-

age cost, which is a real criterion of the possible feasibility

of any project of this kind?

MR. WILLIAMS', IWould say, roughly, it will come within one

. hundred dollars an acre; and the power that will be developed

at all these drops—for instance, whatever--

THE COMMISSIONER: That answers the question. You think it

could be done for 0.00 an acre?



MR. WILLIAMS: I think it could. I think it ts well worth

investigating. It might cost much less than that. I think we

can come within 26 per cent of the actual yardages.

ANOTHER COMMISSIONER: About 24,000 second feet, you propose

to carry through this canal?

MR. WILLIAMS: No, I don't kidow what amount of water will be

left in the canal. I made an estimate upon the maximum that

could be placed in the canal.

THE COMMISSIONER: How much do you figure the carrying capa-

city?

MR. WILLIAMS: 50,000 second feet. Now, that might not be

feasible for a canal. This is all hasty work.

THE COMMISSIONER: To give a compatitive idea, what is the

capacity of the outlet of the principal canal of the Salt

River Project up here?

MR. WILLIAMS: I believe the Arizona is about 40 feet wide.

THE COMMISSIONER: I mean in cubic feet per second, a thou-

sand or 1,200?

MR. WILLIAMS: Let's see; I believe it is about 1,200.

TEE COMMISSIONER: Then at 24,000, this would be twenty

times as large as that?

MR. WILLIAMS: Yes.

TEE COMMISSIONER: At 48,000,'-it would be 40 times as large

as that?

MR. WILLIAMS: It would be along the side of the valley,

above the bench of the Colorado.



THE COMMISEIOnP: How along rt:.-T falls?

MR. WILLI2,,MS: According to the contour and map, the fall

is about 250 feet to the mile. There are no doubt places where

it will run into mountain cuts; some of the cuts are 150 feet,

for short distances.

TEE COMMISSIONER: A canal 250 miles long, carrying about

twenty times as much as the outlet canal for the salt River

Valley?

ME. WILLIAMS: Yes, sir; that would control the whole flow

of the Colorado River. This opens continuously into the Parker

country.

MR. HOOVER: Thank you, My. Williams.

NORVIEL: I wish these gentlemen might be prepared to

follow in rapid order.

(Reads list of speakers for the afternoon.)

MR. NORVIEL: Mr. William Mulholland, who is Engineer of the

Public Service Commission of Los Angeles, who was the engineer

who constructed the long water conduit that carries the water

from Owens River up into the high Sierras. (Applause). Mr.

Mulholland,— I don't know what he is going to say, but I be-

lieve in what he is going to say. I know Mr. Mulholland has

been over Arizona, he has been over the ground of the proposed

high line canal to the Boulder Canyon dam, and all that coun-

try. He has been over that ground for the last twenty or thir-

ty or forty years. If he tells you that, I will believe that

too. (Applause)

MR. WILLIAM MULHOLLAND: Ladies and Gentlemen: The most wel-



come announcement I heard today was the announcement of the

Secretary that we would be limited to five minutes. I wish ht.,

had made it a minute instead of five minutes, because I real-

ly do not represent the City of Los Angeles here. The City of

Los Angeles is not interested in the waters of the Colorado

River. It is interested in the development of the neighboring

country around it, and the probable production of power in the

neighborhood of Los Ang0r; not in the Colorado River, which

may go for the economical delivery of power into the City of

Los Angeles.

I don't know just how to confine myself. I came here

today because I am much interested in the construction of a

dam in the Colorado River. The subject of a dam in the Colo-

rado River interested me from my early days. It is not a new

project to me; it is not a new project to my associates. I

sailed up and down the Colorado River away back in '77. I have

been pretty well all over this territory 45 years ago, and I

know its potential importance to the adjoining state.

Now, I am glad to have the opportunity to say a few

words in behalf of one aspect of this subject. We all recol-

lect, or a great many of us here recollect, what an appalling

calamity resulted from the destruction of the City of San

Francisco. We were stupified; we hardly realized for weeks

what happened. Now, there is impetding in the Imperial Valley

not such a disaster as that in a way, but a worse disaster

by far in another way. The City of San Francisco has since



been rebuilt. You can restore destroyed cities. The destructi -

of Imperial Valley would be an awful destruction of not only

the property of the people, but the property of posterity, if

that stream gets away, that is handled there for cultivation

and irrigation of the land, the useful application to human

uses....If that country is destroyed by a runaway river, property

will be destroyed; it will be a staggering loss to the people

who live there, not only that, but it will prove a staggering

loss to posterity, because it can never be restored. If it is

destroyed by the river, the restlt is something terrible.

That is the only thing that appeals to me, as requiring

spped for its attendance right now. I have listened with a

great deal of patience and a good deal of disappointment to

the many ways in which the law can step in here and interfere

and enjoin, andlistened to pacts until my head is dizzy about

it.

We know that a dam should be built there; compacts are

with relation to the distribution kind subdivision of the water

afterwards. I have built many works in my time, some of them

monumental, in connection with which the legal questions and

quibbles are not settled yet, while the works are hoary with

age and have been performing their functions fox years. The

law's delays are things, I think, that embarrass business. I

believe in the law; I have kept out of jail all these years, as
a law-abiding citizen, but when it comes to doing any work for
a community, or myself, I never go near a lawyer if I can help



it. (Great a -ppDause) I never invoke his aid or appeal to him

in any manner. But I have a viaduct costing twenty-four and a

half million dollars; we had one lawyer and no lawsuits. There

axe many things hanging fire that are not settled yet. Some

may imagine they are injured, and have claims, but the works

go on rendering service to the City of Los Angeles. If we had

to wait until the law bUsiness is straightened out, and all

pacts formed with people surrounding us, counties and towns,

just as they were in the Owens Valley, that protested against

us taking the water-- We are taking the water and settling with

them afterwards. We have damaged nobody. I imagine they are

running no risk at all hi permitting the building of a dam for

the protection of the people whose property is in danger.

There are generous contributions in the form of mud and

surplus real estate fromayioming and other states, to make the

river erratic in its action. It is that which makes that river

difficult to handle. The people of the lower part of the coun-

try should be entitled to protedt themselves from this mud and

stuff; let the water question be settled afterwards. (Applause)

The City of Los Angeles is not interested, as I have

said, in the waters of the Colorado River. There have been

many propositionsheie about dams on the river, more or less

remote. Boulder Canyon dam is the one that always met my appro-

val. I submit upon this account it should be the one approved.

Why? There is an old saying in my country, "It is a good thing

to have the Church in the tiddle of the parish."

MR. VORVIEL: Scotland?



MR. MULHOLLAND: . Ireland. (Applause ) The proverbs of Ire-

land are wise proverbs. I have used them for many a year, and

I have not been in jail yet. But this question here is not an

involved one ,.,,.and can be considered in its more simple aspect„

The building of a dam at Boulder Canyon is not going to de-

prive the people of Colorado and Wyoming of any water. The

people already use that water in the Southern end of the basin

and have their rights unassailable. You cannot take that from

them; nobody can take that water away from them. The first in

use is the fist in right in all the water transactions I

have ever heard tried in Court.

They have been using the water for 25 years; they are

not going to be deprived of it at this late date. It is rea-

sonable to, look to see no further rights shall be acquired be- •

yond those that have been already acquired.

To get back to where I started, where are we going to .

sell this power? There is a :potential of 6,000,000 kilowatts

to be developed in the Colorado 'River. The best place to begin

in my estimation, is at the closest point, where there is a

Irarket already existing. The City of Los Angeles is bound. to

be for a long time, at least. The towns in Arizona and Nevada



I am fortunate in having strong support for my opinion.

The Reclamation Service, its judgment i I believe, is that the

Boulder Canyon should be built first. I looked at the Boulder

Canyon damsite several times. I have gone there and studied it.

I have discussed the matter of building it with the Chief En-

gineer of the Reclamation Sertice, who, I am veryl.fproud to say,

has been a very old. acquaintance of mine, and I am very much

flattered to think we agree very closely in that matter, and I

am very much gratified that he came to the conclusion tlat

that is the point for the Government that wants to oxercise

all the energy possible in building a dam, and especially in

giving relief to the people of Imperial Valley.

- We cannot forget that phase of the situation, and since

the building of the dam does not curtail any appeal or any

claim made by their people who believe they have other claims

to the waters of tim Colorado River, since it does not inter-

fere with those claims at all, does not endanger them in any

way, I say, "Let's go ahead and build the Boulder Canyon Dam."

(Great applause)

MR. NOEVIEL: Is Colonel Benjamin F. Fly in the room?

MR. FLY: Yes, sir.

MR. NORVIEL: Colonel Benjamin F. Fly, of Yuma County, this

state, who is the father of the Yuma-Mesa project, and a very

active citizen in the matter of building up the irrigation

projects of our states, is very much interested in this pro-

position. Colonel Fly.



MR. BENJAMIN F. FLY; I than.k you for your very kind remarks

Mr. Secretary, the Commission, Ladies ang Gentlemen: I shall

not detain you beyond the limited time.

As the Commissioner has said in his introduction,

come from that delightful summer resort, Yuma, where, in the

hottest days of the summer it is frequently the case that the

Gila Monster, in crawling over the sands, steps on hivtiptoes.

I have the distinguished pleasure right now of standing

by two handsome ladies. I want to say to you that Yuma County

is the only county on earth that have ereete d two women to the

Legislatur e. (Applause))

Vow, Mr. Secretary, I want to say just a few words in

response to the very distinguished gentleman who spoke yester-

day and claimed to represent the State of Arizona. I refer to

the distinguished orator, Mr. Geozge H. Maxwell. so far as I

know, Mr. Secrettiry, he does not represent a man, woman or

child in Yuma County. I am absolute ly certain that he does not

represent me or anybody that I represent. He was in Yuma eh out

six or seven weeks ago, and we very courteously giave him a

tremendous audience in the court house, and let him expound

the same wildcat scheme that he gave you ye sterday; but in-

stead of going to. this enormous expense that Mr. Davis pr oposes

to go to at Boulder Canyon, he was going to dig two hole s on

either side of the river and put in each of the holes enough

dynamite to dam that river, and you would have it dammed. for

all time to come. That was his method of controlling the river



six weeks ago. Now, it seems that he dropped a little further

up the river.

This thing of getting distinguished people to represent

some highfaluting reclamation enterprise, and to travel around

over the state and spread propaganda in order to scramble the

eggs, I am not in favor of it.

This Commission, I take it, is here for the purpose Of

hearing the citizens of this section of the country tell what

we think We would like to have done to curb the waters of the

Colorado River, and after having them curbed, to utilize them.

We, in Yuma, said before Secretary Fall, when he held

a hearing in San Diego a few weeks ago, we in Yuma are in

favor of the building by the Government of the Boulder Canyon

Dam at the earliest possible :ornent. (Applause)

We are in favor of the Government perpetually owning

and controlling that dam. (Ap1;:lause)

We are in favor, at the same time, of the Government

developing every kilowatt of electrical energy that that water

will develop at Boulder Canyon Dal, and always own that elec-

tric power.

And if they sell it to You, to me, or some other indi-

vidual or corporation, we insivt that the Government shall put

such a price upon that electrical energy as will not drive us

out of business in my section of the country, as so very re-

cently was done by the Sierra High Power Line, which induced

some of our citizens there to enter into a solemn contract to



take so many killowatts at two cents for the first one hund.rec3;

1-1/2 cents for the next one hundred; and all under that 1-

1/4 cents—something iike that They entered into that solemn

Contract with the Sierra High Power Company. They went 4)6 the

expense of twenty or thity thousand dollars erecting their

power line s, and put in electric appliances to run gins by

electricity; then the Sierra High Power Company went before

the Commission of California and said, "We are not making any

money; we want you tb vitiate this and le t us charge them

more," and, by golly, they did it. (Laughter))

Every gin using electric power went back to good old

wood, mesquite, for fuel.

Now, lLr, Secretary, we don't want that power transfer-

red to anybody except under the writ ten understanding and bond,

if you please, that power shall be furnished the people

this country, and particularly the people of the Yuma pro ject

at the least possible cost, consistent with a fair return on

the investment. We want that Boulder Canyon dam built in the

first place for flood control. We are in danger, in Yuma,

every year ; not so much as formerly, but we axe in danger

every year. In 1916, whem, the Gila came down with 180,000

cubic feet per second, and the Colorado had. 60,000 cubic feet,

240,000 feet of flood. came by Yuma at that time. Our main

street was four to six feet deep. It was over the counter in

the post office. Now, you can imagine how deep it was.

Every succe&ling overflow that cornes now fills up the

.1?



bed of the river below Yuma, and opposite Imperial Valley at

least a foot. That requires them to raise their levy, which is

forty to sixty miles long. It is a tremendous expense; it com-

pels us to maintain a rock levy upon our side o f the river.

We hoped that the Commission would visit us at Yuma so

we could point out the absolute necessity of all the water

allotted to us. We are a Government project and we are safe,

built by a special act of Congress. We have all the water we

can possibly use. We are now, as the distinguisehd Commission-

er said, upon our beloved Yuma Mesa. We had a stream Saturday

elevated six or eight feet, through reinforced concrete pipe,

six feet in the clear, throwing 65 cubic feet per second, up-

on that gray desert, and, I want to tell you, my friends, when

I saw coming out of that gray pipe line that gurgling water,

I stepped out and took a double handful :and drank it, to put

a little more sand in my craw. (LaUghter.)

NDW, Mr. Secretary, I trust most sincerely that in the

adjudication of these matters that will be presented to you

from time to time, that you will bear in mind our rights at

Yuma, and be fair with us, and just in that connection I just

want to say one word about what Mr. Maxwell said yesterday

about Mexico not being entitled to water. If you will all

remember, or look up the records, you will find, I apprehend,

that your Commission will have very little to do with the al-

location of water for Mexico. Mexico is protected in her

rights by treaty. It is the ignoring of a solemn treaty as a



scrap of paper that brought on the world's greatest war. I

believe absolutely that 'Mexico will be absolutely protected

in her rights. I am interested in two or three hundred thou-

sand acres below there. We have absolutely no apprehension

but what te will get all the water we want, through the

Federal authorities.

I thank you. (Applause)

MR. NORVIEL: I don't see Mr. Wilde in the room, is he pre-

sent? No party in our state is moreinterested intthe Colorado.

River than Mohave county. Mr. Secretary, I take pleasure in

introducing to you, Mr. Wilde, who represents Mohave county.

I. WILDE: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Oentlemen i I never

played to the gallery much in my life.

In Mohave county wer are interested in but one subject

and that is power, and power now We want it now. I assumed

Plis hearing was to get down to brass tacks and v)xesent some

means or some form, some statement or scheme by which the

States could get together. During the two days that I have

sat here and listened, I have concluded that there is more

State's rights, more persons desiring to get something than I

knew existed in the entire Southwest.

(Remarks of the Speaker inaudible and cries from the

audience of "louder')

Up in Mohave county we believe the Government has suf-

ficitntAability to do anything, and we are for it and we want

the power. I listened to the gentlemen up here, the experts



and. the authorities, taking about agriculture, I am going to

say that we haven't thought much about agriculture in Mohave c

county. . -Te haven't got a real genuine farm; we haven't got

cotton or anything else in our county, but vie h, -Ave gold. When

th..t Ipoyver line is completed, it is ,oing to put me out of

business, Er. Secretary and Gentlemen, because I cvnnot pro-

duce the power at the price the Government will sell it for

and that the minus can use it for, and. new mines will come in

and the country will be developed, and I am ready to L..o down

and. go out, and. I want that power now Why? Because my people

2.TO going to try, and my county is going to develop, and my

state---I am only a. newcomer among you. What is power going

to do for you besides in the giines. It is going to give the

Santa Fe power to go through your country, not only through the

State of Arizona, but in this country it will help trans-

portion, and it is going to help every farmer, that is where

the farmer gets it in the neck, ,first he gets it on freight,

and then he gets it on his transportation. . It is going to help

on the San Pedro Line in Devada also. We can build into the

Boulder Canyon from Chloride, quicker than from any other

point. We are so situated. geographically, that everything

that has been said for Boulder Canyon can be proven by people

going and seeing it.

But, Mr. Secretary., with your kind permission, because

I do not know that country as I ouOit to know it, because I

do not know the Southwest as I ought to knot it, I want to

introduce Mr. Anson Smith, who came here before the eighties.

2



He knows that river and knows Zrizona as no man in this room

know it, and let him tell you the truth about the Colorado

River, the RiFer that is not only going to make Mohave county,

but is going to make the entire Southwest,- if the Government

puts this through.

MR. NORVIEL: I take pleasure in introducing to you Mr.

Secretary, MY. Anson Smith, and I know that he has been work-

ing on this problem, or the problems of Arizona, in connection

with the Colorado River for many many years, and is exceeding-

ly interested in the matter. Mr. Anson H. Smith.

MR. ANSON SMITH: Mr. Secretary, and Gentlemen of the Com-

mission, for forty years or more, I have been conversant with

the Colorado River---

(Cries of Vlouder please")

MR. SMITH (Continuing) I can't talk very loud. In 1918, I

took the matter up with the late Secretary Lane, and made a

report to him on the subject of the building of a dam in

Boulder Canyon, suggested that that would cover the entire

flood problem in the Colorado River, at the same time it would

bring into cultivation a million or more acres of land which

could be used for soldier's settlement and so on. Mr. Lane

went before Congress with this report, and I am pleased to

say that he read/it almost as I put it up to hi , 	 Congress,

and the subject of Boulder Canyon then became wide-spread.

Prior to that time, it is true that the Reclamation Service

had their engineers far up the reaches of the Colorado and had



surveyed out many sites,andiin 1916 I believe, they went into

the Colorado Canyon at Boulder, and started their survey of

the pr4ect. Now the peculiarity of this Colorado River prob-

lem is, that::we find lined up here on the subject of State's

rights, practically the entire Southwestern States. You muld

think to hear those men talk that they cameffrom the unrecon-

structed South, where7they believed absolutely in State's

rights. Just how far these State's rights go in the construc-

tion of dams, on theeColorado River, I cannot see, nor can I

believe that the States have any rights whatever to be con-

sidered. This is a Federal job; the Federal Reclamation Ser-

vice is capable. They have built all these other projects

throughout the country, and there hasn't been one word of

State's rights in them, except possibly the Pathfinder Dam up

here in Wyoming, where they poured the water into the neighbor-

ing States. That is a conditidn that will be sooner or later

taken up by Congress or by the State Department, and they will

say whether any State has any right in the/Colorado River, or

not, but even if they have, even if every state through which

it courses has a right in it, then can they stop the sttcs

into which 'this destructive flood goes, from restraining it? I

say they cannot. I say that anytime that they propose to build

a dam in any of the Colorado canyons that is capable of re-

straining that flood, that they have a perfect right to do it.

I can't see how any state is going to stop it. But a dam in

Boulder Canyon is going to impound enough water every year to



make a continuous flow dotn loto the lands that are wonderful

in productivity. In the Borth, lands are capable of possibly

one or a. little more crops a year, while down in this South-

western country, about eight or nine crops of alfalfa can be

garnered 'every year from every acre that is brought under cul-

tivation. I believe in that good old doctrine of "The gteatest

good to the greatest nimber" and T believe that the water in

the Colorado should be given where it will do the most good.

I believe our Government is all-powerful, and can build these

dams and allocate the water, and power, as it should be allo-

cated. The Boulder Canyon outlet lies in the Noxthwestern

part of the State of Arizona, and in the Southeastern angle

of t'levada. It has above it euely potential stream that sup-,

plies the Colorado River with ;, rater. It is the last point that

a possible dam could be located in the Southwest. Below Boulder

Canyob is what is known as Black Canyon. There the investiga-

tions of the iederal Reclamation Service are being conducted,

and I understand that they have found a possible dam-site some

eighteen miles below Boulder 	 at will make possible the re-

creation of 'power from the same water that goes over Boulder

Canyon. At a depth of 45 feet, bedrock has been found. If that

is true-- and the investigations have been going on there for

some little time--it will give an additional power close to-

gether in those two canyons. But, gentlemen, the control of

the Colorado is the paramount issue. As you come down the

River all of the lands lying in Nevada that can be irrigated



from this dam, and in .»,rizona, anct along the River bottom in

California, are subject to overflow. There are about 15,000

acres in what is known as Cottonwood Valley in Arionza and

Nevada, and about 65,000 acres near Fort Mohave in Arizona,

qnd 120,000 acres around. Parker, end a large area overflowed

over towards the Chuckawalla. There could be aatogether brought

under cultivation, I believe, about 140,000 acres at Parker.

Now, you will understand, in that Colorado reach, there is

approximately 500,000 acres of 1add that could be brought under

cultivation, of which there is only a small area now in culti-

vation. The whole territory embraced below the contract, there

are small acreages of land that would be brought into cultiva-

tion by reason of pumping. The Mohave below could all be irri-

gated by pumping system, and I will say it is the richest land

in the world, and similar in every respect to lands below

down the river, Possibly, as I say, 500,000 acres altogether

that is non-irrigable today, which can be irrigated by pumping

system all the way through, or by diversion lust above Parker.

The feasibility of the Boulder Canyon is understood.

It is closest to the points where power can be diverted and

used, It is close in, and with an auxiliary dam lower down, I

should judge that the two projects ought to be built to run a

million horsepower or in that neighborhood; that is it could

recreate in the lower dam the same amount that it creates in

Boulder Canyon. These are the problems and I cannot see why

the states cannot get together, and why there should be objec4



tions from any state in the Southwest to the building of this

first unit, because of its potency in safeguarding the lower

river. It looked to nie as though it were a dog-in-the-manger

policy to say: "You can't put that dam in there unless you

come to our terms". They have already established all of the

rights that they can establish for the lands that are in cul-

tivation, and therefore they should be protected. I don't be-

lieve that Arizona can say that wsrare going to hog anything.

We are only going to take that much interest, to see that we

receive that which is ours legitimately. We are not going to

stand in the way of any state that has a better right, a para-

mount right, to ours. But I do say that now is the time to

build this Boulder Canyon dam to safeguard people who have gore

in and put their labor and money into the development of the

lands along the river reaches, and that it is the duty of our
4,4
GOVernment at this time, to take measures to build and safe-

guard those people in their property and in their homes,

thank you. (Applause.)

MR. HOOVER: Mr. Smith do you believe that in any settlement,

there should be a priority given to power, or a priority giv-

en to agriculture in the distribution of the waters of the

basin?

MR. SMITH: I believe that flood control is the paramount

issue.

MR. HOOVER: Well, in any basis of development of the basin,

would you give priority in the use of the water to power over



irrigation, or to irrigation over power?

MR. ShETH: T. think to irrigation over power.

NR. HOOVER: I thank you.

MR. SWETh: That is the paramount issue.

MR. NORVIEL: I dare say that no man in our state is more or

better informed, or takes a more active interest in the indus-

tries, and the upbuilding of the industries of our state, or

who is more intereste, perhaps, in the development of the

Colorado River, than our fellowtownsman Mr. Dwight B. Heard.

Mr. Secretary, I take pleasure in introducing to you, and to

the Commission, Mr. Dwight B. Heard.

MR. DWIGHT B. HEARD: Mr. Secretary, and Commissioners, and

men and women who want to see Arizona developed, I think the

people of Arinona very generally stand for a policy of the

earliest possible practical development of the resources of

the Colorado River for beneficial use. I think, as a general

thing, the people of the state watt to see it great resources

developed by the Federal Government for the benefit of all the

people and not for private profit. (Applause.)

I think that this is largely an engineering question,

and I am going to yield the balance, or a large portion of my

time, Mr. Secretary, to aiiman whom I think knows more about

the practical development of water power, and the practical

development of irrigation enterprises, than any other man in

this country, and that man is Mr. Arthur P. Davis. That man

is resT)onsible for the splendid success of the Roosevelt pro-



ject, under which we live and prosper here. He is strictly in

the dam business. (Laughter)

And I don't propose as a layman to go into engineering

questions. You know the law of common sense is the best law

after all my friends and the law of common sense tells us, it

is a great deal better for us to leave these engineering prob-

lems to men who have been trained, and who lave had long en-

gineering experience to handle them intelligently. Now the

people of Arizona, Mr. Secretary, I am quite sure hava the ut-

most confidence in you, in your common sense, in your trained

ability, in your desire to give to the people along the Colo-

rado basin a square deal. We feel, generally, that under your

leadership, with the personel of this Commission, we can quite

safely leave our case in your hands. (Applause.)

But I am going to offer you one or two common sense ob-

servations, which perhaps may be of some benefit to you in

your consideration. There has been a good deal of discussion

here, where does the water--to whom does the water belong--and

if you wanted to go into the question, you could go into it
t2
very indirectly, and you could have all the troublesome liti-

gation that has been the curse of many states, who indulged in

it, what I call the policy of litigation. I want to see the

policy of common sense, and it seems that in that policy of

common sense, we should at in a spirit of neighborliness and

fair play, and arrange between the various states in the Colo-

rado River basin, so that construction may proceed, that each



one of them may pledge themselves that no litigation will be

started for a definite period of years, In that time we will

know more about these problems, and knowing more about them,

we can more intelligently meet them. Now as td where the water

belongs, under the law of common sense, we clearly deduct that

the water belongs to the states where it can be put to the

greatest beneficial use.

There is one man in the state who has done more for the

people ill this state in clearing up some of our intricate prob-

lems than any other one man, and I want now to pay tribute to

that great man, Joseph H. Kibbey. He developed the law of ben-

eficial use. Let us stand on that. It is a good yardstick for

Arizona. Now Arizona realizes very clearly that it has in tli6

possibilities of the Grand Canyon its greatest natural asset.

Arizona is possessed of very keen people that propose to have

that asset developed. They propose for Arizona to get its full

benefit out of it, but in doing that and developing the land,

they are going to do it in a spirit of fair play to thier

neighbors in the basin, with nothing to go bn but "a square

deal to all" which should be their slogan. First, let us get

to work as soon as possible, The time for action has come. Let

us get throi*h with the talking. Now, Mr. Secretary, I would

like to yi6ld to Mr. Davis.

MR. HOOVER May I ask one question. Looting at it just pure-

1Y from a National point of view, and the best interezts of

aU American people, which do you place first, power or irri-

gation?



MR. HEARD: It is my impression, Mr. Secrety ,i that we have

to start off from what you call the social standpoint, and

that irrigation and the making of homes should come first.

(Applause.)

MR. NORVIEL: Mr. Secretary, Mr. Arthur P. Davis, needs no

introduction to pour Honor, nor to the Oommissiom. Ladies and

Gentlemen, I have great pleasure in introducing to you Mr.

Arthur P. Davis, Director of the Reclamation Service.

(Applause.)

MR. ARTHUR P. DAVIS: Mr. Chairman, Honorable Commissioners,

and Ladies and Gentlemen, I have only a few points to make.

I do not care to take much time. I came alstlong to do what I

might to help the Commission in its work, and expect to do

that. A great deal of time was spent yesterday in reiterating

that this Commission was intending and being asked, and appar-

ently was going to make a decision without sufficient informa-

tion, upon which to base it. Whatever was said seemed to con-

vey the wrong impression, therefore, I am going to take the

liberty in a few minutes to tell you something about the in-

formation that exists regarding the Colorado River, and in

qualifying for that purpose, I will say a word or two about my

own experiencto in itl My first sight ofithe Colorado River was

in the heart of the Grand Canyonk within a few hundred yards

of the point where the Diamond Creek Dam is to be built. That

was in 1883, about the middle of the summer, 39 years ago.



Since then I have taken more or less of an interest in it, and

began actual investigations at Yuma of the water supply, Jan-

uary 1895. Those observations have never been discontinued.

They are on a better, more accurate basis since 1902, because

we make more frequent measurements. In 1902, the Reclamation

Act was passed, and immediately we established a station there

and in that fall we began the topographical survey of the

Colorado River Valley, from the Mexican line to Bulls Head,

and later it has been completed up into the Grand Canyon,

much of the map is 18 or 19 years of age, much of the ground

has been changed, by changes in the river, which adds to its

value. It can now be compared to show there the river was then

with where it is now. Those observations of the stream flow

and topographical work have never been discontinued. Still

more extensive investigations were begun in 1914, with a larger

appropriation, and spread over the basin and have been contin-

ued ever since. Altogether the Reclamation Service has spent

about five hundred thousand dollars in the investigation of the

Colorado River basin from the Mexican boundary to the upper

portions of the river at the highest point where we are inter-

ested in it. In addition to that, we have a great deal of in-

formation obtained through the state engineers and other sour-

ces, and the Geological Survey has conducted a large amount of

stream measurements as you heard this morning. This informa-

tion was so voluminous that one ywar was required, in the hard-

est kind of a job - , in getting out our report, that is, in the



preparation of it as to what to exclude and what to include.

The report comprises five volumes and. contains a very very

small percentage of the available information. It has been

boiled down and boiled down again until we got it in such a

small size that Congress would print it. This is only a small

proportion of what we have, and is a great deal more than has

ever been publised before. When it came to the poljet of print-

ing tu  in the newspaper, we had to condense it again, so that

every time we had to cut something out and every time we boil-

ed it down we, perhaps, would make it a little more readable,

and perhaps it would lead to the conclusion that we did not

know much about our subject, but if you Will examine the data

that is on file you will change your mind bout ,it, The Com-

missioners have all gone through that data, day by day, in the

office at Washington, and they have only begun to scratch the

surface, so far as the engineering problems are concerned, but

they know its extent, and they are not without information.

Upon this subjecp, investigations are still in progress. Be-

sides moneys spent by the Reclamation Service in those natters,

more than one hundred thousand dollars has been contributed by
_	 •

private parties for these investigations, and it is private -

money that is now being spent in the investigations now in pro-

gress.on Boulder Canyon and the Black Canyon dams.

A word about the high-line canal, which was so eloquent-

ly explained .6 the Committee the other day, and today. The

contention was made that pending a detailed careful investiga-



tion of that high-line canal, the whole purpose of adjudicating

the water rights, and making any further progress in this mat-

ter, should be suspended. To do that, we of course must wait

until we get an appropriation for that purpose. Delay Number

One. Then we will probaly get a very small appropriation. Delay

Number Two. As it progresses, we hare got under consideration

a project that is going to cost anywhere from two to four or

five times as much as the Panama Canal, to build that high-line

canal. Nobody knows, but that is the way it looks. Now they

were investigating that Panama Canal for about a generation,

and they never got as much information as they ought to have

had before they started it That is the conclusion of the Com-

mittee of the National Academy of Science, which male a report

upon the subject, appertaining to the construction of the Pana-

ma Canal, that they went about it without sufficient investiga-

tion, when the work had been in progress from 1879 to 1902,

when the United States went into it. Thus you may see the pos-

sibilities of delay. After investigation, there is always some-

thing more that can be investigated and some more delay that

can be introduced. Now this question that we have got is an ur-

gent one. Without discrediting any of the seemingly impractical

plans, for the high-line canal, it is not necessary to us to

have that information as explained yesterday. If it should be

in the wisdom of the future the proper thing to divert the Col-

orado River from the top of Boulder Canyon down, it can be done,



though that dam might be a thousand years old at that time. If

the dam stands, that can be done at that time, and conditions

will change and no *atter what it costs, nobody can tell but

what we might want to build something like 'Oat, if it should

prove practicable to do it. It, therefore, is not necessary to

wait for that. The reply was made that in the meantime Mexico

would appropriate the water. Now that is just one of the many

reckless statements made yesterday with such confidence that

they carried weight backed by the eloquence of the speaker.

Another statement made, was that the Commission could be assur-

ed that the high-line canal, under the scheme proposed would

not be too expensive to be fe sible. Now I sgbmit that nobody

on earth knows that at all, and that assurance in my judgement

is not justified. At any rate the statement that the water

could be and would be appropriated by Mexico in such a time

that it would be very embarrassing to take it back, seems to

me to be made without consideration. That water will be under

the control of the United States#1 and if it were used, as it

would be used, to the greatest advantage of the United States,

it could not, any of it, be appropriated under the laws of

Mexico, in my judgment. To properly use the water-- when the

Boulder Canyon reservoir is completed, means to use it for

power, and to use it , for power, with a constant output, means

that the amount of water used in the summer is greater than in

the winter, and the water used for power in the summer is less



than in the winter, because the reservoir achieves it maximum

height in the early summer, in May and June. Then we have a

great head and can develop this constant amount of power with

less water than in the winter. As it is de yn down, more water

is needed, ands(Nvhen winter comes you are using more water than

in summer, and our computation shows, and our report states,

that the water used for the development of firm power will be

sufficient for the irrigation of just about one and one-half

million acres of land and that is just about the acreage there

is to irrigate in the United States, in feasible, sensible,

projects. So that any additional land, that is irrigated,

would be irrigated only with winter water, and we can at any

time shut that off and dry up the river, below the line.

As soon as the acreage exceeds the limits that I have

0 stated, it would be necessary to curtail the winter power out-

put in order to supply that with water. We will have to cut

down the winter flow from that reservoir in order to increase

the summer flow. The summer demands for water are much greater

than the winter demands; and the winter demands for power are

greater than the summer demands, due to the varying heads

which I have spoken of, so when we develop the full amount of

land irrigated, we will have less power as a constant output,

but we will have more secondary power. To bolster up the high-

line canal, the statement was made yesterday that the lands to

be irrigated by this line would have a minimum gross annual

crop of $200 (oper acre and a maximum of, say somewheres about



$1,000 per acre, and it was claimed that dates would produce

even more than that. Now it is true that Some people have pro-

duced that much from date trees here and there, and it is true

that they have from long-staple cotton, and some ther things,

produced similar amounts, 200 an acre or more. Bt I submit

that there is no finer valley in Arizona thattthe Colorado

River can be put on than the Phoenix valley, the Salt River

Valley. And what does actual experience teal us? We have got

intelligent farmers here. We have got cotton farms here, We

have the finest kind of improvements, and a first class irriga-

tion system, and in only one year in the history of this valley,

has the average gross production of this valley exceeded one

hundred dollars per acre and that was in the peak year of 1919.

To state that because one individual can make (-1,000 an acre

and therefore anybody can, is very much like putting an athlete

on the scales and watching him lift sim or eight hundred pounds,

and then decide that that is a proper load for a man to carry

all day on the road...4 Comparistns have been made in these dis-

cussions between the merits of reservoirs in the upper basin

with that at Boulder Canyon.;_ Ir. Mulholland gave in short and

Spicy terms the reason for building a reservoir at Boulder Can-

yon. That is the place where you can sell the power because it

is nearest themarket. There isn't any other site on the river

nearer to any considerable market of any kind. It is just as

near theArizona market and nearer the Nevada market,Vhan any

other site, and it is the only one that is near enough for pre-



sent consideration to feed the great maret on which it must

de -bend, the cities of the Pacific Coast, Riferside, Los Angeles

San Diego and those other cities. The primary reason as often

stated here, for the construction of the Boulder Canyon Dam,

is to control the floods to save the Imperial Valley, and the

suggestion has been very properly made, by the Commissioner

from Wyoming, that the floods from the Gila axe also very men-

acing, and it was suggested yesterday that we should build a

special dam to control the Gila. Somtthing of that kind upon

the Gila is very important, not as a temporary measure, but

permanently, because its floods are menacing, but their brevity

greatly diminishes their danger, because of the fact that what-

ever damage is done we have a chance to repair,,but it is a

menace, and as long as it remains', the valley is in some dan-

ger, and under great expense to protect itself with levcies.

It, however, affects only the Imperial Valley. The Gila Valley

has a drainage area of something like fifty-one thousand square

miles, angreat part of which has a very low rainfall, and is

so flat that the water stands, as many of you have seen it in

Southern Arizona, on the clay flats, and when it does move, it

moves slowly, but the great bulk comes into the streams and

rushes down in great torrents. The area above Boulder Canynn

and above the Glen Canyon is a region of torrential rain, but

with a steep fall where the water runs off quickly. It is an

area of about the same size as the Gila area. The most danger



that can come, that never has come in historic times, is the

coincidence of the Gila in a great flood when the Colorado is

in flood, the floods between Boulder and Gien Canyon are more

apt to coincide with the Gila than is any other part of the

Zolorado Basin.The saving grace so far has been that the great

bulk of the Colorado River water comes down in springtime and

summer, while the Gila floods come in the winter. We do get

floods from the Little Colorado, from the Virgin from Kaibab

Wash, from the Grand Wash and those other streams up there

that are between Boulder Banyon and Glen Canyon. We might get

those floods in the winter or early spring when they are more

likely to coincide with the Gila than is the main stream above

Glen Canyon. That might not happen in our lifetime, but it may

happen at any time. There are fifty thousandAsquare miles in

there, which could not be controlled at Glen Canyon.

Regarding control of the Gila floods, that is quite

portant. I don't know whether it is feasible or not, but the

Reclamation Service,, has made a very careful investigation of

the reservoir site near Sentinel and Professor Smith has ex-

amined it and he has given you his opinion here today that

coincides with the report of a number of engineers of the Re-

clamation Service. At the end of an extensive examination, of

the foundations of the dam, they concluded that the dam with

the necessary height would not be feasible there on account of

bad foundations, which is as Prof. Smith has stated here today.

That was all on the basis of an irrigation project, which means



holding the reservoir full of water for a long time. Another

and, a different problem is the flood control. The ttouble with

that foundation is, it is leaky to a great depth, and as water

would pass through those perVious strata somewhat slowly, if

it is relieved in a few hours, it will not hurt anything, Due

to that fact, one of the principal engineers, Mr. A. J. Wylie,

of Idaho, who was one of the consulting engineers on the Sen-

tinel Dam, and on many dams built by the Reclamation Service,

was asked to reconsider all his data and conclusions and re-

port upon the feasibility of that site, as a fnod control, or

detention dam, and he reported that he believed it would be a

safe risk. He expressed considerable doubt in it, so that I am

not willing at the present time to say that for flood control

the Sentinel Dam is not feasible.

MR. HOOVEE: One or two questions in the matter of this high-

line project. Is there any reason why that project, if it is

feasible at all, cannot be consummated just as easily after the

construction of Boulder Dam, as it can before in other words,

is there any reason why we should hold up the construction of

the Boulder Dam in order to make way for the high-line project?

MR. A.P.DAVIS: There is absolutely no reason why the Boulder

Dam should be postponed for that high-line project, because

even though it should prove feasible, which I have no idea it

can, but even though it may, it can be built at a later date.

There are some things about the plans for power which it would



modi fy, but ever7T part of te plan is c . oing to be modified

sometime s it the future. We have to scrap machinery when it

wears out

MR. HOOVER: And is it your impression that there is any in-

termediate method of flood control, other than by the constrqic-

tion of a great dam somewhere in the canyon; in other words,

do you believe we could get flood control through any other

method, through Flaming Gorge or Dewey?

MR. A.B.DAVIS: The construction of Dewey, or Flaming Gorge

Dam, would greatly improve conditions, but it would not sole

the problem, for the same reason as Glen Canyon. Glen Cany'ob

would be better than those two, because it would. be lower down

and would intercept more drainage, but it would not solve it

and those two :reservoirs are still above the San Juan and other

tributaries of importance.

MR. HOOVER: Of course we all know you have devoted your en-

tire life to this problem. Is it your impression, in any major

decision, that we should give priority to power or agriculture?

MR. A.P.DAVIE: So far as concerns the Colorado basin, I

should sa7 emphatica131 that agriculture should be given prior-

ity so far as possible. Certainly it should be given preference

over power development, for the essential reasons which were so

eloquently expounded this morning by Judge Sloan and which

have been endorsed by others, and particularly for the reason

that there is such a superabundance of power compared with any



present . or prospective demand, that it would be very poor

policy to hold up irrigation becauseOf the possible future

in the power which is located as Colorado Canyon is.

MR. NORVIEL: I would like to aslca question, if you have

ever thought of it in that way, whether you consider the pro-

posed high-line canal system to be a part of the Work of this

Commission, or whether or not it is a problem that belongs

strictly to Arizona herself?

MR. A.P2DAVIS: I think it should be regarded, Mr. Chairman

as a problem that belongs strictly to Arizona and California.

It can be injected, improperly in my judgment, into this gen-

eral subject. If you are asking for my opinion on that point,

I don't think it belongs there.

MR. EMERSON: What would be your recommendation as to the

65/35 proposal of the Geological Survey, the general idea of

water allotted by portions rather than by offsets in different

states?

MR. A.P.DAVIS: I Oaesmuch logic in allotting water, placing

upon each state its own responsibility for its use. The fact

that other states can use all the water that is in them, of

course is a good reason for them using that water, but it is

just as good a reason for giving the other three states a de-

finite percentage. The general scheme of a fixed percentage

does not appeal to me as applicable to the Colorado River prob-

lem. I have stated my sentiments on that heretofore. I think

there is water enough in the Colorado basin for all feasible



jrrigation in the United States, if properly conserved, and r/i

that there is no occasion for limiting anyone in the economieai

cal benefici41 use of water for irrigation in any part of the

basin of the Colorado River in the United States of America.

But wa don't know it all. There is something going to happen

in the next fifty years that we don't know, some inventions

are going to be made that we don't think of. We should not be

unfair, by making a perpetual agreement in the interests of

either side in this question, and they should all be subject

to adjustment at some future time.

MR. EMERSON: Do you believe that some kind of limitation

should be put upon the development in the upper states in the

form of a compact that we might be able to draw?

MR. A.P.DAVIS: With the exception of the time limit, I don'u

know; I do not think it necessary if we make thatftime limit

short enough; I think we might just as well take off the limit

until that time is up and then we will know more than we do

now and in the meantime all acquired rights shall be valid.

I have no fear of there being any shortage of water in the

basin, if the time is made a reasonable one.

MR. EMERSON: What would be your idea of a reasonable time?

MR. A.P.DAVIS: That is a matter for discussion and agree-

ment. I think it would be wise to make it twenty years. I

think it would be wiser to make it forty years than none at all.

MR. HOOVER:. In other words your proposal is a holiday in

litigation for twenty years?



A.P.DAVIS: That is about it.

MR. EMIMS011: A closed season for lawyers.

MR. HOOVER: Just one more ouestion. In any proposal of

this kind, I assume any division of water on a basis of per-

centage, must be uniformly based on some calculation of bene-

ficial use of the water; in other words, to arrive at that

percentage, it is necessary to give some consideration to the

beneficial use of the water?

MR. A.P.DAVIS: Yes.
thrt

MR. HOOVER: Do you not think/it is better, if we are en-

tering upon an explanation of that idea, that instead of

dividing on a basis of percentage, that we should go clear

back to the beneficial use of the water?'

MR. A.R.DAVIS: Absolutely. If you are going to divide the

water at all, it should be divided on the basis of beneficial

use. There is a brief statement in Mx. Rot ' s memorandum,

which has been handed along, to which I wish to take excepp_on,

because it leads to a wrong conclusion. He stated in that

memorandum, that thus far the irrigation in the upper valley

hat had no "appreciable' effect on the discharge bf the lower

river; and that was emphasized afterwards by a question from

a Commissioner. I don't know what he based that on. The Colo-

rado River is a widely variable stream. Some years it dis-

charges about four times au much as in other years, and you

never know when the big year is coming. All you know is,



after it hap passed, and you don't know that very accurately,

because We haven't enough data, and how he can tell that theq ,

discharge for last year is no less than it mould have been if

there was no irrigation in the upper basin, I am sure I don't

know. But I do know this, and it is the reason I disagree

with him, I do know that you can't irrigate without consuming

water.

R. CARPENTER: Some water.

MR. DAVIS: Yes, sir, some water. Now he has applied to this

development, the use of one and one-half acre feet of water

and stated that that much would be consumed and the balance

would be returned. In a basin where the excess water would go

into the subsoil, or go off into a stream, we can approximate-

ly tell how much it will deplete the water supply to irrigateJ4
J.

that is, we can if it is not taken out of the basin, because

we can tell what would go into evaporation, and plait growth,

but if We depend upon what the farmer puts on the land, no-

body can tell anything about it. He may put on half an acre

foot, or he may put on one acre root, or he may put on thirty

acre feet. I have known them to do that, but the excess re-

turns to the stream. Thrity feet may sound to you ridiculous,

but I can cite you an instance of where on one tract of sev-

eral thousand acre's in a season, the average applications to

that land ran thirty feet in depth. Of course that land is A

sandy land, and it very soon drowned the country below, and

we had to put in drainage to correct it. That was done delib-



erately, and it isn't the only case that was done deliberately.

I could bring up the subject of putting on so much water that

it could not get away, but that is another story. But you can-

not irrigate, without using water, and when you use water you

consume some water. It goes into the tissues of the plant, it

goes out of the leaves of the plant into the atmosphere.

MR. CARPENTER: As to the use of water in the upper reaches

of the streams the only thing that is of any importance is the

consumptive use, that is your conclusion?

NR. A.P.DAVIS: The Eihief, I don't say it is the only thing,

by any means. More water is evaporated, if you keep the land

saturated, than if you ise it economically.

MR. NORVIEL: On behalf2of the Commission, I desire at this

time to express the thanks of the Commission for the very greip
N

help that Mr. Davis and his department rendered to us during

our recent visit in Washington and also to the Geological Sur-

vey. They gave us every possible assistance that could be giv-

en, not only anwering the questions that we might ask, but

furnished us through their experience the things that we very

much needed to know.

Now we have to be a little bit shorter, perhaps, in our

expressions from this on, in order that we may hear from every-

body that desires to be heard. The next speaker will be Mr. G.

M.Bridges, of Yuma county, to be followed by Mr. C.M.Roberts,

who will also be followed by Mx. F.S.Velie, and let us be as



concise in our statementsas possible. Mr. Secretary, I desire

to introduce to you Mx. G.M.Bridges; of Yuma county.

MR. BRIDGES: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, the pyra-

mid of our civilization, as we hate all read long long ago, is

builded on agriculture. The man who deals and handles the

argiculture is the farmer, and as the base is always at the

bottom, there is where you will find the farmer, and as I be-

long to the farming race, and belong to farmers of Yuma, all

you may expect to hear from me is the song about farmers, and

Mr. Secretary, upon the foundation depends the safety of the

building, and the people who occupy it. If our civilization is

builded upon the foundation of agriculture, then the people

will depend and live upon the products of the farm, dependinen )

upon this foundation of agriculture.

As T have heard you ask several previous speakers,	 ,
which, in their estimation was the most important, power of

agriculture, I will answer that now, that without agriculture,

without this foundation, we haven't any building, and the

people that build this, make this foundation, are the people

that have to maintain it for this building. The statep, and

all the intervening business industries, grow out from this

foundation of agaliculture, add where you have got agriculture

you mAst have homes, and without homes you could not have

agriculture, and then maybe after you have got these homes

founded and builded, you must have somtthing to maintain them.



Without water in the desert we have here, we are helpless,

and as the Almighty has provided this water, long before we

ever came to this country, before our engineers have ever

thought about it, he has fetched it here for us, and it is

up to us now to do away with the two or three little things--

they seem little but they are mighty big, they are some of

the things that caused the great eruption that has happened

in the ]st few years, through the W r that has dislocated

every substantial business and industry in the United States,

and the World, and it is petty selfishness, and a crime un-

restrained. The gentleman who spoke,.I don't remeMbarhis

name, just a minute ago said that he waited power and wanted

it right away, because it produced gold. When I was a boy I ':f1

read a piece in the Second Reader about old King Midas and

how he loved gold, and finally the one thing he wished was

tivft everything he toudhed would be gold, and one day a genii

stepped 1110 to himand told him to make a wish and he might

have what he wisheid,and that is what he wished, gold. His

littlo daughter kissed hinr, and she turned gold, and the

next thing he wanted to get that genii back to get his'wish

back. Well now that has been one of the things that has lead

up to the trouble we have had to date. It is that great de-

sire for gold and money. It is fine and it is good in its

place. We could not get along without it, but we must get

down and boil it dom to a common level where it will be dis-

tributed and do the greatest good to the greatest number of

people.



And now, Mr. Secretary, in the distribution of this water

to the farms of Yuma valley, we s imply ask this one thing:

That you distribute that water justly and equitably. During

the War, the word came to our town that we were asked to

"Hooverize" on sugar, and all those things, and the y farmers

were asked to get out and raise more crops, because we needed

them to maintain our army and accomplish our purpose, and, Mr.

Hoover, we did it. I remeimber, one time in Flagstaff, I wanted

to get some sugar for our coffee and we had used our pro rata

all up and we could not get it. We had to wait until the next

day. I remember seeing one gentlemen, he came in and sat down

right at the table beside me and when he asked for sugar they

wanted to see his card and he had used his pro rata and they

said you can't have it  and he went out and got some sugar outn ,

off a bit of paper and put it in his coffee. Row that, gentle- '-

men, wasn't paying square with Mr. Hoover. I think he wasn't

the right kind of an American citizen.

Vow then, the point I want to get at is that the Grand

Canyon is entirely in the State of Arizona. The Lord Almighty

made it there, and it is there, and always will be there. But

Arizona don't ask you, that you give to the State of Arizona

every benefit that can be derived from that Canyon and the

possibilities that arise from it because it is the biggest

thing the world has ever seen or ever will see in that line. We

believe On the farms in Arizona, down in the Yuma valley, that



when that Grand Canyon is c ompleted, and the possibilities of 1

its power, that it is worth more to the United States today

than the Panama Canal is, not today, but when it is completed

tind functioning, and that there is enough power, that therei

is enough possibilities there to supply the upper states, the

lower states, California and all this countryril with power to

do the work, and fuel, where we won't have to go out and cut

our wood in the morning, but we will have our electricity in

our homes and use that electricity for pumpigg our water and

driving our machines and all these things. Mr. Hoover, we

appeal to you, we trust your judgment, and the Commission's

judgment, but just one thing more, I am like the bog who al-

ways liked to help the under-dog, but it seemed like he always
.n

got the worst of it. I don't know anything about the feasibil ,

ity of that thing, except one thing, I have driven over some *

of this country and I do know it is as pretty a piece of coun-

try as I have seen, and if they can get water for it they

should have it, but the thing we are interested in especially

in Arizona and Yuma valley is the construction of a dam some-

where or two of them, that will control the flood of theCOlo-

rado and the Gila River. In 1891, they came together and clean-

ed out the town. In 1916 they did the same thing again. I was

down in a little place in 1908 and we were sleeping one night

when a man came in and says: "Get out, the water is coming"

and we had to go to the hills and that thing has been menacing



us ever since, and we have had to go lots of times and We are

going to try and settle this thing up. That river comes down

at those points and crosses the river and our neighbors in

California and the Imperial Valley, many many of those people

are not sleeping good nights when the river gets up.

So I ask you, with all the opportunities in your power

to investigate this thing, to get this flood controlled just

as quick as you can, and I can't see k and the people can't see

how the building of a dam for instance in the Boulder Ca•yoa

can affect the tipper state flow at any time because the wat,or

has gone into the Colorado and it can't hurt them at all, and

there is no reason that I can see why the Government can't get

to work and build that dam and control it. If the Government

hasn't got the money to do it, they an control that, they can

have another mad do it, put the money in and pay him his in-

terest and give him his power, but the Government should have

the say-so about it. When we say the Government can do a thing

it is awful easy, Uncle Sam has done everything he has ever

tackled,. and if he tackles the Colorado basin, he will go

through :with it, and I ask you to let Uffele Sam handle the big-

gest end of this thing. I thank yo14,

MR. NOPVIEL: Mr. Secretary, I take pleasure in introducing

to you Mr. Charles M. Roberts, of Cochise county Arizona.

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman there has been a mistake that was

Mr. Roberts from Pima county.

MR. NORVIEL: Is Mr. Roberts from Pima county present?



MR. ROBERTS: Mx. Smith took up the time I was supposed to

have. I have nothing to say.

MR. NORVIEL: Senator, I thought you desired to address the

Commission.

MR. ROBERTS: I think in the morning, I asked for a few min-

utes in the morning is all.

1M. FORVIEL: All right, Senator, we will hear you in the

morning. Mr. Velie of Prescott, is Mr. Velie present?

(No response. )

JUDGE THOMAS of WINSLOW: (No response.)

MR. WISENER of-Yuma County. Mr. Secretary,,I take pleasure

in introducing Mi. Wisener of Yuma county. I have forgotten

what he represents but it is something down in Yuma county.

He represents, I think, some large industry down there.

MR. WISENER: Mr. Secretary, Ladies and Gentlemen, I thought

that I had been fw;g0tten, and therefore I had forgotten my

entire talk, which I dare say, the audience will say,"God be

praised." I am not an engineer. I am not an orator. The ora-

tors from our county came first. I am representing the Water

Users of the Ylma valley, and I must say that I would most

heartily endorse the sentiments of the two speakers Vefore me

and the big gentleman that confessed that he was made in Ire-

land, Mr. Mulholland. The proposition is this: We t the pre -

ont time have plenty of water down in the Yuma valley. In fact

we use considerable water there. We always have had and, since

the Volstead Act has gone into force, we have used considerably



more for other purposes that we did not use at that time, The

trouble there is the water is not controlled and distribution

right. It comes in there and passes around through our streets

at times and insists on going through the valley and flooding

us out. All we ask is that you distribute the water properly.

I thank you.

(Several other names were called by Mr. Norviel, but no

responses were made.)

MR. DORYIED: Mr. Secretary I think that concludes the list

of those who were to speak this afternoon and in the morning

Judge Baughn who is at present indisposed, not being present

this afternoon, will be the first to address the meeting. They

will be limited to thrity minutes and Senator Roberts will be

allowed, as I understand it, Senator, just about five minutes,

is that it? And after that, so far aaI know, the time may be

t ken up by the people from the Imperial Valley and Los Angeles

We will meet at the Federal Building. The Secretary suggests

that those who are here present, and prepared, from the Imper-

ial Valley should now be heard, lest they do not have an oppor-

tunity tomorrow morning, Now if the2e is anyone here who can

put in the time for this afternoon for the next thirty or forty

minutes, the Secretary would very much like to hear you. Is

Mr. J. S. Nickerson present?

MR. J,S.MICKERSON: Mr. Secretary and Gentlemen of the Com-

mission, Ladies and Gentlemen, we certainly feel honored in



this Western country to have the Secretary in this Commission

hold these meetings in this Southwestern country. In December

we had the honor of the Secretary of the Interior bolding a

meeting in San Diego. They certainly are two of the most im-

portatt meetings that have ever been held in this Southwestern

country and mean more to more people. Now at that time, one of

the Commissioners was called on to speak, the gentleman from

Wyoming, and he remarked that we hadn't silid much of anything

about the Commissioners. Well that wasn't right. We expect to

say a lot of nice things about them soon after they do any-

thing. If they doOt, I won't be responsible for what we do

say, but we are behind you gentlemen, We know you have got a

hard job and you deserve the support of everybody in this

Southwestern country, and we believe that you will help solve

our questions.

Now as to the Boulder Canyon Dam, the whole Southwest-

ern people are behind that report of A.P.Davis. We believe in

it He has monuments all over this Western country, and they

speak for themselves as to what he has done. Now there have

been engineer, there have been Lawyers, we have heard them

all talk, and, frietds, hardly any two of them agree. We cant

follow thtm all, but we have a man here with a reputation and

he has monuments all over the Western country, and I want to

say to you gentlemen here, that the entire Southwestern coun-

try in California, and I believe you in Arizona, are behind

this, and I believe the only thing to do is to get behind his

proposition.



Now I will tell you why we are in favor of Boulder

Canyon Reservoir. Mr. 'secretary and Mr. Commissioners, in the

Imperial Valley we have fifty thousand people. We have 450,000

acres under irrigation on the American side. We have 150,000

on the Mexican side that we are watering. Now this year we

have already spent 350,000.00 on protection on levees, down

in a fozeign country to keep the water °Tit Of the Imperial

Valley, to keep it from absolutely tearing up and breaking up

those people, and that money comes directly from the farmers.

Now then, vgay should not we be behind the Boulder Canyon?

Then we have a silt proposition that I will venture to say

costs the Imperial Valley people one million dollars a year

to clean out their ditches that comes from Mr. Carpenter's mud

that he send down on us from Colorado. Now the ioulder Canyon

dam will eliminate that silt, then it will practically take

care of our flood protection, and then it will store us water.

Now at a certain time of the year our big demand is sty-five

hundred to seven thousand second feet of water. There are

times in the year that give us as much as two thousand feet,

while we suffer more or less every year, some years it is more

than others, but there will come a time when we will suffer

severkly. Now we awe increasing in acreage all the time and

they are increasing the demand for water below the mine, so

we must have some kind of protection. Now that is why the

Boulder Canyon reservoir is needed and I don't see where it is



going to hurt anybody up in the upper region. It looks to me

like it is an insurance policy for their water. We have that

water now. There arc no laws nor judges nor courts nor juries

in the world that will take it away from us, because wa have

it. Now you talk about waiving water rtghts, If.I.tduld sign

a waiver to waive those rights, I would want a train all steamed

Up to got out of this country on because I believe I would be

shot, but I don't believe there is any question about the water

rights, because, as Mr. Davis says, there is more water than we

will need for years to come, and I fully agree with him to fix a

limit, I think for twenty years, about the agreement or divi-

sion

-

_
of water and so forth. And I don't believe this Commission

could go to work at this day and say what each state is entitled

to. I don't think it is possible for any mon that lives to say

so, but the idea is we  must have relief. Now we have got to have

that Bouldor Canyon Dam and you will find that all of the people

in the whole Southern part of California are behind it, and we

have those families, we have those women and children there, and

we ask the cooperation of all those Northern states, and we ask

the cooperation of everybody and the help of this Commission

to take this matter in hand and investigate it and see if we

arc not right in what we arc asking you to do. Thank you.

MR, NORVIEL: I beg Mr. Nickerson's pardon, for not stating

what ho represented. Mr. Nickerson-is President of the Irriga-

tion District of Imperial, and is reprsenting the Imperial

Valley and his District in particular,



M2. Mak ROSE, representing the Imperial County Farm

Bureau, probably the Imperial Irrigation District.

MR? ROSE: Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen of the Comttttee and

Ladies and Gentlemen: I will only take about ten minutes time.

I am not an orator. You will find it out in ten minutes. But

we are here backing the report of A.P.Davis, absolutely. We are

here bedause necessity brought us here. I am going to tell you

the condition of this property, the thing that will bring the

case to you. The demandfor the waters of the Colorado River,

as M. Nickerson has told you, has increased, Nobody in either

the upper or the lower states can go much further without tak-

ing the water away from somebody else below. We have water r,

rights that we have had a long it41e. We have studied out what

would be the best remedy, we think; We have, we believe, two

remedies, one is slow and costly,i.e.,the legal rights. Re be-

lieve that that country has got such a right to that water, as

could protect it for a long time, which would very eas*IY're-

lieve, probably long after we had dried up. The other way is

to make an immediate effort to get water stored somewhere on

the Colorado River, which now Dasses down in great torrents

and destroys life and property costs us immense sums of money

each and every year to take care of. The situation on the river

is largely this: Six months of the flow is very close to the

use, but the other six months it is ten times as great as the

use. The situation as I view it is not only good for us but it

is just as good for Colorado. If we were able to store in Colo-



rado Canyon the amount of water in excess of any possible use,

that passes down the Colorado during three of four months of

the year, we could then relinquish the entire natural flow we

now use to the upper states in other words, it would be---it

would enable them to expand another million acres without a

day's storeage, because without a doubt it would be of benefit

in the future when needed, so far as water for irrigation was

concerned. We have the flood problem, it would solve that.

That trouble runs into millions of dollars damage each year,

approximately, in real damage, in water damage, and it is dam;

aging us in this way, that we are spending large sums of money

each year, and it scares people and keeps investment put of

our country. It endangers p*Rperty and makes our interest

rates high and keeps out farm loans and the like of that, which

of course would be of great advantage to us, but what we real-

ly want to ask the Commission and the Northern states is to

assist in the immediate construction of the Boulder Canyon

Dam,to assist in getting legislation which will enable the

Government immedidtely to construct the Boulder Dam and give

US that relief, and it will also give them relief, and give

them this additional water to use, and then settle the ques-

tion of the final distribution of the water at some Later time

when you can have ample time to settle it. But the Boulder

Canyon is the one site for several reasons that we think would

best fit our case. In the first place it would protect us more

equally from floods. There isn't but little water gets into



the river after it leaves Boulder Canyon. If there ever comes

a time when the waters of the Colorado River will be exhausted

for the purposes of irrigation, it will store at least the

water to irrigatd 200,000 acres more land than any other res-

ervoir site above that, because it will store the waters of

the Little Colorado, the Mammoth Wash and the Virgin Wash and

many other washes, so we would fill it, and we could still

irrigate 200,000 additional acres if the dam wais built at

Boulder, rather than at some other point further up the river.

And I don't want to mix into the question of what the states

shall do among themselves, or the legal aspects of this pro-

position at all. That is a question I think the Commission will,

and should work out from their own knowledge; the question of

whether we shall surrender our water rights or not. Of course

it isn't a question for me to determine; it isn't a question I

can determine. IJdoubt very much if it is a question that any-

one is capable of ffetermining.I think we have a right to main-

tain it and as to the question of priority after the dam is

built, I think that that is another question to which the

Northern states have no objection. If the northern states had

any Objection to the building of the dam, upon that theory, it

could well be provided that, for a period of years, there would

be no priority--- in fact it may be provided that the construc-

tion of the dam itself should never create a priority so far

as irrigation is concerned. I believe, however, the right of

prior approptiation will always have to be recognized on the
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Colorado River. I don't believe you will ever find any other

just basis, and there is one thing I would like to see the

Commission bear in JAnd, and that is this: That if we all, in

our own minds, knew that there was sufficient water in the Col-

orado River to irrigate every acre, if we wrote across it that

the lower countries would have to yield to the upper countries

in irrigation, it would absolutely prevent outside financing

of the lower countries for irrigation. If the Government ex-

pects to finance it, all very good, but if we have to go out

and finance it ourselves, in forty years it would be a probi-

bition against financing a project in the lower countries. I

hope, I believe it is unnecessary, and I really hope it wonrt

be done for that reason. Our 'people feel that if there axe any

water privilleges granted outside of the baSdn q)f the basin

of theedolorado River, that they should be limited to a very

small amount and really to that amount of water which is now

put to beneficial use outside of the basin of the Colorado.

I thank you.

MR. HOOVEB: .just one or two questions, please. I want to

get it clearly in my mind, what your impression is on the ques-

tion of an estab1isM1 right in the Colorado Canyon. Assuming

there is no present established right, whether true or untrue,

that problem immediately arises with the construction of the

dam, that perhaps another 500,000 acrds!will be put in aulti-

yeti= in the Imperial Valley. Do you consider that it is ne-

cessary that that additional 500,000 acres shall have an



established water right,or not?

MR. ROSE: I feel, Yes, and yet I feel it possible that

might be for a period of twenty years or such a matter, and

have at that time the matter adjusted, and I think in order

to finance it, that that would have to be.

MR. HOOVER: Do you think anyone could ever develop that

500,000 acres of land with no assurance of a water right?

MR. ROSE: Well, No. I think possibly limit it to that

length of time, knowing what I do know about the quantity of

water, I doubt very much, if the Government itself undertook

to finance it--

MR. HOOVER: Would not a twenty year limit imply that there

should be some sort of title given to the water at the end of

twenty years?

MR. ROSE: Yes, I would anticipate at the end of the time

the present law would govern. Of course, the first to use is

the first in right.

MR. HOOVER: Under the rule of usage, then, the additional

500,000 acres would obtain a water rights)

MR. ROSE: It would at the end of that time, against any

other appropriation.

MR. HOOVER: But that water right would be established as

against the upper states?

MR. ROSE: Not as against the upper states during that 20

years; it would be established against the upper states for

any future development, Yes.



MR. HOOVLB: That is all.

A COMMISSIONER: Mr. Rose, I am not quite sure I understood

that. What I want to know - is whether or not during this period

of twenty years, you consider that the lands of the lower riv-

er would or would not establishaapprtority?

MR. ROSE: It would establish an equal priority with the

lands developed in all of the seven states during that period

of twenty years, and after that time it would acquire a prior-

ity of any lands developed either in this state, of in any

other state latex than that twen,ty year period. That was my

idea.

A COMMISSIONER: As to "equal right" or "equal priority"

just what do you mean by that?

MR. ROSE: Of course any equal priority would be an equal

use of the water. I suppose if during that time there was a

development in excess of the amount available, as to what

would happen in that case, I am not able to say. However, it

is the general opinon in my country, it is the general opinion

of everybody familiar with the ColoradO River that it would be

impossible to reach that point in twenty years, if proper con-

servation were had of the waters of the Colorado River.

A CONNISSIONER: Well it is a fact from my viewpoint, we are

only indulging in theory when we assume there will be a short-

age, but our theory ought to be correct. Our theory is, if

there will be a shortage in twenty years, in order to make



priority of any i*portance at all, assuming a shortage, would

the development of the lower river during the 20 years period

that you speak of, give a 'priority over rights before or dur-

ing that period if a shortage developed, would the first

right appertain to the upper users because they could divert

it?

MR. ROSE: That would depand very largely upon the agree-

ment and upon the contract. I think the question of which

would get prioriO, or whether there would be any priority,

or whether there would be an equal right, each one suffering

an equal shortage if that obtained, that would of course have

to be a matter that was fixed in the pact itself.

A COMMISSIONER: Don't you eally mean what you want to do

is to leave the thing in status quo for twenty years?

MR. ROSE: That is virtually what it means. It would not

mean exactly that, No It would mean this: If there was suf-

ficent water at the end of twenty years, they would all have

a perfect equal right; if there weren't, why if the pact did-

n't fix it in terms, I suppose it would be a question of a

division of the amount of water developed in each of those

states.

A COMMISSIONER: Thanks.

MR. NORVIEL: Nt. Secretary, I take pleasure in introducing

Mr. E.W.Cuff, representing the City of Brawley, and the Braw-

ley Commercial Club of the Imperial Valley.

MR. CUFF: Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission,



Ladies and Gentlemen, I am not an engineer, nor an oratorr,

nor a lawyer, you might say why arc you here, and I might a -r-l-

swer I don't know; nevertheless you have the fact, which is

not a theory. I represent in a way, a good many business in-

terests in the Imperial Valley, and consequently we feel that

we are more or less in the limelight in this particular move-

ment, and we have always believed that this was a big proposi-

tion. We have always felt when we have thought about it at

all, that your Honorable Board of Commissioners, had some

job, and having been here for the -oast couple of days, I am

convinced that you have much more of a job than I ever dream-

ed of. Having listened to these many thoroughipmrofessional

men in their different lines, and so many pradtical men, and

so many business men--- well, perhaps not so practical men,

I can say that you Lave some big job, , so I would approach this

in a very few words, from the standpoint of a business man,

if you please, and consider this as a business deal in the

parlance of the street, instead of a treaty or a pact, and I

think that in making that deal, we come before you in this

light: We, of the Inmerial Valley as a whole know absolutely

what we want. Now, with all due respect to some of the repre-

sentatives of other places, and with all due respect to the

Commissioners from every other state, it seems that on account

of circumstances they do hot know exactly what they want.

This is not because of any fault on their part, but due en-

tirely to the fact that their resources are to be developed

in the future.



Now we want that Boulder Creek dam. I might say we

want a dam. We need it. It has been established several times,

the necessity for flood protection, and I assure you gentlemen,

it is no joke, looking at it from any point of view, and from

the fact that we are ready to trade, as the saying goes, and

the other gentlemen are- not ready to trade. We would not like

to see the matter held up indefinitely. It has been the desire,

I see, of the Commission, of the Chairman of the Commission,

to have some concrete proposition made, on which they can base

a decision, and I would be entirely too presumptuous to think

that I could give such a proposition, or place such a proposi-

tion before the Commission, but we are in a position, as an

athlete that was ready to start in a race, if you please, sim-

ply because we are on the scratch and ready to go, we don't

desire to beat the gun. We are perfectly willing to give all

the rest of the states an opportunity to get ready and get set,

and I believe that our communities would be perfectly willing

to back our committee in conceding any reasonable thing in

order to get this thing started. We will concede anything that

is in reason, and we are going to be just a little like the lad

that was sent to market with the cow to get one hundred dollars

for the cow, and if he could not get a hundred, "if you have

to take thirty take it". Now I believe that the spirit of fair

play and the American spirit of a sqyare deal is not going to

hinder our chances any to simply say to the gentlemen from the

other states that we are laying our cards on the table, We want



action at once, and in order to have that we are willing to

concede anything in reason to get that action, and belie -Ye

that any basic principle that this Commission can reach as a

rule or set of rules to work out our numeroud problems, for

the arriving at a good condition in years to come will be all

right with us, so long as we get immediate relief.

Now that is simply looking at it from a business man's

point of veiw---if you will let me lay claim to being a busi-

ness man, because I can't claim credit for being anything

else, and if the Commission can arrive at something along

those lines, why it certainly will be a blessing to the val-

leys down there, so we can get some stability, some assurance

that our water supply is going to be regulatdd so that we

will have it when we want it, and that we don't have to take

a long dive from the house where we live, andif I had to take

a long dive from the hbuse where 1 live it would be about

one hundred and nineteen feet and you can see that I can't

hold my breath that long, And we wish you to see it in that

light, gentlemen. If a business agreement can be reached, we

are willing to concede everything in reason in order to get

all the people who are interested, te find out what they do

want---because we do know now what we want.

MR. HOOVER: Mr. Cuff do you think the people in the Imper-

ial Valley would be prepared to agree that they acquire no

water rights by way of priority on new acreage brought under

cultivation after the construction of the Boulder Dam?

MR. CUFF: I didn't get that.	 P



MR, HOOVER: Do you think the people in the Imperial Valley,

that had acquired no water right thy ough prior usage on such

land as they might bring into cultivation as a result of the

construction of the Boulder Dam, would be prepared to concede

that they acquired no water rights thereby; in other words,

no preferred rights, do you think the peoNle of the valley

would be content with a situation of' that kind.

MR. CUFF: Mr. Chairman, I believe that the people of the

Valley, as I have said about the boy with reference tro the

price of the cow, would be willing to concede anything that

was necessary. Now judging from the different statements that

have been made, that question is still a matter of theory, and

so far as I am concerned, and the interests1 represent, I

think that the flood control menace is such that if it were

necessary to concede that, it uculd be conceded. I am not

speaking as an irrigation expert, nor as a lawyer, but only as

a business man. While we desire to guard the danger, we would

much prefer to be assured that we are going to continue to

keep what we have, than to risk it all on one throw, so we

will have three times as mucht.But I think in an4wer1ng your

question in that way, Mr. Sebretary, if that would be necessary

if that was one of' the requests of the upper states that that

be put in this pact, I believe it vould be done rather than

hold up the construittion of the Boulder Canyon Dam.

MR. HOOVER: I think it is worth while discussing that with

some other of the people from the Imperail Valley and see what

their intention is, on a uniform holiday, from litigation.



MR. CUFF: I will be very glad to discuss it with them. To

be perfectly frank with you, I will probably have to hide to

keep from discussing it when I get back.

MR. NORVIEL: I think Mr. Cuff and his neighbors deserve

everything this Commission can give them as long as they live,

one hundred and nineteen feet below the surface of the sea.

LV. Mr. Thomas C. Yager, representing Coachella Valley

County Water District.

MR. YAGER: Gentlemen of the Commission, the Coachella Val-

ley is to a great extent in the same position as the Imperial

Valley, and it has lands to be brought into cultivation, nct

now in cultivation. There is a considerable acreage in the val-

ley, which in reality is the Northern end of the Imperial

Valley, for which the people have been making an effort to
hLvo

procure water from the Colorado River, and they/expended money

and contributed money to investigations, to the Reclamation

Service, believing as they did, and do now, that they have put

that money in themmctt reliable channel that they could to get

a report from the Government department, with its competent

engineers,- a report which they could rely on. That report has

been made and the people there do rely upon it, bblieving that

report to be an exhaustive and comprehensive report and that

they can rely upon it. They have had occasion to go over the

proposition with Mr. A.P.Davis and realize that he is an engi-

neer that understands their problems there and he has reported



upon that to them. We are here, therdfore, Yr. Sefretary, to

urge tlat this Commission in its deliberations, or in its fi-

nal pact, do nothigg that will interfere with the immediate

construction of the Boulder Vanyon dam, the dream that the

people of the Southwest have had for sometime, and wthch that

report states is possible and feasible from a cost standpoint

and an engineering standpoint. We find in that report that

there is water in the Colorado River watershed for all of the'.c
irrigable acreage and we believe that the upper states should

not interfere with those of the South under such circumstances

in preventing the construction of the Boulder Canyon dam, and

allowing that valuable area to be put under cultivation 1 I

have nothing more, Mr. Secretary, that I could offer or suggest,

that would be of any help at all to the formulation of any

pact, but that it is our one desire that the Boulder Canyon

Dam be immediately constructed so that this development may

proceed without delay. 	 Thank you.

MR. NORVEIL: Mr. R.W.Blackburn, representing the Coachella

Valley Association, the Chamber of Commerce, Coachella Oasis

andtformer Senator, desires five minutes.

MR. BLACKBURN:(representing bodies named) Mr. Secretary,

members of the Commission, Ladies and Gentlemen, I had in mind,

when I was called upon, to say as a representative and spokes-

man, of the Farm Bureaus of Coachella Valley, that I would re-

present the farmers, and speaking as a member of the Associa:-

rtion of the Chamber of Commerce, I would speak foi
 _ the best

interests of Coachella Valley, and the question , oes come up



that was asked Mr. Cuff, as to whether or not his people, or

the people that had been spoken to in the Imperial Valley,

would subscribe to the policy mentioned, andwwfitiree any Prior-

ity or right in new development, and that question is one that

I will have to admit that I am afraid of, and I would answer

it with more hesitancy than Mr. Cuff. Our position in the

Coachella Valley is the same as that of the people in the Im-

perial Valley. If they have a flood, we will have a flood also.

And as Mr. Cuff stated he would be 119 feet under water, why

Itiirbuld be at least 100 feet under water, because the ipo

foot line runs through our country, and their problems are our

problems.

We have at the present time about one-tenth of our area

under cultivation, and our needs are urgent. Our engineers tell

as that at the present time, we are using more than our regular

supply of water from this source, and our supply of water is

from t	 artesian wells, pumped wells. Our engineers also tell

us, at the present time that the supply is diminishing year by

year, and we realize that from the loweting of our wells. Now,

the only source of supply for putting in the rest of our area

in the Coachella Valley is by securing water from the Colorado

River, so naturally we are very munh interested in this pro-

ject, and we have been interested for a number of years, and

we hope that an agreement can be reached. In fact, we have

more faith in this Commission than I have heard expressed in

the last few days. We feel that you can reach an agreement, or



a pact, between the seven states, and we feel that you will

successfully fulfill that commission and we are willing to do

this,	 am quite sure, in such a time as it willttake. It may

not be done in the time allotted, one year, it may take five

years, or it may take ten years, but we would subscribe to the

policy of waiving any priority or right in the useage of water

in pttting our lands in cultivation, and the Lands in the up-

per part of the state, until such a time as a pact is agreed

upon, and if that pact did not perhaps take longer than twenty

years, I think we could do that, and the only reason that there

is any hesitancy on my part in coming out for that proposition

is a question of financing our project. If it were possible,

and it will be necessary for us to raise it by a bond issue,

perhpps eighteen or twenty millions of dollars, to put a canal

through ow/Valley, if it were possible to secure this money,

with this in there, I am quite sure the people of the Imperial

and Coachella Valley would all agree to it.

(Mr. Norviel called upon J.A.Dobson of San Diego, repre-

senting the Chamber of Commerce of San Diego and Mr.Lucius K.

Chase, representing the Los Angeles Chantier of Commerce, and

there was no response from these gentlemen)

MR. NORVIEL: Mr. John L.Bacon, Mayor of San Diego, repre-

senting the Southern section of the League of Municipalities,

Farm Bureaus and Districts.

MR. BACON: Mr. Secretary andMmembers of the Commission, I

had sipposed that I would be given an opportunity tomorrow



morning and had wished to prp,pare more Ovefully a resoluticai

whidh was Adopted by a meeting of the California delegates tc.

this conference. As I am called upon at this time, I hope you

will indulge me in speaking from notes. A meeting was held of

the representatives here present from California and this re-

solution was adopted Without a dissenting vote.

(Thereupon the resolution was readyby the Speaker, as

follows): "Ide apprope the construction of the Boulder Canyon

dam in accordance with the recommendations of Honorable A.P.

Davis, Director of the Reclamation Service, and submitted to

Congress by Secretary Fall, and without prejudice to the rights

of any of the other states, or our international obligations."

Practically a similar resolttion was adopted Eit a meet-

ing at which I had the honor to be chairman, held in Alhambra

last week, at which representatives from the various munici-

palities, farm bureaus and other organizations in the State of

California were present. Almost a similar resolution was adop-

ted at the League of California municipalities. I am simply

quoting this to show the sentiment that is prevalent among the

people of California. Personally, I would hesitate to give to
or to attompt to Fi7a to this Bord

this Bo577any information regarding the engineering features,

because they have information which so far surpasses in accu-

racy any we have, it would be presumption on our part even to

attempt such a thing, but I would like to call attention to

one or two of the dominant features.



Imperial Valley has a population, which is almost e-.

pal to that of the State of Nevada .. It stands in deadaypeI,,_

of being wiped out. Those are the facts. They cannot be con-

tradicted. When we stop to think that at one time that river

flowed into that valley and that through the silting up of

the river bed, it broke out on the other side, and that

through centuries the evaporation of that water, it finally

laid there and left the bed of that basin which is now under

cultivation, and that through repeated silting up of that

riverbed, today there is imminent danger of its breaking out

through it forger opening and going back into the Imperial

Valley, tkiefacts are almost appalling. As you have been told

here by one of the Imperial Valley representatives, if that

river breaking through, as is perfectly possible, parts of t

that Imperial Valley would be 100 feet under water.

The Colorado River is a great national asset. Imperial

Valley is part of that asset. It would seem as though, then,

it might be developed, We should protect ourselves from the

impending danger that is ever present today. We feel the sit-

uation so seriously in my section of California-- and I can

speak for about one hundred thousand population there-- that

we are absolutely back of the Imperial Valley in anything they

ask for. We have interests probably only in properly develop-

ing the country, but we erre willing to forego any such claim

in the face of the claim we believe the Imperial Valley has..

They heed that flood protection and for that reason we feel



that the water necessary--- the work necessary to solve thi.,7

difficulty, is in the so-called Davis Report. Iff e believe it

was impartially made, by as able a man as could possibly be

had to gain the data, and we 'believe that it is the true solu-

tion of the difficulty.

Personally, I believe that there is enough water in the

Colorado River to supply every possible irrigation pr °beet in

the Colorado River Basin. I can see no obstacle whatever to

the Imperid.,1 Valley in waiving all rights, all priority rights

for the next twenty or twenty-five years or even longer, tla t

could be set up through the development of that Boulder Canyon

Darn. The practical difficulties do not seem to be so great

when it cornes to the distribution of that water, as when it

comes to the legal difficulties. It looks as though it is time

to take steps.

We are asking for the construction of that Boulder C

Canyon dam as the real, logical, natural 'step in the develop-

ment of the Colorado River; in other words, the solution might

be summed up in two words; "Thedl)avis Report"

I thank you.

MR. 110RVIED: That will conclude the hearings for this

evening. We will adjourn now until 9 O'clock tomorrow morning,

at the pederal court-room.



Phoenix, Arizona, Hearings,
Fourth Session

Friday, March 17, 1922.

9.00 a.m.

•••••

(Thereupon ) at the hour of 9.00 o'clock a.m., March 17,

1922, and pursuant to adjournment of last night, the Colorado

River Commission was duly called to order in the rooms of the

Federal Court Building at Phoenix, Arizona, Secretary Hoover

presiding as Chairman.)

. (The first witness of the morning session was A.G.

McGregor, of Warren  Arizona, who presented his plans for the

development of the Colorado Rivér„ at the opening hearing

Wednesday afternoon. He desired to be heard, he told the

Commission, to correct a mistaken idea or iMpression as to

the policies of his plan. Many had been led to believe; he

said, that his plan gay', power rights Over reclamation in

the allocation of benefits. What he intended to say, he

added, that power was necessary for irrigation purposes, and

that the use of cheap power would add more irrigable land in

Arizona than all possible diversions. Power, therefore, was

the vital consideration, he concluded. This gentleman spoke

before the arrival of the Reporter, end:this is the newspaper

reporter's version of his statement.)

MR. NORVIEL: Mr. Secretary, I take pleasure in introduc-

ing Senator Charles M. Roberts, of this state, whose friends

delight to call him "Charlie" even yet.

(Applause)



hundred feet; a country where pumps have been put on and used,

which have used gasoline as a fuel, to raise that water. It

'seems to be almost impossible to have any effect upon the

volume of water in a great deal of that valley by pumping it,

and in other places there seems to be very little water. In

one place 1,600 gallons of water have been pumped a week, and

you cannot notive that there is any diminution in the stream.

But the price of fuel, the price and cost of raising that IAAecr,

makes it absolutely impossible for the farmers to meet this

condition. We believe that with a very cheap power, electric

motors to ran these pumps, that with those you will develop

more homes in Arizona, and more irrigation, than it will be

,possible to develop by gravity water, no matter how high you

raise your dams." And the thing we wanted you to consider was

the necussity, the need and the need now, of the power for

these farmers and people who live in Arizona, You will remem-

ber that we are located farther from the fuel of the country;

. we have no coal, no oil, we have to ship the coal from Coloradc

and New Mexico, and the oil from California. We need power

worse than any other place in the world. It costs more here

than any other place in the world. It is the most necessary

thing, and if wOcould get some action whereby we could utiliz(

some of the wasted energy of the Colorado River upon these

farms, there are hundreds of thousands of acres in my own

country,- I would say at least 200,000 acres in that valley,-

which you will immediately put into °titivation, if you will



supply this power. The same condition applies in Pima County,

and in parts of Santa Cruz County, and in parts of Yuma County.

And, gentlemen, if it were possible to get ..320 unit power in

Airzona, I believe the power developed in the Grand. Canyon

would create more irri7Pated, land, f...nd be the means of irriga-

ting more land in Arizona, than the development of the water

as. far as you can by gravity, and we urge this, and we urge

this commission to find some way whereby the people of Arizona

can utilize this power, and. now. We would ask you, to see if it

is possible. We would rather see the Government control and not
if

private monopoly; but/it is impossible to reach that condition,

and. under the conditions that exist today, we would rather have

private capital develop some of these falls and projects, and

furnish Arizona the .power which she so badly needs and, needs now;

and we would ask again, and we would demand that Arizona shall

have all that she needs of the resources in her border, power and.

water both. We hope that whatever this Commission does and approves,

that it will not restrict Arizona in the resources which are ninety

per cent hers, and. under the laws of God and. hia.n she is entitled. t6
them, now and forever. While we don't want anything that we

cannot use, we would ask that whatever regulations  are made,

that the welfare of Arizona's future be considered, and. that

her power be not taken Way to countries vhich need_ it less

than she does. With the growth of our industries .at home, and

the growth of our state, and the development • of it, the future

going to demand the use of more power than any other area



CHALRES M. ROBERTS; Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the

Commission: Being an ordinary Arizonian somewhat acquainted

with the conditions, in a practical way, with the supply of

the river from its headwaters to the Mexican Border, I would

'like to call the attention of the Commission to a few things

which I think it may be well for them to considerat this time.

do not see any particular reason why the lower states

along this project should apprehend that the states on the

upper Colorado would impair them in their rights. AS a boy,

when I was familiar with the headwaters of the Grand and the

Gunnison and was working throUgh that country, I found on

those mesas, where irrigation was used, where the land had

been reclaimed this condition,- sometimes it really lookkddas

if there was more water developed ana came out under those

. mesas in springs and seepage than there was went on them.

While I agree with Mr. Davis, head of the Reclamation Service,

that there must be some loss in water, I don't believe, with

,all , the additional land of Arizona, Utah and Colorado, that

can be put under irrigation, that it will hamper the develop-

ment or be perceptible in the diminished stream of the Colorado.

Now, the thing that I wanted to bring up before this

commission, is something my friend and fellow countryman, Mr.

McGregor just spoke of. I probably live in the finest valley

of land in the West, the Sulphur Springs Valley, being about

one hundred miles long and thirty miles wide, a country where

we have no gravity water; a country where now he and there

wells have been put down a distance of from thirty to one

P.



we have in the Southwest.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, I thank you.

(Applause)

MR. NORVIEL: Mr. Secretary, I take pleasure in introduc-

ing to you the next speaker, coming from Southern California,

one of the best-known, most loved and most highly respected

men, I presume, in Oalifornia,--the Bresident of theChamber

of Commerce of Los Angeles, and a dynamo of energy, Captain

John D. Fredericks. (Applause)

MR. JOHN D. FREDERICKS4 Mr. Secretary and Gentlemen: I

will take very little of your time. It seems to me there has

been quite a number of issues presented to you which are not

possibly necessary for consideration. You may, however, wish

to know the sentiment of the people of this community, as it

may assist you some if you know that sentiment. I know mat-

ters of engineering cannot be determined by public sentiment .

For that reason, I will express to you the opinion or senti-

ment.or conelusions of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce in

some of the particulars involved; and those conclusions are

not newly famed nor have they been hastily formed. They

were formed some six or eight months ago, and they have not

been changed by the investigations and discussions since then,

although our minds have been entirely open. We maintain on

the Board of Directors and as sne of our standing committees,

a comittee known as the Colorado River Comtittee. We have

maintained that committee for two years. The purpose of it

was to study the Colorado River situation, in order that we



Might be able to advise our constituency and such bodies as

this in the premises.

M. Chase, who is here present, an attorney, well

qualified in irrigation metters, can give you any detailed

information that you may desire, I think, and will be very

glad to assist you and answer any questions you may ask along

technical line. It will be my purpose simply to convey to

you the position which the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce

has come to upon this matter.

First, and the first thing in importance, we have con-

sidered the imperial Valley situation, and we have concluded

and put ourselves on record as in favor of whatever steps may

be found necessary to speedily remedy the danger under which

that valley now lives. That is the thing that we put first.

Second, and possibly very closely connected with it,is

the development of the waters of the Colorado for irrigation

and power. We are not at all selfish as to where that water

shall be used. We believe that the States cf Colorado,

Arizona, Utah, ana all of the others, have rights which should

be considered in the use of that water, and we are perfectly

willing to accede to them the rights which you gentlemen here,

agter deliberation, are able to assign to them, 'and if we

have any selfish desires in the matter, they wcIll be as easily

conserved by the development of Arizona and Colorado as they

will be by putting water upon California, for it will all run

down the hill into the port of Los Angeles eventually, and we



will get the benefit of it. We want to build up the port

Los Angeles.

As to where the dam should be placed, we have come to

no definite conclusion as a matter of record, although, per-

sonally, I have a preference, but We believe that is an en-

gineering problem that you will draw your conclusions from;_

that it is within your province to draw conclusions upon that

subject, after listening to engineers who are qualified to

advise you. But we pledge you here, and I think I may say

that the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce represent the busi-

ness interests of the City of Los Angeles.,-we pledge you here

that the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce will be baclg of any

conclusion that you come to as to where that dam shall be

located, and how it shall be operated and erected. I an go-
-
ing to go a little further and give you my personal concluSiam

As the President of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, that

while the body is inclined to the belief that private'enter-,
prise should not be interfered with by Government operation

or competed with by Government operation, as a principle,

still, in this particular, we have .come to the conclusion—I.

have come to the conclusion, I will say, that there does not

seem to be any other feasible., Way, than to try first to have

the Government construct the dam at Boulder Creek. (Applause)

And to try in all earnestness and endeaver, if possl,

ible, to secure the- appropriations from Congress to do it.

Having been back in Washington, and knowing that we are rather



the tail end of the dog in things, I know it is not going to

be an easy thing to. get Congress to make that appropriation.

Now, I think that is our position; those are dur views. If

I have not covered any point that is non-techlical, that you

would like to have me cover, I would be pleased to do so at

request. Otherwise, if there is Anything of a technical

, nature in regard to what kind of a bill you could prepare, or

how you could prepare it, I am sure Mr. Chase will be' at your

• service, and. you may use him•in any way you wish, or.ask hiffi

any questions you wish.

I want to add further this: While we are not attempt-

ing to pass upon the engineering questions, we have a very

high regard of the opinion of Director Davis, upon an engin-'.

eering question.

A COMMISSIONER: Captain Fredericks,. I have heard pince I

have been here in Phoenix, the view expressed that if the

Boulder Canyoh dam or any other dam were placed Upon the Colo-

rado River, that the power will be permanently taken away

from the territory in ,which the power is developed. Now

while it probably 'does not enter into the province of this

Commission, I have an underOtanding-- Am I correct in that

understanding, that Los Angêles is perfectly willing that the

power should first be used where developed, in preference to

taking it, say to Los Angeles, or some State remote from the

place of development?

MR. FREDERICKS: I do not know that I entirely comprehend



your question, but if I do not, you can try again and I will

try again. The Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce represent the

business interests of Los Angeles, and that is separate and

distinct from the political or official representation, and I

think that I, in all fairness and justness and frankness, can

say that we speak for the business interests and We suggest

that the Government build this dam. We have gone on record,

passed our resulutions to that affect. We have talked it over

with out people, and there is no apparent discord. The Govern-

ment should build a dam at -doulder Canyon, if it will; that

then the question of who shall get the power, who shall dis-

tribute it, shall be left to the particular governmental de-

'Dartment; the Government should determine after the dam is

built or while it is being built, what agencies shall distri-

bute that power. Personally some of us have one opinion as

to what agency should distribute, and personally some of us

have another. We are all perfectly willing to come up to the

t'irone of justiae upon that point and fight it out.

THE COMMISSIONER; I don't refer to any agency that dis-

tributes it; I refer to the local apprehension that the power,

having been taken, for example, to Los Angeles, and there

consumed altogether, that in future years to come Ar±zona

would find herself without power toddevelop her industries,

because of the necessary prior consumption, priority of con-

sumption in Los Angeles.



MR. FREDERICK: Prior consumption of electric engrgy en-

tails no right.

THE COMISSIONER: I had heard that theory eltpressed, and

as I had unfterstood it tcpon some specific occasions Los Angeles

was perfectly willing that preference shall be given for the

consumption of power where it is developed.

MR. FREDERICKS: That will'determine itself. One Of the

serious features of the development at once of a great supply

of power at Boulder Canyon is going to be the selling of that

power quick enolIgh to keep it from ruining the people who are

trying to handle it. That power has to go where there is a

market. Los Angeles had rather see Arizona develop. By dev ,e

velop, I mean everything that the word implies, and the other

back country. We would rather see that developed, probably,

than anything else, because, in selfish terms, it means more

to us. We cannot live off of each other. We want a big,

strong, rich country around us;' and we have no selfish desires

in the way of-- Well, they would not be selfish desires, they

would defeat themselves if we tried to take that into los

Angeles, which would leave this a desert.

MR. HOOVER: Captain Fredericks, isn't it a pretty safe

generalization if we reggrd agriculture having precedence over

power, and the power developed on the Colorado River is there-

- fore a by-product of irrigation; we are going to be more
i

troubled in the next one hundred years/
n

finding a market for

that by-product of power than water for irrigation? In other



words, power development for one hubdred years is going to be

in excess of the needs of the community?

MR. FREDERICKS: Mr. Secretary, the man that can look into

the future and answer that question does not exist;he can only

guess. We have thought, in Los Angeles, that weehad overbuilt

mans times, only to find that when t11,e time came around, that

we had underbuilt.

I believe--Now, I hope you who are not people of Los

Angeles, will not think me over sanguine, that there will be

a market there for the power when the Power is ready, but that

is a long way; it is a long way to go in every respect, and it

is a big probleip. If I were personally putting my money in

the erection of a power project, that would be compelled to

throw its products into the market, into this market, five or

six years from now, 700,000 new horsepower, I would rather

Spend somebody else's money doing it than my own, if I could

get the benefit of winning and not losing.

MR. HOOVER: I thank you.

MR. NOV/IEL: MY. Secretary, I think we have one more gen.4

tleman from Arizona who desires to address you and the Commis-

sion, Mr. George J. Durminson, who expressed a wish that he

might becuply five minutes in explaining a plan for the con-

trol of theColorado River, that has not yet been presented.

MR. GEORGE U. DURMINSON: Mr. Chairman: It has been point-

ed out here that there is a great need of preserving the Im-

perial Valley from floods, and some years ago, in the year



1892, I worked in a coal mine in the Grand Canyon, and the

particular point I visited and looked at is this point, and

bringing those two things togethe4 it brought me to think

that I possibly had an idea how to construct a temporary dam

over the Grand Canyon, cheaper than anyone else after all,

although I an very well aware that Mr0 Hoover is a great en-

gineer himself, but I don't know how much of a coal miner he

is. (Laughter)

Now, this point is a very steep place. You canmprac-

tically look down a mile, straight down, and see the river

right under you. I decided it was possible to go down there

a few thousand feet and dig two holes in that wall, and then .

turn right around and go East, starting from the West, then

to the East, running two, for circulation of air, as most of

you know; then as many more as you wised to put in, and there-

by make it very easy to, in about one minutes time, tumble

down a big dam in the Colorado river. That is about all, I

guess.

What rights the different states have, that is not a

thing I care to speak on, particularly. (Applause)

MR. HOOVER: I thank you.

MR. NORVIEL: Mr. Secrettry, since the other speakers are,

most of them, from California, I feel that I should ask the

indulgence of your Honor and the Commission and the gentlemen

present, as a matter of personal privilege, that I might say

something perhaps in justification of some of my statements
very

in this matter, and if you will listen, I would be/pleased



to have not more than three or four minutes.

MR. CARPENTER: tou mean of your goings-on?

MR. NORVIEL: I was appointed as commissioner for this

state, and, as always has been my habit and custom, I began

at once to work. I have been a working man all my life, and

I have worked hard. I have not indulged myself much in talk-

ing to the 7yablic, nor in any press agency matters. The people

of this city rarely know when I come and go. I do not go tb

the newspapers, and they do not find out when I come and when

I go.

I set about to work and try to find some plan or to

arrange some mbthod of procedure. There was no precedent that

I could find like the one we are working for, a compact be-

tween states, so I diligently searched the records. I had

Mr. Davis' reports, reports of the Reclamation Services, and

all of the ,ether reports I could obtain, and I seanched them

diligently. 1,,arrived at certain conclusions; then I tore

- them up and threwtham away, and went again, and I arrived at

.further conclusions, and sVon until I had framed a paper con-

taining several propositions, which I carried to Washihgton

and presented to the Commission, not that I, myself, or anyone

else here was definitely committed to those things, but I

thought it would be better to present something as a basis to

work upon, or to at least give some expression or thought to.

This plan or proposition, or the propositions that T

presented to the Commission, were not far publication. I



suggested to the Commission at the time, and to the Secretary,

that it be not released to the newspaper men who were there,

who asked for a copy, and whom I refused.

As I stated at the time to the Commission, it was

simply submitted for consideration, either for rejection or

any other sort of consideration. the Commission desired to give.

However, one of the reporters, it seems, must have se-

cured a copy of it,--how I do not know, and it was reported

in the "Los Angeles Times' and this I desire to say for the

benefit of my friends from California, that on careful study,

perhaps upon more careful study, even, of that document if it

might be so-called, will disclose less things to be criticised

than it has received already. I do not yet feel like saying

it was entirely a failure, though the Commission rejected some

of the propositions, and justly so oerhaps, and I am very glad

they did, for I am arranging others.

Now', at home I have been severely criticised, especial-

ly by my friend here, by my quondam friend Mr. Maxwell. He

has criticised me openly. and picked flaws in what I have said.

He has sAd that I committed-the State; that gave away all

the rights of Arizona to other states. Of course, I can only

deny that and say that I (Ltd not do any such thing. There

was nothing in the paper that would warrant such a statement.

He has not only criticised me in the paper and on the forum,

but he has written letters to everyone, I think, to whom he



thought it might have an influence, even to our Congressmen

in Washington, severely criticising me, and I simply say this

in justification of my position,--that what I presented to the

Commission was merely for their consideration and not even

that I, myself, was committed to it, because I knew that fur-

ther discussion might raise questions that would ehlighten me

further. But I desire to have some plantto present to the

Commission for a start -J_ I feel yet that many of the criti-

cisms that have been offered orally and through the newspapers

are absolutely unwarranted and more complete and careful stuply

given to the matter would probably form in the minds of my

critics a different mental condition, and I am constrained to

feel like someone who wrote some time ago that "shallow

draughts intoNicate the brain; but drinking largely sobers us

again; a little learning is a dangerous thing; drink deep, or

taste Ot the Pyerean Spring."

I believe that a less critical, less vicious, less un-

reasonable mind, would not have been so severe in criticism,

but I desire to make this statement this morning, that my

friends in Arizona and in California may not take it fer grant-

ed that the lower states were being deprived of all their

rights, for the good Lord knows that I desire to preserve for

Arizona, if not for California, all the rights she is entitled

to, and to the bet of my ability, and I believe that my

friends who have known • me for many years will say that I am at

leatt more or less honest in my endeavors, and will feel •I



have tried to do my best in this matter.

I thank you- (Applause)

MR. HOOVER: Now that Nr. Porviel has felt it desirable to

clear that matter up, I would like to make some addition to

his statement: I have noticed the criticism of Mr. Norviel's

' suggestions to the Commission. I would like to call the atten-

tion of his fellow citizens to the fact that Mr. Norviel's

plans, such as they were, were considered too favorable to

Arizona by the other states, and that, far from yielding any-

thing from the people of Arizona, the Commission had not been

able to come to a conclusion on the basis of the demands made

by the whole of the seven states, as against each other, and

that Mr. Norviel had not failed in any contention on behalf

of the State of Arizona. If we had had a general yielding of

the states' rights, amongst the seven states, during the week

we sat in Washington, we would not be sitting here today, and

no one state, so far as I am aware, has yet yielded sufficient-

lYyto lead the way towards an ultimate settlement.

I make that statement in support of Mr. Norviel's

very-properly-taken position that he has not in any sense

yielded the position of Arizona as against any other state.

MR. CALDWELL: Mr. Chairman, I don't know whether I should

say anything. I don't want to inject myself into this matter,

but I am afraid the impression has been given here in Arizona

to some extent that the Commissioners are quibbling and bick-

ering over small matters.



I don't thihk that 1 objected, for one, to Mr. Nor-

viel's presentation, in Washington, on the ground that it wm,1

too favorable to Arizona. I don't think that there is any-

thing that is too favorable for Arizona or for California.

want to say merely that I have been trying to keep my mind

open in these matters. I have not been able to agree entire-

ly with all the views that have been expressed by my fellow

commissioners, but I have not once, if I know it, lost track

of the welfare of Arizona or California or Nevada, or any

other state in the basin.

1 just want to make that general statement; I want

you to accept it without further amplification.

kApplause)

MR. CARPENTER: It occurs to me that Mr. Norviel has

taken this too serious. Newsapers have to have stuff to

fill their columns.

Now, as a matter of (fact, I think, Mr. Norviel, itis

a sign you are doing something, if they begin to jump upon

you.

As far as our friend of long standing in the irrigation

world is concerned, sometimes in the advocacy of measures in

which he is intereste4, he is prone to say unkind things

about people, which he later regrets.

No memeber of this Commission, I may say to the people

of Arizona, looks upon Mr. Norviel as other than a high-mind-



ed, zealous, hard-working member, who is intensely interested

in the welfare of his state, in session and out of sessi4n,

but not offensively so, and any criticism aimed at Mr. Nor-

viel I fuel must be aimed more because the critic does not

fully understand what he is driving at. I should say he does

not f41y understand the subject matter, rgther than anything

personal,--any personal criticism of Mr. Norviel.

I think, Mr. Chairman, frankly'Mr. Norviel should

have no fear of any member of this COmmission, or any member

of the good-thinking people Of this community taking these

criticisms seriously. Every member of this Commission who

has ever been in public poSition has had to be shot at. That

is the popular recreation of certain newspapers. I don't

think you or anybody else should take it seriously; they are

advertising you. (Applause.)

MR. NORVIEL: I thank you. I might add I have prepared

other papers for submission to the Commission. I am not in-

. 'fallible. These may also be vulnerable, but I propose to

submit them to the Commission with a little more close super-

vision, that they keep them to themselves until we can put

them into shape or thrust them into the wastebasket. Perhaps

1 will not then be so severly criticized.

I now take pleasure in introducing Mr. W.J.

Hollingsworth, representing the California Real Estate Deal-'

ers Association. 'Mr. Hollingsworth. 0(Applause)

MR. W.J.HOLLINSWORTH: Mr. Chairman and Members of the

Commission: The National Association of Real Estate Boards



held their annual meeting in the month of July. It was my

privilegvto attend part of the deliberations of that meeting.

One of the subject matters before that meeting that was dis-

cussed in a very lively manner, was that of reclamation and

irrigation. And, out of that discussion, there was a resolu-

tion formed and adopted, a copy of which resolution I have,

and with your permission I would like to read and present to

this Committee.

(Reading) "WHEREAS, it is now of vital importance to

the States of California, and Arizona especially, that annual

floods in the Colorado river shall be prevented and irrigation

districts in such states protected from destructive flood

waters; and such protection can be provided by storage reser-

voir construction which would provide water for the irrigation

of at least a million additional acres in the lower Colorado

River districts; and such storage reservoir construction

would also provide large quantities of hydre-electric power

needed for the commercial and industrial development of the

Southwestern states, thus conserving to a great extent the

supplies of coal and oil, ana:

"WHEREAS, the States of Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, New

Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, and California, as well as Lower

Califrrnia in Mexico, are all interested in the waters of the

Colorado river and its branches, and earnest cooperation be-

twuen these states is necessary in order that early action



may be secured to bring about the reservoir construction de-

sired, and; such proposed work would furnish employment for

many thousands of men now iala and would also open up to

settlement large tracts of land suitable for farm homes for

world war veterans.

"RESOLVED: by the National Association of Real Estate

Boards in convention assembled July 155th, 1921, at Chicago,

Illionis, that this association urges such action as may be

necessary to hasten the inauguration of such proposed reser-

voir construction, through satisfactory cooperative efforts

in which the U. S. Reclamation districts and companies and

municipalities interettdd my participate promptly and effec-

tively, and that realtors in the leading cities in the South-

west interested in the districts to be affected by Colorado

river irrigation and power projects are hereby urged to co-

operate and harmonize conflicting interests wherever found

in order that this great constructive work of land develop-

ment, may not be delayed."

This resolution was farmed and adopted by our National

Association. I wish to say that we,found a lively interest

among land owners and land operators, not only on the Pacific

Coast, but all through the Fnited States, and we found thEt

as time goes on from year to year, when we meet in National

Association to discuss that topic, that the men of our pro-

, fession are becoming more and more enlightened and more and

mere interested in this work, and we think that we cancprom-



progress of this great development work."

These two resolutions I will submit, and I wish at

this time to verbally pledge you the support of the Real Es-

tate men .anddbalers in this great project, I realize there

is no other subject that interetts us so. much today as the

reclamation projectsaalong the Colorado River. Therefore, to

say it is of vital interest that these projects shall be car-

ried through, as quickly as possible, to protect the people in

Imperial Valley from the eminent danger which is before them,

is what I wish to offer. (Applause)

MR. EMERSON: I notieVin your first resolution you spoke

about "earnest cooperation between the states," What was

your idea of that cooperation, from a California standpoint?

We note that this resolution from your Oakland meeting was

abol,l_t the firs4 one in California that has not laid stress on

the building of the Boulder Canyon project, first, last and

all the time, without reference to anything else, and your

verbal remarks indicated the same thing.

MR. HOLLINGSWORTH: My earnest cooperation-- What was the

first question you asked?

MR. EMERSON: What was your idea about "earnest cooperation

between the states"; what would that be?

MR. HOLLINGSWORTH: The engineers have reported that there

is plenty of water for everbody. We accept their report and

believe it to be true, and our cooperation is that we assist

in harmonizing any diversifying opinions. We are perfectly



ise cooperation of the Real Estate Boards all over the United

States in this project. Later on, in January of this year,

the State Association of Real Estate Boards held their meet-

ing in Oakland, California. They passed a similar resolution,

which, with your permission, I will read:

(Reading) "WHEREAS, the National Association of Real

Estate Boards at its annual convention in Chicago, July 15th,

1921, adopted a resolution declaring that it is of vital im-

portance to California and the Southwestern states, that an-

nual floods in the Colorado river shall be prevented and

storage reservoirs provided, and, also, that Realtors in the

leading cities in the Southwest interested in the districts

to be affedted by Colorado river irrigation and power projects,

are hereby urged to cooperate and harmonize conflicting in-

terests wherever_found, in order that this great constructive

work of land development may not be delayed."

"RESOLVED, by the California Real Estate Association

in annual convention assembled at Oakland January 20, 1922,

that the action of our National Association as above stated

is heartily endorsed.

"RESOLVED, That the officers of this association are

hereby directed to take such action as may be necessary to

secure the cooperation of state realty associations and real-

ty boards in Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Arizona, New Mexico and

Nevada in order to assist in the adjustment of the many prob-

lems affecting Colorado river projects and thus hasten the



willing-- We think there is enough water--we are willing that

it shall be adjusted equitably to all parties.

In regard to the Boulder Canyon project, as you will

remember, at the time of our convention at Chicago, the report

had not been made, the recommendation of Mr. Davis had not

been given. I am not sure whether that reommmendation was

out on the 20th day of January, when we had our meeting in

Oakland; but . , so far as I know, our people were all ready

and willing and anxious to support the building of the dam

at Boulder Canyoh. (Applause)

MR. EMERSON: What was the iedea of the Real Estate people

in regard to the formation of a compact? They wish to see

the Boulder Canyon dam constructed at the earliest possible

moment, no doubt; would they submit that this Commission

should subscribe to a plan Tor the construction of this dam

at the earliest possible moment, without anything Turther,

without any protecting agreement, for instance, to the tipper

states?

MR, HOILINGSWORTH: I don't t:ink it is in our province to

do that. We are willing to leave it to the Commission , that

they shall do as they see fit.

MRV, EMERSON: The commission is here, I understand it, for

constructive suggestions.

MR, HOLLINGSWORTH: Will you repeat your question again,

.so I may understand it clearer.

MR. EMERSON: I will explain. This question comes up be-



cause T hEve heard, both in December ana since being in

Phoenix, the oft-times repeated assertion by California inter-

ests that the Boulder Canyon Dam should be constructed first,

and as soon as possible; and it has very often been statéd,

along with that statement, that they cannot see how the con-

struction of that dam would advers ui7/affect other interests

upon this river. Possibly some of us in the upper states can

see that. What I want to determine is what is California's

idea of cooperation.

MR. HOLLINGSWORTH: Our idea is that the construction of

a dam is purely an engineer's question, and we are willing to

leave it to the engineers. If the engineer's report is that

Boulder Canyoh is the place to construct that dam, we say we

are with them,--with the engineers.

MR. EMERSEON: Just a moment, Mr. Hollingsworth. That is

not answering the question. This Commission is seeking to

find a form of compact that can be decided upon by these

eight members, to be taken back to theCongress of the United

States, for approval and ratification, in order that it may

save litigation in the future. .Whlt I want to determine at

this meeting, if we can at this meeting, or in the Los Angeles

meeting, what California's idea is of the compact to be

drawn; if they want us to subscribe to the construction of a

great reservoir on the lower river, without some kind of pro-

tecting agreement in word hat upon ratification will become

binding Or protection of the upper states.



MR. HOLLING3WORTE4.; We are perfectly willing for you to go

into an agreement to protect the upper states. We don't want

to cut the other states but of anything that is coming to

them.. If you see fit,--

MR. EMERSON: (Interrupting) Will you real estate people

be willing to say so at this time?

MR. HOLLINGSWORTH: Yes, sir.

MR. JOHN D. FREDERICKS: I am going to say also that the

business interests, represented by thé Los Angeles Chamber of

Commerce, are perfectly willing, if it be legal, practical and

feasible, that reservations or stipulations shall be entered

into which will entirely protect the upper states. Absolutely,

it should be done, and we believe in a suLare deal.

MR. HOLLINGSWORTH: We are ready and willing and anxious,

if that is the way you would like to have me state it.

MR. JOHN D. FREDERICKS 	 If that can be done; it may be it

cannot be; that is, for you gentlemen to work out. We will

help you. Mr. Chase is here. He is here at your service.

MR. HOLLINGSWORTH: We sometimes wonder, Mr. Commissioner,

why, in this Colorado River Basin, there should be any such

thing as lines or state lines s It is one big project. We are

willingt,to eradicate those lines and handle it as one great,

big unit. (Applause)

MR. HOOVER: Mr, Norviel, I suggest that we askelfirAhase

to speak and see if he has something constructive.

MR. NORVIEL: Mr. Secretary ad gentlemen, I desire to in-



troduce to you Major Lucius K. Chase, representing Los Angeles

Chamber of Commerce. (Applause)

MR. LUCIUS K. CHASE: Mr. Secretary and Gentlemen of the

Commission: I am not entitled to that honor. Gentlemen, as

suggested, I represent, as Chairman of the Reclamation and

Power Committee of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, prob-

ably the sentiment of that organization, as stated by Captain

Fredericks, which sentiment has been arrived at after a great

many meetings, meetings that have been running over a period

of three or four years, and at which meetings were present

every interest—every coheeivable interest involved in the

problems of the Colorado River in its lower reaches, and tri-

butaries and connecting branches, today. We had a series of •

meetings in Los Angeles, • at which we again called together the

interests we thought might be involved, ao we could come here

and speak with some degree of accuracy as reflecting that

sentiment.

May I state, before discussing the pact, that we, of

Los Angeles, are vitally interested in the protection of the

Imperial Valley; we are vitally interested in saving that val-

ley from destruction; and we are also vitally interested in

developing our back country. We are just as much interestO,

if it were not for the fact that disaster stares Imperial Val

ley in the face—we would be just as much interested in the

development cf Arizona and Colorado, because, after all, gen-

tlemen, our interests are interwoven. We do business with



Colorado; our business interests are in Arizona, and we want

you all to prosper, because we realize your prosperity is our

prosperity, and our prosperity is your prosperity.

Again, I desire before directing my remarks ffirectly to

the pact to refer to this one thought, and that is this: It

has been suggested,--I *ant to say right now we want a pact_

made between the states,-but it has bee ±i suggested that in

case this at is not made, that there might be litigation in-

volvdAqg the erection of the Boulder Canyon Dam that would last

for a great many years. If it would, in its ultimate analysis,

we would be absolutely at the Mercy of Colorado and Wyoming;

ana we do not censider that we are exactly in that position,

for this reason: There is not a. decision in the books holding_
that an appropriator of water, an upper landowner, or an upper

state, which may prevent a diversion of water in the lower

reaches of the river. You cannot find a decision of that kind

anywhere. All decisions point the other way. In case Colorado

should institute an action against California, or undertake

to prevent the building of the Boulder Canyoh Dam, that would

be, of necessity, instituted in the Supreme Court of the United

States, and in that connection thuy would seek an injunction

to restrain us from building the dam. Now, I venture to say

that such an action would not interfere with such development;

it would be thrown out of Court upon demurrer; the Supreme_ _
Court would not grant a restraining order because they could

not state a casue of action. We are not in that position. I

feel we should clear the air of that.



However, with respect to the position of our friends in

the upper river, we realize that 'oheir position is based upon

apprehension and fear; they are very much fearful._

A COMMISSIONER: (Interrupting) The resolutions down in

your lower country?

MR. CHASE: They very much fear that the State of Californ-

ia-- I do not think there\We have any grounds to institute any

suit against them, .nless they are making an unreasonable use

of water, just a the time when we were seeking to make proper

development and delivery in OUT state. If we should institute

such an action, we might hang them up in their development for

a great many years/ We do not want to do that. Wd do not

want to do anything that would impede the development of Colo-

rado or Wyoming. Od the other hand, we do not want you to do

anything that would impede the development of California.

There is plenty of water, as •WO understand it, for all

df us. That being so, there does not seem to be much ground

for a quarrel.

As I say, we reflect the sentiment of Southern Calif-

ornia. We, some months ago invited Mr. Emerson and Mr. Ban-

nister, of Colorado, to be present at a meeting of the members

of our Chamber of Commerce. I think there were about 500 men

present. Mr. Emerson and Mr. Bannister stated their position.

At the conclusion of the meeting, I doubt whether there was

one single man present who did not subscribe to the idea that

Colorado and Wyoming were entitled to equitable apportionment



of the waters of that stream. There is no question about it;

there is no difference of 'opinion. They are absolutely en-

titled.. to a portion of the waters of that stream.

Now, we come down to how this should be given to them,

and as to what is in the pact. Now, we concede that the real

,scientific way of formulating that pact is to declare that all

priority of right through the basin should prevail, because, if

you declare priority. of appropriation--I ohly cite priority of

appropriation-- Now, I am referring to subsequent appropria -4io

tions, that would cover priority of appropriation also, but

priority of appropriation should prevail. If that is adopted,

it would perfect all legal titles to water, both below and

above. You, Wyoming and Colorado, who would want to take to-

morrow to develop some project, would have a title to your

water back of your project. It seems to us that is the scien-

tific way. Howdvér, we feel we are willing to go one step fur-

ther than that. We realize, Mr. Secretary, that this requires

an act of Congress, and we realize to put over an act which

would provide for the erection of a dam in the lower Colorado

River, we must have the united support of the West. We do not

want the lukewarm support of Mr. Carpenter; we do not want the

likewarm aupport of Mr. Emerson or the people of his state. We

want their enthusiastic support. We want the enthusiastic sup-

port of the Senators and Representatives in Congress, and want

them to keep back of this bill. We are not going to get it un-

less there is .a little give and take here. I think we are

ready to suscribe to this doctrine, if the Commission thinks

°	 P



that it is necessaty that we go this far. We are ready to

subscribe to the doctrine declared here yesterday by Mr. Nick-

erson and Mr. Rose which I understand is something like this:

e are willing to declare that the erection of a dam on the

lower Colorado River, at Boulder Canyon, shall create no pri-

ority of right, arising eut of the erection of a dam or aris-

ing out of the future diversions from the dam, as against the

Northern statds, in so far as diversions up there within the

water-shed are concerned.

And, Mr. Secretary, right there I note you smile. We

are willing, then, to'do one step further, and we are willing

to Say there need be some appropriation outside of the water-

shed; the amount, however, of those appropriations, and the

extent of them, to be fixed at this time by this Commission,

bearing in mind that you must be fair to all concerned; bear-

ing in mind that your pact must go before the State Legisla-

ture of California, and that it must go before the State Leg-

islature of Arizona, and that it must be a fair proposition.

We are willing to go that far. Then, we say, however, that

there shall be--that our action shall create in your favor, up

above, no priority of right, but that there shall be a parity

of right take place during this period. And I should say we

think there should be a limitation of time to be fixed by your

Honorable body, perhaps 20 years; perhaps some other time, so-

that this condition shall not continue forever, because there

must be a time somewhere where these rights must be fixed.



Then, we think, in case of a scarcity of water, in case it

should develop at any time that there was a scarcity of water

through drought, that then the water should follow the though t

expressed by Judge Sloan yesterday, thst duringsuch a time

the water should be equitably apportioned bewteen the states,

to the then appropriations--not approprdiations, but then on the

basis of actual use of the water, and to carry such a plan in-

to effect possibly your compact should provide for the creation

of a Board of three or five engineers, to be named by the

President of the United States, or some executive officer of

the United States, who should make such apportionment, and

whose apportionment and declaratiêns at that time should be

final.

Now, that, in substance, is what we have to offer. It
\

respresents, I think, the united sebtiment of all the interests\

in California involved in this transaction

Now, the power rights, I want it understood by appropri-

ation and user I specifically exempt the right for power pur-

pose. As a matter of fact, at all our meetings in Los Angeles,

where we have had present memebers of the City Council, mem-

bers of our Public Service Corporations, members of the power

companies and everybody interested in that, never has it been

suggested that power should have any priority or should have

any right at all as against flood protection or irrigation, and

not until I attended this conference have I heard anybody sug-

gest such a thing.

How, that is the plan which we should suggest, and we



think it embodies the ideas of Southern California. Now, may

I make this suggestion: We thibk that along these lines the

Commission can come to an early determination of this problem,

but then it will have to be passed up to the State Legislatures

for ratification. Now, during the time of ratification by Con-

gress and during the time of ratification by the State Legisle,

tures, the entire Imperial country may be destroyed, and we

hope this commission will come to an early understanding, and

that they will pass to Congress the result of their understand-

ing, and that a bill will be formulatdd for the construction

of the dam at Boulder Canyon, on account of the immediate ne-

cessity, and in that bill there be the specific recommendations

of this Commission for the construction of the Colorado River

Dam. Shall we be restricted as to our rights? We wish to pro-

tect the rights of Colorado and Wyoming, so that they will get

behind that bill for the construction of a dam at 44oulder

Canyon, and feel that their rights are protected, and give us

their enthusiastic support.

And Mr. Emerson, in a question a few moments ago, asked

what we meant by cooperation. I will say this: We want you to

Cooperate with us in the development of or in the sexing of the

Imperial Valley from destruction, and we want to cooperate with

you and help you in putting through any projects you have in

Wyoming or Colorado.

I thank you. (Applause).

I. HOOVER: Mr. Chase, have you considered what the effect

_would be of a simple compact that no state should undertake to



initiate any action for a period of twenty years, mid at the

same time there should be no priority of rights as between

states?

MR. CHASE: That is another way, I think, Mr. Secretary, of

stating our ropôsition; that would be satisfactory to us.

MR. HOOVER: It has somewhat af a different legal bearing.

ER. CHASE: Well, we had talked it over before the gentlemen

expressed themselves yesterday. Our idea is no priority of

right should be in our favor.

MR. ETERSON: What would happen at the end of 20 years?

MR. CHASE: kt the end of 20 years, all appropriators of

water in the Colorado Basin would then have their rights fixed

then as of that time, at the expiration of that time. They

naturally, I euppose, would have Priority as to then subse-

quent appropriations.

MR. EMERSON: The effect upon Wyoming,--Wyoming would be

fixed forever, after 20 years?

MR. CHASE: I don't ao understand it, for this reason; We

do not undertake-- You shall not undertake to neke any farther

developments u:o there. The effect of that will be merely that

the aPpropriations made at the expiration of that time would

have priority to subsequent api3ropriat.ions. There is plenty of

water anyway.

MR. EMERSON: Well, it happens that Boulder Canyon will A

store in excess of l-1/2 years' flow of the Colorado River;

that means priority established by this great reservoir, Wyom-

ing andother states letting the ;water comOsdown; that develop-



ment, after 20 years, will absolutely stop development in the

upper states, acnr0.ing to my interpretation.

MR. CHASE: Now, Mr. Emerson, we are not asking for any

priority of right in the filling of the dam,--merely a prior-

ity of right to put water on and iTTio:ate in Southern Califor-

nia, about 450,000 acres of land; that will be the extent of

our priority. Veil in Wyoming would have made your development

and you would, to the extent of those developments, would have

priority. We don't want this in any way to grant a priority

to keep that dm full of water for 1-1/2 years, as against you.

MR. EMERSON: Mr. Chase, under the Wyoting law, that very

thing would happen. If that reservoir was constructed in

Wyoming, that reservoir would have the right to call for the.	 .

flow of that river and to fill that reservoir eadll year,

whether it if USti'l or not.

MR. CHASE: Nlw, we all have different laws in all these

different stat.,3, but, regardless of the law, get down to

facts; we would not claim any priority arising out of that dam.

MR. EMERSGN: You would not claim, still the compact would

say just that.

MR. CHASE: You are going to create a new system applicable

to the Colorado River Basin, when this treaty is made between

the states, and is broad enough to cover these different pro-

positions, it will supersede all laws of the different states

ûpon points covered, by the treaty?

MR. CARPENTER: Mr. Chase, under your priority the -dry, the



development of the states would become a mere contest of speed

. in the final analy:sis, wouldn't it?

N. CEASE: Well, we hope -f:you will develop so rapidly in th

next 20 years in Colorado, in that 20 years you will more than

'keep gp with us; • and let me tell you this: We are going to

get behind you.

MR. CARPENTER: I realize you are earnest in your purpose,

brit our country, God Made it as it is; we have the i*ountains

and the valleys, and do you realize it would probably be a

century before that country would reach its normal development,

as compared with a fraction of a century down here where devel-

opment, is more favbthble?

MR. CHASE: I assume, Mr. Carpenter, by the development of

science, new areas up there might be subject to development,

areas we do not conceive of now. There must be a limitation

of time--we don't undertake, as a Chamber of Commerce, to say

that 20 years is the proper time; that seems to be the consen-

sus of opinion around here. I would assume that you and tha

Commissioners and the Secretary can arrive at a time which

would be a fait limitation. I do not think that possibly we

Ought to fix the exact period. Now, this is true, if we have a

period of that kind, a drough, your titles are not affected;

we would all have sufficlent titles to go ahead with the dif-

ferent projects. We must have some basis of title in order to

properly develop these different projects. Unless we can pass

the bond houses and attorneys, it is going to be very diffi-

cult to develop.



MR. EMERSON: You realize, do you not, under the present

statutes, when you build a ditch of any kind in California,

you take it with the full knowledge of the inherent rights of

the upper states to Cleve -10'p their territory, and that is read

into every title you have?

MR. CHASE: Well, we take it with that knowledge, but as a

matter of fact at the present time we can see we have by vir-

tue of appropriation, certain rights that are prior to any

subsequent rights you can create in Colorado.

MR. EMERSON: Yo# are also aware they were refuted in the
•	 7

case of Kansas vs. Colorado? Now, after all, are we not	 -d

quarreling--

MR. CHASE: I am not quarreling at all.

MR. DERSON: I am not arguing or talking or speaking of

any unneedssary details, and borrowing unnecessary details,

because there is sufficient water to take aate of all require-

ments.

MR. CHASE: Yes, sir. Assuming Mr. Davis and his engineerc

are right. We have to leave it to you gentlemen, with the

expectation you are going to solve them. We are giving you

our views; we are laying down no hard and fast rules.

MR. FIERSON: One more question, Mr. Chase? Isn't it the

view entertained, by your Chamber of Commerce that all the com-

merce of the Colorado River basin will naturally flow down the

grade in the tendency to get to the ports of the Pacific.

MR. CHASE: We hone so. (Laughter).



MR. EITERSON: I mean, in the natural course, It is your

view that the development of the upper territory is essential

to your welfare as that territory at your door?

.MR. CHASE: Absolutely, Mr. Emerson, we want that territor

developed; there is no question about that.

MR. CALDWELL: There is one thing I do not understand. I

didYJnbt understand Mr. Rose yesterday;' you quoted him today.

You speak of priorities, and you couple that with, say 20 ye a

or some indefinite period; you do not care to make that period

definite in your suggestion, do you?

MR. CHASE: Twenty years seems to us fair, but as a Chmber

of Commerce, we arernOt attempting to fix thB time.

MR. CALDWELL:• Now, you say you do not wish to establish

any priorities during that 20 years?
_

MR. CHASE:	or this reason, as I understand it, your appre

hension is that when we erect that dam, or when the dam is

erected, then we can tarn around and stop your development on

the upper reaches. • We say we are willing to Dut ourselves in

such a position 'we cannot do that; we are willing to hamstrin

ourselves to make you people feel easni

MR. CALDWELL: As I understand it at the end of 20 years,

You are going to take what you had secured by appropriation

during the 20 years?

MR. CHASE: Yes. You would take whatever you had taken dur-

ing those 20 years, and call it yours?

MR. CALDWELL: Thtt is all right. Mr. Chase--



MR. CHASE: We take what we would have, less the storage,

which would merely mean we would tako the right to appropriat

- assuming we have 450,000 acres additional land under appro-

priation,-we would take our rights in the waters of the Colo- .

rado„--sufficient water to irrigate this additional 450,000

acres, just as you in your state up in Utah would declare you

had the right from this time onto the right to the water to

irrigate that portion of your state which you had brought un-

der ctItivation during that period.

MR. CALDWELL: I do not make myself clear. Suppose, Mr.

Chase, that down on the lower end you had irrigated in the

case of 	 years, say, 450,000 acres of new land, and we had

_developed some or none, and still there was water coming down;

and during the last few years we get in and develop a large

number of acres, and say there is not enough water to irri-

gate 250,000 acres out of the 450,000 mres which you desire

to irrigate. Is that what you mean by priority?

MR. CHASE: ko. We claim no priority. That does not mean

you will have the right to priority. It means we shall play

the game fifty-fifty; there shall be--

. CAIDWEII: I agree with your last remark absolutely;

it is not supposed to, but just as soon, as you go into the

question of priority you have got



' As a matter of fact, it is not supposed. Why not get

upon a broad principle?

MR. CaSE: Wo are trying to get upon a broa!) principle 01

parity.

, MR. CALDWELL: The idea of parity always appeals to me. I

like that word. It sounds good. Cooperation. We invented co-

operation up there in Utah; we like it, especially when on the

head of a stream. Parity--Now, how did you understand Mr.

Sloan's paper yesterday? Was it the idea that parity should

prevail in times of shortage, as to dry years, for instance,

or should it apply all the time, as soon as it was discovered

that there was a shortage in the river?

MR. CHASE I would not undertake to speak for Judge Sloal

MR. CALDWELL: I am asking you how you understood it.

MR. CHASE: Personally, I should think it should apply to

all kinds of scarcity of water. I should not think it shoulE

apply to present vested rights in Colorado or California Nov,
_

up there in Colorado they have a vast acreage under cultiva-

tion—in Utah. I do not think we should undertake, in the

compact, to try to affect present vested rights. You could
•

not, if you wanted to.

MR. CALDWELL; Now, Mr. Chase, just another subject, and,

by the way, I want to preface my question by saying I hope

you will not think I am trying to start an argument. My

friend Carpenter does all the arguing. Why object to diver



sions out of the water-shed?

MR. CHASE: Well, I will tell you. We do not pretend to be

omniscient in our country of California; we cannot see the

future. We do not know. We apprehend that today it possibly

would cost you too much to build tunnels to take the water

out of the water shed, and that it is impractical in any ex-

cept small amounts, but it may not be tomorrow.

MR. CALDWELL: it is very seldom, Mr. Chase, that an en-

gineer has an opportunity to question the water users, so I

am going to avail myself of this opportunity. You do not get

the meaning of my question, I am quite sure. What is the ob-

jection, regardless of the difficulties; why do you object to

our diverting water out of the--

MR. CHASE: (Interrupting) I think my prior answer answers

that. You might take the whole river. If you did, where would

we be?

MR. CAIDWELL: In other word what is the difference whethDr

we use it in the basin or out of the basih?

YR. CHI,SE: Now, as an engine, you know that you do not

lose over a third in evaporation?

MR. CALDWELL: Mr. Chase, I am not trying to ask questions

that would lead anywhere. All I want to find out if you want

the water app.lied where we will get the greatest good out of

it; that is the point, isn't it?

MR. CHASE: We want it applied to the basin. We think that

is the fair way of solving this problem; and for the further



reason, Mr. Caldwell, if the door is thrown open, possibly

water would be taken out of the water-shed and the people go-

ing on the farms should be protected. You take the arid land

in the Southwest. I have been all over it, If you take up arid

land in the Southern part of California and Arizona and New
level the land it must be

Mexico,/ level as a floor; it will cost anywhere from fifty to

one hundred dollars an acre. Now, it would be a crime to get

people to go on the public domains and go to that expense, and,

after that is all done, turn around and say, "We will take

that all away from you by reason of the fact a treaty existed

between the different states, and Colorado is going to take

the water out of the water-shed."

MR. CAIDWELL: You think it is a crime to take the water

out of the water-shed?

MR. CHASE: I think it is a crie to take the water out of

the water-shed, after inducing people to go upon the public

- domain and then take the water away from them.

MR. CAIDWELL: Well, the public domain exists outside of

the water-shed.

MR. CHASE: The first development is bound to take place in

the water-sheds. Now, after that development has taken place,

it would be a crime to take the water away from those people.

Now, I am not disdussing the legal problem, because, as a

matter of law, you have no right to take the water ouf of the

water shed, thereby diminishing the navigable capacity of the- -L-
atream. We are simply discussing facts, not law.



I say, as a matter of fact, you do not want, in Utah,

to develop a project up in your water shed and then after-

wards to 7)ermit Yourself or Colorado to take this out of the

water-shed to the great plains on the other side?

MR. CAIDWELL: Or California?

MR. CHASE: It is not so situated.

MR. CARPENTER: How about the navigability as in the Salton

Sea?

MR. CHASE: We are not concerned in that. The treaty be-

tween Me sjcico and the United States merely provides that the

citizens of the United States shall have the free right of
_

navigation from the Gulf up to the American line, and whare

the river.is a boundary between the two coûntries, that citi-

zens, both partis, shall have that right of navi"tion. We

are doing nothing to take that away. In any event, that is not

a subject for this conference.

MR. CARPENTER: Yes; but you brought in this question of

, navigation. I was wondering if you would have any water left

after you dropped some into the Salton Sea? Now, as a matter

of fact, you are objecting to tunnel diversions because they

are wholly consumptive uses; they take away wholly from the

river.

MR. CHASE: No, I am objecting to it, not upon that theore-

tical view of consumptive use, but because it would be wrogg

to induce these People to develop their homesteads in the

water-sheds; then, afterwards, take away the work of a life-

time from tem.



MR. CARPENTER: Mr. Chase, that is aside, after all, from

- the auestion.

MR. CHASE: As a matter of fact, Mr. Carpenter, t under-

stand the -7eople of the groat State of Colorado, having only

a few diversions outside of the water-shed-- That we are talk-

ing af is more or less of an academic nature. You personally

can probably state to this Commission just the amount of acre

feet Colorado would need at the present time, and probably

itatight be so reasonable in amount, if we knew what it was,

we would probably acquiesce in it.

Bear in mind what I am bbjecting to is diversions from

Oreams; I am referring to those diversions in the stream that

might take place in the future, whem you may tunnel mountains

at a point lower down, where the expense at this time would

be so great you c0Uld not do it.

MR. CARPENTER: Let me disabuse your mind of that. The East-

ern slope of the Rocky Mountains is not as sharp as the West-

ern slope. We would_ have to run a tunnel from the Eastern

line of Colorado to the Western. It is out of the question.

MR. CHASE: Then there can be no objection upon your part

to putting into the compact-- (applause)

MR. FREDERTOKS: Mr. Chairman and Secretary, I want to go,

and may I just make a suggestion? I think everyone on this

committee feels they would like to do something to save the

Imperial Valley. I think you are all thnroughly in favor of

that. Mr. A. P. Davis suggested the possible way to do that

is to build a dam at Boulder Canyon. We have saia we are will-



• ing to hamstring ourselves in such a way we will, obtain no un-

due advantage over you in the building of it. We have sugges

ted one plan which might accomplish that purpose; that is the

purpose of hamstringing us,as it were. Perhaps it does not

meet with the approval of the gentlemen from the upper states.

Possibly you will get together in Lo8 Anges.

We are very earnest in desiring something Acne, and

done early. Let me make a suggestion: You gentlemen from the.

upper states suggest to ud what you, feel would satisfy you in

the matter ef protecting your interestS 1 and still permit us

to build that dam. Think it over and make the suggestion to us

in Los. Angeles s because whatever we agree to would have to be

in such shape we could get our Legislaturo -to agree to it. Let

His know what you think would prevent us front getting an undue

advantage of you, and then I think we will a,fee to your terms.

(Applause)

MR. NORVIEL: Mr. Chase, did I understand you to say that

you mould be willing to forego any priorities for power or

storage rights or damsite rights for all time, or for a period

of years only.

MR. CHASE: The idea of power rights has never been suggested.

MR. NORVIEL: What is your idea? While we have never antici-

pated-- I never examined the Subject from a legal standpoint,

but I doubt whether we have such rights, but, nevertheless, no

matter what our rights will be from a legal standpoint?

MR. CHASE: We declare we are not claiming any rights as

against the upper states arising alit of the use of water for



power purposes, so far as California is concerned; as far as

Southern California is concerned, we are the people interested,

I anticipate.

MR. CARPEUTER: You say for power purposes; you do not say

irrigation?

MR. CHASE: I-have explained my standing gpon that.

MR. NORVIEL: I would like to ask a question. Do you know of

any law that. would prevent the diversion of water from one

basin to another, in any of the states except those states

where the law of riparian rights, known as "common law" pre-

vails?

MR. CHASE: You are absolutely right.

MR. NORVIEL; I am asking the vestion.

MR. CHASE: I thought you took it as a matter of fact. As a

matter of fact, the law rotating to diversions of water from

one water-shed to another arises only in these cases where

the doctrine of riparian rights is involved. In all the West-

ern states excepting California you have no riparian rights.

MR. NORVIEL: Is there any possible way open to the people

of the United States to prevent the diversion of all the water

from the upper reaches of a navigable stream?

MR. CHASE: That is our protection, as against any action

that Colorado might take; if it were not for the fact that

the Colorado River is a navigable stream, in my judgmant as

a lawyer, we could not. If the water were diverted out of the

water-sheds of the Colorado, as a legal proposition--I am not



speaking for the Chamber of Commerce, but I sag - , as a legal

proposition, we could not slidcessfully object to the diver-

sion of the water outside of the water-sheds, for the reason

that there is plen'Ey of water: We could not sit here like a

dog in the manger and say that certain things cannot be done

above. We are undertaking to develop a /blew compact. If Colo-

rado wants our assistance in this, they must make certain con-

cessions to us. It would require an act of Congress to permit

them to do it, and possibly we would resist that

MR. NORVIEL: I think you expressed your opinion about the

priority of rights, Now, how would this proposition appeal to

your legal mind: Supposing the whole basin were considered as

one unit, regardless of state lines, and that priorities for

irrigation and domestic use should prevail--of course, we_
understand that vested rights cannot be taken away, and that

no priorities be given to power uses or storage uses, either

gt all or for a period of years, from 20to 50,-how would

that strike you?

MR. CHASE: Absolutely, that is the_soet.,±_c way to solve

this problem. We make the other ccnsiderations out of defer-

ence to the. people in the North, and we want them to get be-

hind it in Congress.

MR. CARPENTER: Mr. chase, you recognize, don't you, that

the reservoir is a mere instrumentality by which water is di-

verted and applied, in the final analysis, so the preparation

is not for reservoir or storage; it is for beneficial use.



MR. CHASE: For beneficial use on the land.

•MR. CARPENTER: So your priority for beneficial use would

attach to the reservoir, 'wouldn't it?

MR. CHASE: Only to the extent Of the necessity of that

water for that particular land, Mr. Carpenter. You can frame

your compact to Cover that.

MR.EMERSON: Just in an endeavor to clear the smoke away,

because I am desirous of knowing the real attitude of the Los

Angeles Chamber of Commerce. In the first place, I want to say

in regard to my attitude in this thing, in .which I am earnest-

ly seeking to find a solution of this interstate problem; in //

that connection I might say that at the Washington meeting I 2--

wad willing to subscribe to the proposition submitted 117 the

lower states. I was also willing to subscribe to the proposi-

tion submitted by another upper state. We could not all get

together upon one proposition. I want to ask you this: Do you

think Wyoming, for instance, would haie the wildest idea of

enjoining you from building 6 dam on the lower river?

1*. CHASE: The remark was made by somebody before the Com-

mission that that could be done, and I wanted to--

MR. EMERSON: But you appreciate the need of the upper state

to put over the program doWn here in the best way it can be

put over?

MR. CHASE: Absolutely, Mr, Emerson; we realize therdmmust

be a united delegation in Congress, who shall be enthusiastic,

to overcome the apathy of the East; absolutely you must be

with us.



MR. EMERSON: When the Oommisston oan was first proposed,

several eminent engineers of Los Angeles, well meaning, no

doubt, came out in an engineering magazine. Do you feel this

will block the way?

MR. CEASE: I think, Mr. Emerson, as it has developed, I

'think it is a very logigal way. At the time this was first

suggested, I rather felt the result might be to hang the whole

affair up for ten years, but as I met you gentlemen at differ-

ent points, I am satisfied you are all sincere, and that your

Status are sincere, and that you are going to drive this pro-

position through at the earliestpossible moment.

MR. EMERSON: I want to say, when I addressed a few words to

your chamber, I was very well pleased with the reception; but

to hear the expression from man after man at some of these

_meetings, that they could not see the bigger aspect of this

thing, I thought et some time, if we could take a few carloads

of them up to Denver and Salt Lake, to hear well-meaning people

talk--it is merely a question of cooperation both ways.

In drawing up a compact, you would see the necessity of

going further from the upper state standards than simply com-

mitting ourselves to the construction of a great reservoir at

the earliest possible moment; you would have to go further

than that in the compact; that there would have to be recip-

rocity of the parties interested.

MR. CHASE: What would be your idea of reciprocity?

MR. EMERSON: A protecting agreement for the protection of



the upper states, so your priority would not be established by

-thd construction of this . great reservoir, and for fear there

would not be - water supply enough. I want to say that Wyoming

has had a real illustration of that; we are able to see that

possibility._ That is what we want to protect ourselves against.

Now, in regard to a time limitation, a period of 20

years has been suggested. would you be willing to approve of

a compact that would set a certain maximum use in those states

for all time to come; not limited to 20, 50, or 100 years?

MR. CHASE; That is 'the • limitation by acreage?

MR. EMERSON: Limitation by apportionment of water.

MR. CHASE: I think that a fair limitation of that sort

would be acceptable to us. We are not trying to lay down a

hard and fast rule. We talked over that limitation, but we

felt the other probably was more practicalbe tn order to get

immediate action.

MR. EMERSON: I wanted to assure myself what the feeling of

these lower states Was , I am not spending my time listening

to something that will not lead to some progress. I want to

get all the facts I can. I am especially anxious to obtain the

viewpoint of such bodies as the Los Angeles Chamber of Com-

merce.

MR. CHASE: We are willing to reciprocate in all ways ;

MR. EMERSON: You are willing to concede that the compact

should carry a protecting agreement, and that by subscribing
_

we give?our aid in putting over that plan?



MR. CALDWELL: Just a word I want to say, because I probably

never:WM havd an opportunity to get on my feet before these

people here again. We have a much bigger question to settle

On the ColoradoRiver matter, as I see ig, than the nuostion

of whether or not we should or should not divert some water

from the water-shed. T have not the least doubt in the world,

if we can get ever some of the larger things, that the Com-

mission can get together on the question of diversion from

the water-sheds. And it may be very desirable, from the

standpoint of California and Arizona, even, some time, that

Utah be permitted to make a diversion from the water-shed; tut

I want to point out that the amount of diversions from the

water shed in the upper states is a comparatively insignifi-

cant matter, it is not a matter of any great importance.

Now; I am speaking more particularly--that is my view--

I am speaking more particularly as to Utah. As a matter of

fact, we have a diversion now, out of the basin, our Straw-

berry Project takes water out of the basin, a limited amount.

The only way we can get water out of the basin is to go along

- the uppermost reaches of our tributaries to the Colorado; get

Up- near the backbone of the ranges and drive short tunnels

through the mountains. Now, our tributaries that rise in

Utah do not contribute to the Colorado River very „puch in ex-

cess of a million acre feet. Am I right, Mr. Rout? They do

not contribute much in excess of a million acre feet of water.

If we took every tributary out of the basin, there would be



only a million acre feet that I can possibly think of, ',ut

cannot take 20% of that out of the basin; so, I wanted to

point out that it is a mighty small matter in the final dis-

position of the Colorado River matter, so far as Utah is con-

cerned.

MR. NORVIEI: Mr. Secretary and Gentlemen of the Commission

I desire to introduce now Mr. Ralph I,Criswell, of Los Angeles,

California; President of the City Council, who desires to ad-

dress you.	(Applause)

I. RAT= L. CRISWELL: Mr. Secretary and Gentlemen of the

Commission: I might say in the beginning I am not an engineer,

for which I am very sorry; nor am I lawyer, for which I am

not a bit - sorry. (Laughter) But we people in Los Angeles are

interested in this matter; not particularly from an altruistic

standpoint, but because the Imperial Valley and, in fact, all

portions of the Colorado Basin, lies tributary to the City of

Los Angeles.

We are furtherintarested in the building of a dam on

the Colorado River because of the fact that the City of Los

Angeles is in the business of generating and selling oledtric

'power, and we have our eye somewhat in the future, upon some

gentlemen are sitting

of the fact thattal-

upon a rampage, and it

in the Imperial Valley

within one inch of

electric power from that river. But you

hero and discussing this matter because

most every year the Colorado River goes

gets up to such a point that the people

and pale Verde Valloyesse, we will say,



destruction, and it Was in order to curb that flootl

that the people of the valley contributed money to interest

the Government of the United States into a study as to the

• building of a dam for the control of the flood waters of the

Colorado River, Imperial Valley and many other communities

contributed money for that work. The City of Los Angeles

offered to contribute money; I do not remember whether their

offer was accepted or not.

The engineers of the United States Government went tb

work on the project, and they have siad the manner in which

that flood should be controlled was by the building of a dam

at Boulder Canyon. We have confidence in the engineers Of the

Governmmnt. We of Los Angeles have further confidence in them •

because of the fact we have discussed the matter with Mr.

Mulholland, whom everybody knows as a great engineer, and he

has siad that the Davis Report fot•the building of a flood

control dam at the Colorado River is the proper solution of

the question. We are, therefore, in favor of the building o/

that dam at that point, for that purpose.. The building of that

dam, it appears, has raised some question in the minds of the

lawyers,of things that may happen or may not happen because of

the building.of that dam. What we are interested in is that

this work shall progress as rapidly as possible. We of Los

Angeles and Imperial Valley would like to see the dam built

tomorrow, if it,was possible to do so, but we realize further

that this Commission must arrive at a unanimous conclusion in

order to accomplish anything; and not only must this Commid0



sion be unanimous, but in reporting to your several states,

the Legislatures of those states must unanimously, or all OT

the States, must support the recommendations of this commis-

sion, and the Congress of the United States must accept it.

Now, there are many, many small points involved in the

matter that it may take considerable time to work out, and we

in Los Angeles have wondered whether it would not be possible

far you gentlemen to agree upon this one thing, and report to

your States and have them agree upon that; just the one thillg, ---
that the building of the Boulder Canyon Dam shall not give

anybody any rights which they do not now possess, nor shall

the building of the dam take away from ahybody any rights

whftch they now possess; and if yeu will do that, then you can

go ahead and take all the time you want to work out the smalr

ler details. (Applause)

MR. HOOVER: Just a momenti Captain Fredericks raised the

question as to Whether irrigation improvements could befinan-

ced on the back of such an agreement as that, because that is

tantamount, or at least an agreement that provides no title

to water.

NR. CRISWELL: Well, I look upon the matter in this way, Mr.

Secretary: If the Boulder Canyon Dam is not built, then the

title to water is as it is, and whatever sOhemes,--ir±agation

schemes, must be financed, would have to be financed upon

that basis, and it is my opinion that in order to expedite the

Wk of building this dam, we might treat that matter as



though the dam had not been built.

MR. HOOFER: Well, I think you will have to get it clear

that the water in the river is now exhausted, from  California

point of view; it is only by the addition of the reservoir

that additional land may be brought into play, and I take it

• that your proposition is that some legal device will be enter-

Bd upon which will create no title to water by virtue of the

land brought under that dam; is that your real meaning?

MR. CRISWELL: That is what I suggest.

MR. HOOVER: Do you think, then, in that case, do you feel

that this land can be improved and financed?

MR. CRISWELL: I think it is possible, yes, sir, for this

reason: That what I am suggesting, at least I thought I was

making it clear, that this would be, well, you might say, an

armistice, a temporary agreement which could be entered into,

and then a final agreement, Which wauld be more elaborate,

could be worked out and more time' given to the details thereof,

but what we want is the building of the dam. We want to pro-

tect the Imperial Valley and the Palo Verde Valley from the

menace of the floods which hangs over them every year.

MR. EMERSON: Your answer would be you wish to subscribe to

the construction of this reservoir at once, without any pro-

' tecting agreement for water rights on the upper river?

MR. CRISWELL: You would have the same protection you would

have now.

MR. CARPENTER: That was not the first proposition, Mx.



Emerson. His first proposition was that he would afford full

and permanent protection to the upper rights.

MR. NORVIEL: Unless we have overloobed some6no, I have no

other name of anyone from Arizona who has not spoken, who de-

sires to speak to this Commission and to the Secre4try. If

there is any other person now in the room ready to address

the Secretary and the Commission upon this subject, from

Arizona, who has not already spoken, will you kindly  let me

have your expression at this time?

MR. C.S.BROWN: (President of theAfizona Farm Bureau, Tucson,

Arizona) Mr. Chairman, I have hot had any desire to speak,

but I have been asked by several. I 'represent the Arizona

Farm Bureau of Tucson.

I will say to you I have lived 'in Utah and Coloradcb,

and have lived all over New Mexico, engaging in the cow busi-

nesx, and I believe all the people of those three states would

say what I am going to say if they hadthe privilege, that we

are in earnest when we say we want to give and take; and that

some of the people have said to me, "We bave had to hang our

heads in shame, yesterday', when people indulged  in personali-

ties that were irrelevant to this cause." And I think that

While some . of'the things which were said today were a little

bearing upon what the Secretary wanted to find out, it reminds

me of a certain class of literature which I indulge in. I

read for information, and sometimes for pastime, and then I

read a class of literature which is religious, in that I read

sometimes the Bible and Walt Mason,, and in the last, I read



this: "That there are blacksmiths making watdhes; butchers

making hats; and there are doctors making botches of cur

wishbones and our slats." And I think some of the things

that happened yesterday were just as awkward as that. Some of

the people have aske(f. me to say to the Secreatary and the

Commission that that did not represent the big-heartedness of

this State.

We are willing to give and take; we have confidence in

this body; that it will reach an amicable, workable compact,

and net delay the protection of the people who live in the

lower reaches of the river nor impair the reaches of the

people upon the upper. (Great Applause)

MR. NORVIEL: Then, Mr. Sectetary and Gentlemen of the Corn-

mission The next speaker will be Mt. J.W.Reagin, represent-

ing the Los Angeles County Board of Sppervisors.

(Not present)

- MR. NORVIEL: Then it affords me great pleasure to intro-

duce Mr. E.F.Scattergood, e4gineer of the Public Service Com-

mission of the City of Los Angeles.

MR. E.F. SCATTERGOOD: Mr. Secretary and Gentlemen: May I

digress for just a moment?

The people of Southern California and all the States,

I am sure, are sincerely grateful to you for accepting the

responsibility that you assume as Chairman of this Commission,

because we know 'hat you accepted them knowing the greatness

and the exteit of those responsibilities in bringing these



seven. States together. -

Regarding the essentials of their systems of obtaini .

water and power that may be gotten from a stream like the

Colorado, we are very fortunate in that those of the National

' Government, Who have to do with these things directly, are

all familiar with and of, I think, the West, Secretary Fall,

yourself and Director Davis, because it is necessary that

those who have charge of these, in order to give them full

justice, and appreciate the difference between the West and

the East, and, therefore, present the facts to those in the

East in the fullness of their significance. Individual efEqa

forts and private enterprise in the East do not appreciate

this difference because of the fact that rain comes down where

they want it, and the futa is distributed and simply has to

be dug out at a moderate expense.

The situation here in which we find those essentials,

water and power, locked up in the flow of streams, we do not

:appreciate that Governmental function is necessary to unlock

and make available for efficiett and effective use the waters.

for irrigation and power.

It would be asking too much to ask these three gentle-

men and yourself, Mr. Secretary, to aid us more than you are,

because you are doing more than we are in explaining to the

Eastern people these diffferenees.



These are so essential and so naturally a gift in the East

and only available to us through the exercise of Governmental

function efficiently, that they must be developed through Gov-

ernmental function, and it is logical they should be, because

in a time of- a slump of business, Government financing compar-

itively is easy; and Government revenues derived from such fi-

nancing are available when labor is id. and when materials

are low, and there does not come, therefore, the indirect re-

sult of the necessity of increasing or effecting such things,

beacuase all these things to the individual, and the private

enterprises that is utilizing them, and which find them neces-

sary in their business or industrial pursuits and manufactur-

ing, have to suffer in the cost of these beaause of the unfor-

tunate business slump. It has a steadying effect which in the

East they do not suffer from, because those things are natural-

ly given; but in the West, unless they are worked out through

Governmental function, they are affected by temporary condi-

tions greatly to the detriment of industry, as has been real-

ized in the Southwest this last few years.

Southern California as a unit is, to the best of my

.knowledge and belief, solidly for and has been all along, as

far. as we have been familiar with it, and it has been crystal-

lized, the Davis -elan of the development of the Coloraod River.

That plan relating to a first activity and hot being a complete

plan, but having been worked out, as we know, in the light of

.what we know should become a complete and comprehensive plan.



The City of Los Angeles--T am not speaking from the stanapoint

of the interests of the City directly, but only as a member of

the community of Southern California, has a corps of engineers;

Mr. Mulhollana has been spoken of. There is a consulting

board of engineers, khich may be of interest to you, Mr. Sec-

retary, and others, an:loutline of which has been submitted.

Those are men of national reputation, leaders among the fore-

most in their respective specific branches of engineering work,

and of international reputation with respect to some, at least.

They have considered this carefully, on request of the city

of Los Angeles. It is the opinion of the engineers of Los

iingeles that the Davis plan is proper and right and essential-

ly a proper part of the ultimate and complete plan of the

development of the Colorado River. The Colorado River has stor-

age possibilities, if I may just briefly refer to some points

not referred to by Director Davis or Mr. Mulholland specificaI-

lty,it has storage possibilities above the Glen Canyoh. It has

some power possibilities if regulated at the Boulder Canyon or

Glen Canyon, below the Boulder Canyon and, ultimately, storage

above Lees Perry, which is at the South end of Glen Canyon,

for the regulation of the waters that may come down permanent-

ly, • after a proper irrigation above, which will be worked out

eventually as a part of the comprehensive plan unquestionably.

But that storage at Glen Canyon need only be a part of the to-,	 _

tal, because storage above Glen Canyon will be necessary to

some extent in * connection with the agricultural, more partica-



larly, ultimately, in connection with the power development,

because there is five hundred, million horsepower above Glen

Canyon that may be developed and will be developed; and if

that storage is had, it will tend in part, and at least to the

extent of 60 per cent of the requirements, regulate the river

at Lee's Ferry; and the storage at Glen Canyon need only pro-

vide the remaining part. Then, with the large storage at

Boulder Canyon, the regulation for agriculture is taken care

of so far as the lower states are concerned, and with the re-

gulation at Glen Canyon above, power development upon all

those large power sites along the river above Boulder Canyon

may take place without regatd to agriculture, and, therefore,

eliminate the conflict which Mr. Davis has spoken of, between

agriculture and power, which is a very material matter.

MR. CARPENTER: Pardon me. You mean that the Boulder Canyon

will take care of the slack?

MR. , SCATTERGOOD: It will regulate below the power plant,

perhaps with the exception of a few of the smaller ones below

Boulder Canyon .. The development of storage at Glen Canyon at

this time, to the extent of a year's flow, which would not be

aafficient for complete development, but requiring some

22,000,000 feet for complete regulation, wet and dry periods,

throughout, would require a dam of some 400 feet and more,

according to the best advices we are able to secure at this

time, and would mean a very heavy expense. Then, development

by means of dams below Glen Canyon, smaller dams would be that



much additional expense, and would not, unless it is a large

one at Boulder, solve the question of controlling the silt for

irrigation below and would result in a much larger percentage

of the power being developed with the silt to contendwwith,

which would be eliminated by the general comprehensive plan

which I have outlined.

With respect to the question of a compact: As an engiii

neer, I am utterly incompetent to speak in a way that would

be using language that would stand the test of the law . There

are several considerations which perhaps I am justified in

calling to the attention of this Commission, and which you

have no doubt considered at times. One of them is that the

economic conditions being as they are, Director Davis finds .

that there is sufficient water for everybody in the water-shed,

but those economic conditions may change so materially as to

complately alter that situation, and it is my belief that the

proability is very great that within the course of, perhaps,

thirty or forty years, they may change so materially as to

complèpely alter that situation. Therefore, the lower states

could not be asked, and I do not think the other states would

ask, on that account, that an agreement be entered into stip-

ulating that the upper states may for all time divert all the

water that they might put to economic and efficient use, be-

cause it would result, undoubtedly, in my opinion, ultimately

In doing what Mr. Chase expresses in his mind as being unthink-

able, the withdrawing of water from a district that had put



(

district that had put it to use before. The value of water

may become, double what it is now, when measured in farm pro-

ducts, with labor and cost og growing. The upper states could

then divert twice as much water as they could under present

economic conditions. That must be given consideration. Then,

in Working out a compact along the line that has been suggest-

ed by some, the possibility as has been referred to by Mr.

Carpenter, possibility of putting water to use, largely waste-

fully, in order to keep control of the water, might be exper-

ienced, and any compact must contemplate that that might be

done. I am not challenging the good faith or integrity of any

in that matter. I know it has been done in California, and ,,it.

with many streams in connection with irrigstion, and at this

time is being done. The Commission should take care of that.

MR. CARPENTER: For the purpose of holding their technical

rights.

MR, SCATTERGOOD: Exactly so. I have in mind, in that con-

nection, Mr. Secretary, the possibility,--follow my phraseol-

ogy, except as indicating the pract;cal procedure, legally I

do not know the effect of it, but it could be so worded to

have the effect I desire to give. It might be as somewhat of

an alternative to Mr. Chase's suggestion, and his possibly is

right, and this wrong, because he has in mind the effect of the

law, that theSouthern States stipulate through an act of Con-

-gress that for a period of 20 years, development in the North-

ern -states, within the water-shed, - and perhaps limited amount



that might be agreed upon outside, that appears to be not an

important matter--and that the Southern States would not, dur-

ing that period of 20 years, assert any right oh account of

the Boulder Canyon Dam, or otherwise. Second, that develop-

ment, either during the processes of the development o tf the.

2G-year period, or thereafter, as against the development

which took -place during that 20 year 1Deriod. Now, you will

see wherein the question of possible excess„ use of water would

come in, in order to hold it prior to the end of the 20-year

period. If that were agreed to, it would be necessary and fair

and, I believe, the Northern states would agree with Oe in

this: that a coMmission of three Covernment representatives

be provided for that would pass on the cuestion of effective

and beneficial use, and confine it to legitimate, effective

and benefiCial ase;--a,44-144Refici.al-uset otherwise Mr. Chase's

Suggestion of equality, would be the only protection against

that, in which case both the North and the South could indUlge

in the same uneconomical and improper practice, which would

be undesirable. Dow, at the end of twenty years, that same

. commission, or until such time as a further compact might be

entered into, would be looked u'oon as a board of arbitration

to determine and control every other department in accordance

With the highest and best use, in the North or in theeSouth.

The Southern states not, on account of the 50 or 40 million

acres which the .capacity of the reservoir, having acquired any

rights to fill it as against the rights gained in the North



during that 20 years, or thereafter, under the arbitration of

said Commission. Now, that merely is suggesting ideas for the

purpose of bringing out something better, as to form. I be-

lieve that the agreeing upon an acreage at this time is not .

logical although I see no reason, as I believe the represen-

tatives of Southern California have suggested, why the South-

ern States would object to it. It is impossible to see what

conditions will be in the fdture, and if in the future there

is no prospect of the use of the water in the Northern states

that might be allowed, and there is use for power and irriga-

tion in the Southern states, to permit it to lie there indef-_ . _	 _
7 -

initely or for a long period of time, that would_bot be con-,--

serVation according to the policies of our country. JWe want

something that will promote immediate development in the North

and South, and protect both. For a 20-year period, I think the

South would be safe in allowing for development and that it

might be applied to efficient and beneficial use. The Commis-

Sion; Mr. Chairman, as I have sized it up, from that I have

heard at a number of these sessions, is confronted with a

responsibility greater than the States in creating it, and the

Government probably contemplated, but believe the people of

the seven states will appreciate that this Commission has a

responsibility greater than was contemplated; a responsibility

to suggest to Congress that a law be enacted containing in it

provisions which, in the opinion of this Commission, Mr. Chair-

man, will protect the States, in order that a great empire in



itself, the Imperia; Valley, of 50,000 people, might 'hot be

jeopardized while you are waiting to go to your reppective

Legislatures for approval. It seems that the people of these

states cannot expect you to wait to go to the Legislature for

approval, before suggesting to Congres S such an act. I believe

that every one of you appreciate, that in public placet respon-

sibtlities have to be taken and honest men in public places

are forced to take those responsibilities. I can say that the

City of Los Angeles, in the advancement of its utility pro-

jects, would never be where it is if responsibilities were not

taken by its officials, without waiting to gei,to the people

for approval. I say that not for the purpose of endeavoring to

impress	 on you gentlemen the responsibilities, but to express_

here openly and publicly that the people of these states,

everyone of them, must stand back of you in taking the respon-

sibilities like that, or those people must have the responsi-

bility of the destruction of suah, an empire as the Imperial

Valley. And if you Commissioners do take that, you will re-

lieve your Chairman of a greater responsibility than should be

upon him, by joining in such a method, and you have the bask-

ing, morally, of the Secretary o the Interior, of Director

Davis, and undoubtedly of your oxen chairman, in taking such a

responsibility . I do not believe the people of the states would
or suaOsting to Con rose,

take exception to it, the recommending to Congress at this

time, of a law that would protect these states properly, in

your opinion, providing you can get together upon that. I am



thoroughly convinced in my mind that you can. I think you

will find it much easier to get together upon a program of

20 years, permitting work to go on, than in an attempt pro-

ding for arbitration to be entered into after 20 years,

much easier than you could get together upon a compact allo-

cating the water, because that undertakes to determine it for_	 ,
all time. I do not believe this. Commission or any other body

of men can do that intelligently» • (Applause)

MR. CARPENTER: You made a study, did you not, of the upper

reaches of the Colorado River?

MR. SCATTERGOOD: Not particularly, except some data in the

files of the Government of the United States.

MR. CARPENTER: You never made a study of the field?

MR. SCATTERGOOD: I have not; that is, further North thah

Lee's Ferry.

MR. HOOVER: There is one matter raised by Mr. Scattergood,

I think I should like to correct any misimpression. So far as

pknow, there never has been a proposition before this Com-

mission that there should be a complete settlement of the_
water rights of the respective states,./All of the propositions

have hinged upon the principle of the division of their water

on the basis of acre feet, or on the basis of acreage; they

were all proposed upon the foundation of a certain limited

acreage to be acqepted at the present. ime, and given priority,

with a large reserve in water for subsequent allocation,

over a long term of years./I make that clear because I see in



the press that there was some expression that any body of

human people could sit down and provide for a division of

water for a thousand years.

MR. SCATTERGOOD: I had a correct impression of that, and

intended to mention that. That, I understand, such proposi-

tions contemplated a further compact or allocation at a later

time.

MR. NORVIEL: The next speaker will be Mr. Horace PorteY,of

Riverside, California, representing a number of cities of

Southern .Califorhia. (Applat,se)

MR. PORTER: Mt. Chairman, and Gentlemen of the Commission:

I am delighted that the Chairman brought out so clearly the

attitude of hearing public sentiment regarding agriculture and

power, and. what I believe is the unanimous sentiment that ag-

riculture is first; that power falls second, ana we can all

leave the power question. Just as Mr. Fredericks, of thD Cham-

ber of Commerce Wa, that is secondary.
Mt. Chairman, I have a horror of floods. I was born

and raised :in the Ohio Valley, where there was born into me

such a horror of floods that through my youth I saw them rise

and sweep away homes and destroy property, and cost lie. It

is a terrible menace. But there, it was a passing thing; in a

few days or weeks it was over. There are floods so destructive

that recovery after them is impossible. One of the latest de-

ductions of geologists of Europe is that the whole Mediterran-

ean Gulf or sea was, in a prehistoric time, lower than the



Sahara, lower than the Imperial Valley, lower than the ocean

level, and prehistoric man lived in and upon it. There came a

time when the ocean broke through in Gibraltar, when men were

drowned and destroyed, and this country was destroyed by the

sea for all time.

Now, upon a small scale, that is just what may happen

to our Imperial Valley; and, Mr. Chairman, I have seen during

the past year a very wide divergence of opinion all over Cal-

ifornia, in cities, in the farming districts, among'the public

and private people, a great divergence of opinion upon all

thi8 Colorado River question, and more or less mutual suspi-

cion of each other; and I have seen it all this past year, all

focused unanimously upon the one feature for the .saving of the

Imperial Valley. In this great danger, there is one immediate

duty, the erection of such a dam as in the opinion of your

national engineers shall save Imperial, Yuma and the interests

of these two cities, and I am sure if it got into the conci

Science, the daner, the horror-- if it got into the conscience

of the men and women of Utah, Colorado and all the Southern

states, they, too, would be unanimous for that immediate action,

Reference has been made to-the way the Lord made that

valley. When he made it, he had no state lines to interfere

with its making or administration, and I have a feeling that

Uncle Sam ought to have little interference of states' rights

in managing that. But this Commission is a good thing to bring

out the different states' views--the different state affairs,



- and it is a clearing house for it.

Now, I have no doubt, under your leadership, Mr. Seore-.

tary, this Commission will get together upon a common ground.

But if you gentlemen learn from that great experienmei

. in Australia, where there has been in litigation the question

of water rights and all these rights have been for f(ifty years

in litigation, at enormous expense, and they found themselves

absolutely helpless, and laterly the national government, the

government of Australia, took it out of the hands of the courts

and litigants and put it.:, mto the hands of an arbitration

committee, to settle it in a ffew weeks. Now, something of

that kind can be done. Gentlemen, I believe you will come to-

gether and settle upon a basis to establish things just right.

There is enough water and power for all, and you will make

your findings in such a way we shall all become happy ana con-

tented, ana immediate work be made possible. I have simply

those two thoughts: The immediate flied control to save wiping

out Yuma and Imperial, which may hap?en at any time. It is

too serious and terrific a danger. Second, treat it largely,

generously for all. -

Now, - there is a give and take here of the power ques-

tion. Some have one view and some another; all stand together.

Let it take its place logically when the time comes, but im-

mediately do the human thing as well as the economic and safe

thing, and save a great empire from Possible destruction.

(Great applause)



NO- HOOVER: Ifr. Porter, do :you su -jscribe to the idea that

Southern California is prepared to contract with the upper

states,-that they will claim no title by virtue of the erect

tion of the Boulder Canyon dam?

MR. PORTER: Personally I Should say we will make no claims

by the building of the dam that would be prejudicial to the

interests of the people of the upper states.

MR. NORVIEB: This, MX. Secretary, concludes our program--

Mr. George Hoodenpyle, City Attorney of Long Beach, California

desires to say a word. (Applause)

MR. GEORGE HOODEUPTEE: Mr. Secretary, and Gentlemen of the

Commission: I trust that you gentlemen from the upper states

will be a little patient with us dom in this section, for in-

sisting upon some protection for the Imperial Valley and South-

western Arizona.

This matter is very near to OUT hearts. This is a mat-

ter of life; it is a matter of property; it is a matter of a

place to live, and you will pardon us if we insist strenuous-

ly upon this proposition.

Now, we are hot insisting particularly upon the Boulier

Canyon Dam, because of any interest we have in the matter.

That dam has been suggested by the Reclamation Service as the

proper place for the protection of this country, for the 
pro-

tection of the Imperial Valley and Southwestern Arizona, 
and

for that reason we are back of that proposition. Had 
the Re-

clamation Service suggested p orne other proposition that would



accomplish the same purpose, we would certainly be back of

that propoaition.

Now, I am willing to subscribe to the suggestions made

by Mr. Chase, and amplifie by Mr. Scattergood, relative to the

provisions of the compact, that a certain surrender be made by

California; but I want to offer to the Commission an alterna-

tive suggestion, sumply for what it is worth. I know you gentle-

men want all angles to this proposition. IT want to give you an

angle I have worked out, just for whatever value it may be. It

may have no value whatever, but I believe it will meet some of

the objections that have been raised here. It is this:

It is quite evident in forming a compact that it will

be necessary to have an administrative body to carry out the

provisions of whatever terms and conditions you set forth in

your compact. Ls suggested here so ably by Governor Sloan yes-

terday, it would be desirable, I think, that that dommission

be non-interested, and that it be appointed by the President

of the United States or some Federal authority.

- Now, then, the question arises, whet power are you go-

ing to give this Commission? It seems to me that all of the

states in interest ought to be willing to submit the interests

in the Colorado River to an impartial Commission; it seems to

me that that will be the best way to obtain the speedy develop-

ment of all of the river as a unit, for the benefit of all the

people, not only of the Southwest, but all. It seems to me if

this Commission can agree upon an allocation of water, with a



reserve as suggested by the Secretary, that that should be

done; and that that should be included in the pact l that if

the Commission is unable to agree upon any particular alloca-

tion or figures for it, that also might be left for the deter-

mination of this Commission.

Now, it occurs to me that if a Commission is appointed

to carry out the provisions of this pact, it will make a study

of this Colorado situation; it will understand what is best

for all of the people, and if your compact should provide for

applications to be filed with this Commission, hearings to be

had, and the matter of each development presented to the Com-

mission, and that no development in the Colorado River could

be undertaken or carried through without a permit from the

Commission appointed by the Federal Government, which would be

approved by the Legislatures of the various states.

Now, that would avoid two difficulties; a period of

holiday from litigation would not be ekeriod of holiday from

the rights to be acquired. As suggested here, it will be diff-

icult to finance a proposition for irrigation or power, if the

water is to be taken away. Them, if you make your allocation

for the various states in addition to the rights that are al-

ready here, permit the development of that amount of water in

each of those states to proceed immediately under the provi-

sions of a permit from this Commission, and let those rights

attach and be permanent, then it can be financed; otherwise,

- I think it cannot. Then you would avoid unnecessary delays,

and it would avoid such mistakes as might be made for setting



down at this time a condition of affairs that should continue

without change for twenty or forty or fifty years. Why, if it

is to be submitted to a Commission at the end of 20 years, or

to the Courts to determine at the end of 20 years, why not let

the Commission determine it from time to time as the matter

comes up. I believe a Commission of this kind ought to be sa-

tisfactory to all of the states. It ought to stimulate the

work of development, and it ought to result in the obtaining

of the highest development of the river in the shortest pos-

sible time. (Applause)

MR. HOOVER: Mr. Hoodenpyle, in the plan you contemplate,

do you consider that this Commission that you suggest would

have final powers?

MR. HOODENPYLE: I think so.

MR. HOOVER: In the allocation of water? In other werds,

they should have - a large discretioh?

MR. HOODEPPLYE: Of course, the other was suggested. All

that would call for an equitable cohsideration by the Court.

MR. HOOVER: I was wondering whether you would make it sub-

ject to revision of the Supreme Court or the State Legisla-

tures.

MR. HOODENPYIE: Certainly not by the State legislatures,

because I think the further the compact gets away from the

interests or, rather, I should . say, the biases and prejudices

from the variov.s states, the better the results would be.

MR. HOOVER: TM, proposition Would be tantamount to the



states ceding their rights to the control of the river to a

Commission?

MR. HOODENPYLE: With such original limitations as may be

placed in the compact as may reserve to the state--and with

such restrictions as may be placed around the applications and

the permits and conditions under which this commission would

develop.

MR. HOOVER: I was wondering whether you would mind giving

us some kind of a draft of what you thought would be propel,—

formulate a compact along that line? It is much easier to con-

sider something specific. I think it would be a very. great

help to the Commission, if you could find time to do so.

MR. HOODENPYLE: Well, I hardly feel equal to the task. I

would be willing to give it to you for what it is worth.

MR. HOOVER: We would be very grateful.

MR. NORVIEL: I dislike to foreclose anyone who desires to

address the Commission, but as the hour has arrived when I

know the Secretary has an pppointment and it seems our meetings

must close at this time.

I have asked Mr. Dwight B. Heard to say a word to the

Commission and the Secretary. (Applause)

MR. DWIGHT B. HEARD: Mr. Secreatry and Members of the 
Com-

mission: We of Arizona want to thank you and the 
Commission

for having held this vitally important hearing here 
in the

Southwést"inthe center of this valley which is an
 illustra-

tion of what cooperation can accomplish. We want to thank you



for the fairreaS and the corTI. 00r ,, 	71t-., -, 73ich this hearing

has been held, where different plans have been presented. We

feel that there has been a square deal shown to everyone. We

feel that in a .difference of opinion we really are only ap—

preaching the step-ladder of progress; if we all thought alike

it would be a deadly 41111 place to live.

We hope thia will result in conattuctive actiOn upon

your part, action which is in the spirit of the generous peopl...

who live in this basin, action which is in the spirit of good

neighbors one to another.

We hope that here • locally we will bring about such co-

operation that our good friends, Mr. Maxwell and Mr. Uorviel,

both uf whom have accomplised much for the Southwest, may

work together hand in hand in the spirit of cooperation with

great success. (Great applause)

MR. HOOVER: Mr. Heard and Gentlemen: I am sure, on behalf

of the Commission, they wauld wishme to thank the people of

Phoenix for the fine reception we have had, and especially for

the many illuminating suggestions we have received.

I know that every member of the Commission has approach-

ed this problem day by day with a perfectly open mind. I was

at the first sessioas of the Commission, where we spent many

days in consideration of the whole problem before we came to

Phoenix. I think each member of the Commission • is possessed

fully and to an extraordinary degree of both engineering and

the legal points involved in this problem; but yet I think

P



they will all agree with me that this session has been of the

greatest -Oossible value s and that new ideas have been injected

that make the way sensibly clearer.

Therefore, I wish in their name, to thank you all far

the assistance you have given to the Commission.

(Great applause.)

MR. NORVIEL: Before we retire, I think it would be per-

fectly right and proper that we make a motion or write a mo-

tion to Judge Savtelle thanking him for the use of these

rooms. (Carried.)
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